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Teen may be tried as adult for murder 
THE TEENAGER accused of killing 
Linda Lefranc a year ago will be tried 
as an adult unless an application is 
made to send the case to youth court. 
The 18-year-old man was 17 when 
Lefranc was stabbed to death in her 
Braun St. townhouse Dec. 9, 1998, and 
therefore cannot be named until the 
status of the future trial is settled. 
If the young man is tried as an adult 
and convicted of first degree murder. 
he would face life imprisonment with 
no chance of parole for 25 years - 
compared to 10-year parole eligibility 
for young offenders convicted of the 
same crime. 
Dressed in a green T-shirt and khaki 
cargo pants, the accused man sat sil- 
ently through court appearances last 
Monday and Tuesday. 
He now faces charges of both first 
and second degree murder in connec- 
tion with Lefranc's death. 
Which charge proceeds depends on 
whether Crown counsel Michael Ful- 
mer decides there's enough evidence 
to show there was intent to kill. 
First degree murder is defined as 
murder that is planned and deliberate. 
The next court appearance is sche- 
duled for Jan. 21. 
RCMP inspector Doug Wheler says 
local residents should rest easier now 
that an arrest has been made. 
"It was an extremely terrifying mur- 
der for citizens of Terrace," he added. 
"It had people feeling very uneasy 
about their security." 
Wheler said the accused was one of 
the prime suspects from the very start. 
"He was one of the ones we looked 
at very closely," he said. 
"Everyone in the inner circle to the 
victim has to be looked at and elimi- 
nated," he added. 
Wheler said the investigation took 
a year to complete since there were so 
many people to interview: family, 
close friends, Lefranc's chool mates 
and neighbours. 
There were also 330 tips or leads 
generated by police officers and the 
public to check out. 
Fie emphasized that cases like this 
one are very complicated since police 
need sufficient evidence to take to 
court to convict anyone. 
Tt~e accused has been in custody 
since he was picked up at the Terrace 
airport by officers as he returned to 
Terrace from a week in Vancouver. 
While in Vancouver, the man was 
kept under strict surveillance, with po- 
lice aware of his his whereabouts at
all times. 
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1 He's 103! 
. ,.'f~::~.:,.:~':.. 
Granddaughter Darlene Striker helped Harvey Doll celebrate his 
103rd birthday December 21 at Terracevlew Lodge. Doll was sur- 
rounded by friends, family members (Including his son Stan Doll 
: !.',3 
and his great-granddaughter Jamie Siiker) and Terraceview staff. 
Also celebrating a birthday December 21, was Beth Evans, who 
turned 90 years old. For story, see Page BI. 
Forestry will keep powering 
our economy in new century 
Full-time jobs increasingly By MIKE COX FORESTRY JOBS are 
here to stay, but what ra re  as  the season  shrinks 
form the industry takes is 
still to come as the north- drews said. 
west prepares to deal with And that leaves loggers 
the new millennium, looking for work in the off- 
Dave Andrews, with season. 
16/37 Community Futures, Many loggers - espe- 
said full-time logging jobs 
are a thing of the past, but ~ 
forestry will remain asta, THE NEW MILLENNIUM: 
pie in the northwest econ- i Forestry reflections, Page A3. 
omy . . . .  
"'There will be a move 
away from malnstream eially those who have 
logging, but not necessart- been in the industry for 20 
ly forestry," he said. or more years - are look- 
The traditional ten- ing to sealed.down logging 
month logging jobs ,  he jobs, Andrews said. 
said, can still be found, ,% lot of people are 
but workers can end up be- looking at small, one or 
ing away from thetr fa' two man logging business' basis is considered self- 
rallies for up  to four es," employed, so they can't 
months. That's the case with get U.L" 
do have the option of go- 
ing into other fields. 
"People are going to 
have to find things to do 
themselves," he said. 
Another problem, he 
said, are contract workers 
- like fullers and logging 
truck dr ivers -  who can't 
find twelve month employ- 
ment, 
"Anyone on a contract 
Dave Andrews 
more, but Andrews said 
the future isn't totally 
bleak. 
"There's always going 
to be a need for wood." 
That need, he said, will 
"Logging jobs will be a many o lder  people, he The logging industry just take a new form in 
part-time job at best," An, satd, but younger people isn't a full-time job any- practices. 
"Instead of being a har- 
vester of fibres, we'll have 
MLA dismisses 
citizen health 
posse demand 
SKEENA NDP MLA 
Helmut Giesbrecht says 
demands by a local group 
for the resignations of lo- 
cal health care official 
Tom Novak and the Ter- 
race Area Health Council 
are "nonscllse". 
"They've got their facts 
wrong anyway," said 
Giesbrecht of "r(~rrace 
Health Watch, formerly 
Concerned Citizens for 
l-lealthcare. 
It was formed earlier 
this year after nursing 
shortages reduce the 
amount of beds at Mills 
Memorial Hospital, which 
in turned limited admis- 
sions. 
"it's disgraceful they 
can write letters like that 
dence sent by the group to 
health minister Penny 
Priddy. 
Giesbrecht said last 
week he needed to hear 
details of specific cases 
involving health care to 
determine exactly what 
happened in each circum- 
stance. 
"I'm still waiting for an 
avalanche of letters. I've 
not had any. I think there 
is too much rhetoric and 
no facts here," he said. 
"It does suggest here's 
more politics than any- 
thing else on this." 
Giesbrecht said the lo- 
cal health council is doing 
the best it can. 
"But there will always 
be a few people sniping 
with misinformation," said from the sidelines," he ad- 
Giesbrecht of correspon- ded. 
MP's been grilled 
over treaty stand 
Scott a lonely voice of protest 
By JEFF NAGEL 
SKEENA MP Mike Scott 
says history will be the 
final judge of whether he 
has been right or wrong in 
leading an all-out attack 
on the Nisga'a treaty dur- 
ing his years in office. 
The Reform Party's 
aboriginal affairs critic and 
main point man on the 
treaty says it hasn't been 
easy to be repeatedly por- 
trayed as a bad guy. 
"It certainly isn't an en- 
joyable position to be in," 
Scott says. Mike Scott 
"I've given this issue a 
lot of time, a 1oi of consid- NDI ) finally used closure 
oration and a fair amount in the spring to end B.C.'s 
of my life," he says, "I am longest debate and ratify 
convinced beyond any  the treaty. 
pulp - and taking the good 
wood for other purposes, 
By doing that, said An- 
drews, new, more stable 
markets could be devel- 
oped. 
One example of this is 
finger-jointing wood to- 
gether to make 2x4s. 
were right." Parliamentary business for 
"In the future, when our two days by forcing round- 
grandchildren and n ieces  the-clock voting on all 471 
and nephews ask people amendments they'd pro- 
where they were when this posed to the lreaty. 
happened, I will be able to Anti-treaty strategists 
account fo r  where 1 was had hoped to drum up wi- 
and what I was doing.,' despread grassroots oppo- 
The treaty passed the sition to the treaty in B.C. 
Rather than using entire House of Commons Dec, To some extent hat has 
saw logs, good wood is 13 and is expected to pass happened - privately or- 
joined together to make the Senate in the spring, ganized referendums on 
the lengths of 2x4s. If there was ever any the treaty have been held 
Developing new mar- chance to stop the treaty, in throughout B.C., with 
Lets like this is on-going, 1999 was the year it would the people participating 
and will continue to reform have happened, voting overwhelmingly 
the industry into the future, B,C. Liberals led by against he treaty. 
Andrews added, Gordon Campbell mounted But it hasn't become 
"The industry Is in the a steady attack in the leg - the  tidal wave Reformers 
middle of forming itself lslature's clause,by-clause 
now," debate of the treaty, Tie Continued PgA14 
to become farmers." shadow of a doubt that the Federal Liberals like- 
Thai could come in the position the Reform Party wise used closure to cut 
form of using wood that has taken is the correct debate short in the House 
has some rot in i t 'wh ich  one and that it will be of Commons- but not be- 
right now is only used for shown over time that we fore Reformers tied up 
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Terrace on flight Path 
for expanding Westjet 
TERRACE AND area 
does fit into Westjers 
plan for service, but not 
just yet, says its market- 
ing and sales vice presi- 
dent. 
"If you tlaink that we 
arc in 12 airports now and 
will add 12 more on the 
next several years and  
lieve, over 40 faxes from 
businesses in Terrace who 
want us to provide some 
kind of service," said 
Lamberton. 
He said that the compa- 
ny, in terms of flying into 
the northwest, could only 
do it at one of the three 
there aren't a lot of  air- . . . .  
ports of:the size Westjet ....... "We've  ....... re -  
could come into in western ceived, I believe, 
Canada, Terrace is on our 
radar screen,', said Bill over  40 faxes  
Lamberton las! week. from businesses 
"Westjet wilicome into in Terrace who 
a community when it is want us toprovide 
best  for Westjetbecause some k ind of 
that's when it will be best 
for the community because service," 
we'll .be able to offer a 
sustained service," he  
said. airport locations at Smith- 
Lamberton's comments ors, Terrace or Prince Ru, 
follow a Canapaign on the pert. 
part of the Terrace and ,,We could never do it 
District Charnbei:of Com- at all :three to sustain a 
service," said Lamberton' merce. :: 
On behalf of some of its 
members, : tlae~ Chamber 
asked that letters be sent 
to Westjet encouraging it
to provide service to Ter- 
race. 
"We've received, I be- 
Determining factors 
would be market size and 
cost of using the airport' 
"We would be looking 
for cost beneficial fees be- 
cause cost is a driving fac- 
tor in providing our low 
fares," said Lamberton. 
The closest airport pro- 
viding Westjet service is 
Prince George and people 
from here are already driv, 
ing there because of differ- 
ences in fares from what is 
offered here~ i 
There's also been added 
interest in  Westjet be '  
cause :o f  the planned 
merger between Air Cana- 
daand Canadian Airlines: 
And while people from 
here want Westjet to look 
to the northwest, last week 
it announced plans for an 
eastward expansion: 
The company flies to 12 
locations west of Thunder 
Bay now, but wil l  add 
Cities east of that city next 
year. 
Westjet won't be an- 
nouncing locations until 
next month but it says it 
will add five B-737 aircraft 
in 2000 to the 14 it already 
has in the air. 
The B.C. airports now 
served by Westjet are 
Prince George, Kelowna, 
Abbotsford, Vancouver and 
Victoria. 
Westjet began opera- 
tions in 1996. In 1999 
alone, it added four planes. 
Hospital heads confident 
about Y2K preparedness 
EXTENSIVE tests have 
been conducted and more 
than $300,000 spent up- 
grading equipment to en- 
sure nothing goes wrong at 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
or Terracevie~¢ lodge be- 
cause of Y2K. 
Paul Manhas, the hos- 
pital's director of finance, 
says hospital officials and 
staff are confident about 
the changeover. 
"We do ant feel the 
Year 2000 is going to ad- 
versely affect any patient 
in our organization," he 
s,~iid: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Literallly lanndreds of 
pieces of equipment have 
been tested or checked via 
its manufacturer. Some 25 
major systems or pieces of 
equipment needed to be 
upgraded and in some 
cases replaced altogether 
because they couldn't be 
upgraded. 
Medical supplies and 
other stock has been dou- 
bled to a four-week carry- 
ing stock in case of any 
shortages in early 2000. 
The most sensitive is- 
sue for hospitals is the 
public fear that critical 
life-sustaining medical 
equipment could fail at 
midnight Dec. 31st. 
Manhas said equipment 
such as ventilators have 
been rigourously tested. 
"The manufacturer says 
they're Year 2t]00 compli- 
ant," he says. "We've 
rolled lhe date over manu- 
ally and tested it and it 
works. We're confident it's 
going to work.'" 
He noted hospital staff 
are trained to deal with 
equipment failures whe- 
never they occur. 
"If something bizarre 
does happen and does go 
wrong our staff are trained 
and prepared to deal with 
that emergency whether 
that piece of equipment 
fails on Jan. let or at any 
other time of the year," he 
said. 
As for heat and light, 
the hospital has always 
had a generator and has a 
large on-site fuel tank to 
power it. 
Local fuel suppliers 
give the hospital top prior- 
ity in the event of a long- 
term power problem, Man- 
has added. 
"If power went out even 
in July we would get fuel 
ahead of the rest of the 
community," he said. 
"We're also on a non-in- 
terruptible gas supply for 
heat." 
The bottom line? Don't 
worry about Y2K if you 
need to $0 to the hospital 
to get treated on Dec. 31st. 
"We are confident hat 
whether Dec. 31st at mid- 
night, or tomorrow or six 
months from now we are 
going to be able to look 
after our patients as they 
come in the door." 
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INTEREST RATE! 
'99 Explorer '99 Expedition 
Three  smal l  
words  that  car ry  a 
great  b ig  message!  
Here 's  to  a happy  
and  hea l thy  
fu ture .  
Thanks for your continued support and best 
wishes throughout the coming year. 
jIIHAIR GALLERY 
'_:~[ 4711D Keith Ave 
 35-3729 
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Wishing you all the special joys 
of the season. 
Reflect on the past year and welcorne the 
dawn era new era. 
From our family to yours, we thank you 
£oi" giving us the opportunity to serve you 
and look forward to being of service in the 
New Year. 
We will be closed 
Saturday, January 1st. 
T 
fHAT INTEREST RATE? 
ON THESE NEW IN-ST0CK '99s AND M ~  
'99 F-Series '99 Windstar '99 Escort 
(under OSO0 Ibs. 6VW) '99 Taurus 
HURRY, LIMITED TIME OFFER, 
i 
BEAT THE ODDS ~ 
OM 
LUNG DISEASE 
Arm y©urself with 
(!~] the t°,~st lung 
, ~,.~.-':=,'~,r~ ).__ facts from 
I " ~.,~,~>:L~" Lung I 
| Association. I 
I 4:  RmSH CCLUMB1A I 
I /LUNGASSCDCIA, -TION I 
• I ' Box 34009. Sllti0"n D I ,[ v,~o,,~...c, w 4M2 ] 
. . . . . .  ...... f. , l 
WIsE BUYERS READ THE LEGAL COPY: 0% purchase financing available on every new in.stock '99 Wmdstar. Explorer, "i?urus~Sable. Conloureyshque. Escod, ZX2, Ranger, Expedition, F.Series under 85001bs GVW, up to ,18 monlhs on approved credd lo quali. 
fled retail purchasers, Eg. $25,000 financed at 0°. annual percentage ra e or, 8 months, monthly payment is S52083. cost of borrowing is $0 and lho total to be repaid is S25.000. This Is a sample calculation only. Oov,'npayment or equivalent rade may bo required 
Dealer may sell for less• Financing nol available with any other offer. Quanhties may vary by dealer .  Financing offer does nol apply to license and insurance tees. Some condihons apply, Limited time offer. Offer may change wilhout notice. See dealer for details, 
'•TERRACE DL#S548 
t ~OTEM FORD 4631 Ke i th  Avenue Terace, B.C, 635.4984 , • i 
i ' 
t 
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A snapshot at the end of the millennium 
Loggers have witnessed huge change 
By MIKE COX 
,BUG DOPE. 
A logger's best friend when he's out 
in the bush. 
Over the years loggers have gone 
through a lot of bug spray and a lot of 
changes,too. 
And there'U be more going into the 
"next millennium. 
Larry Munson, owner of Clear 
Creek Contracting, has been in the 
logging industry for over 30 years and 
has seen all the changes firsthand. 
1,  ° L ,  "It's tough now, he said. Back 
,then you could leave a job in the 
:morning and have a new one by the 
afternoon." 
Munson started in the industry three 
;years before he graduated from high 
;school, and has operated almost every 
type of machinery used to log. 
He started out in Nass Camp, and 
even that has changed considerably. 
"It was a big community when 1 
was there," he said. "It's nothing like 
it was when we were there." 
Logging is still a huge industry, but 
Munson said when he first started the 
number of guys in the camps was a lot 
higher than today. 
"It used to be that a guy could go 
into the bush and you wouldn't know 
his full name for three days," Munson 
:joked. 
That's not the ease any more, he 
said, and man), loggers stay in the in- 
.dustry once they get on. 
One of the loaders working for Mu- 
nson has been in the bush lbr over 30 
:years. 
' "He's one of the best loaders that 
;we have," Munson said. 
The average salary for loggers is 
~$23 per hour, but Munson wai'ned that 
ithe high pay comes with hard work. 
Most logging crexvs start work at 7 
~a.m. and work until 4:30 or 5:00. But, 
igiven that logging sites can be up to 
°two hours away from town, that makes 
;for a 5 a.m. wake-up call. 
"It's hard on your body for sure," he 
"added. 
Hazards in the bush are a constant 
problem too. 
"As soon as you step out of the 
pick-up there's hazards." 
With the improvements in safety 
gear the number of fatal and serious 
accidents has gone down, Munson 
~aid, but less severe injuries are still 
~,ery common. 
Forestry has a bad name, he said, 
but it's a learning experience. 
"We followed the rules of the day 
then," he said of logging done in the 
past. "We did what was acceptable." 
Munson said some of the practices 
*! iiii:i  i i]
LARRY' MUNSON, owner of Cleer Creek Contracting, has seen a lot of 
change in his 30 years in the bush. Even more change is coming soon 
when second-growth stands are ready for harvest tio begin. 
JOBS for roggers have become more scarce with more seasonal interrup- 
tions. It's also become safer, with fewer serious and fatal 'njuries. 
from the 1960s and 70s look bad now, 
but the acceptable practices now 
could be frowned upon in the future. 
"Ten years from now somebody will 
say 'what were they doing there?' It's 
all about learning." 
The image of raping and pillaging 
the forests for timber, he said, has 
stuck to the industry, bat isn't true. 
"They call us the Brazil of the 
north, but the trees are 30 feet high 
where I used to log." 
The biggest change he's seen is the 
much. 
qbwer logging and grapple-yarders 
are the most common types of logging 
in the area, he said, and even that 
technology hasn't changed much over 
the years. 
"The basic way of logging is still 
the same," he said. 
Fallers go into a cut block - which 
is a maximum of 20ha as opposed to 
the 50ha to ll)0ha blocks of the past - 
and then grapple-yurders and towers 
take out the felled trees. 
shift from a ground-based logging to .The trees are gradedT.either as saw 
high-lead logging. ~L''k LF~:* :#'~' " r'" ........ ~:: '' qogs :or ]~ulp~lo:gS, by buckers a ld then 
~unson drove a CAT for five years i 'loaded 0nlto a truck. 
in the bush and then drove a skidder, The area between Hazelton and 
but now that equipment isn't used as 
of hemlock and balsam, bul also has a 
lot of rot. 
About 50 per cent of the trees in the 
area have some degree of rot - called 
a cull - in them. 
"We couldn't survive up here with- 
out a pulp mill," he said. 
Changes are expected in any indus- 
try, but Hunson said the one constant 
in this industry is on-the-job training. 
"There's no place where you can 
send people to get trained except on 
the job," he said 
Most training is done vcithin the 
company and that is how Munson 
learned so many of the different posi- 
tions. 
He has been a CAT driver, a grap- 
ple-yarder, a failer, a truck driver, a 
mechanic, a foreman and now a super- 
visor in the span of his career. 
Thai amounts to a lot of changes 
during his life, so what does the filture 
hold for this industry? 
Munson said change has been fun- 
damental to the logging industry so it 
will just be another shift in practices. 
"We're used to changing so it's just 
gmng to be a different way of  
logging." 
Terrace, Munson said, consists mostly Because the industry has made so 
many shifts, Munson said, little things 
are taken for granted. 
Logging roads are all controlled by 
C.B. radio. 
It seems like a simple thing, but 
when Munson first started logging they 
weren't used. 
"! don't know how the hell ~ve used 
to work without hem," Munson said. 
And with the focus on post-harvesl, 
he said, a new wave of logging is 
coming in the future. 
"A huge change is coming," Mu- 
nson said of the inlminent switch to 
logging second-growth forests. 
With trees almost nearing the stage 
where they can be logged once more, 
Munson said that switch will be mas- 
sive. 
New technology, he said, shouldn't 
be too different, but re-harvesting trees . 
will come with new regulations. 
He couldn't predict the changes, 
but said this shows the impact that 
post-harvest has had on the industry. 
"Post-hawest was nothing before 
and now it's a large portion of the in- 
dustr~/~," he said. 
Logging will always be the back- 
bone of B.C., Munson said, it's just a 
matter of modifying over time. 
lrB. j'_,a 
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ClUb of Terrqce Korm Swt'm 
Challenge your friends, rivals, co workers' Make_this, years swim 
Swim is 
t the Kinsmens Kiddies Camp, 
1st Ave. ,  Lakelse Lake 
Committed (or committable) Jumpers as of Dec. 29th 1999 
Name 
Bruce Martindale 
Jim Checkley 
Rick ~cDaniel 
Allan Bartman 
Representing 
Web North 
Cedarland Tire 
Cold People everywhere 
Kinsmen Club President 
Challenging 
Chamber of Commerce Members 
Other Tire shops in Terrace 
John Evans - Remax of Terrace 
Presidents of other Service Clubs in Terrace 
Adam Ortiger Valhalla Pure Outfitters All the other Aussies in town 
Chance Healey Peope that aren't big(1 ") Fred Penner & Word Bird 
Rolf Ahrens Ground Works Coffee Shop Troy Builer 
Alexis Ahrens Ground Works Coffee shoh Nadene Butler 
Julius Komlos Skeena Cellulose Eva Komlos 
Faith Glubis Ground Works Coffee Shop Roger Chicoine 
Kevin Schafhauser Ground Works Coffee Shop Jason Larson 
Nadene Butler ~ : Alexis Ahrens 
Dena Stewart Independant Consultant for" The Pampered Chef" 
Name .... Representing Nanne Representlnq 
Louis Bibaud Valhalla Pure Outfitters Kelly Mcintyre Big River Distributors 
Kurt Grabinsky Terrace RCMP ~ Daioyle Bracken Tim Hortons 
Jennifer Bartman The Kinette Club of Terrace Lance Dettwiler Valha a Pure Outfitters 
Roger R Chicoine Ground Works Coffee Shop Dale Lufkin • Overwaltea Foods 
Brian Lindenbach Skeena Valley Rotary Club • LynneTerbaasket CFNR Rad o Station 
Richard Hicks Coldwell Banker ~ Rana Nelson Terrace Tourism 
Clayton R. McClellan David Hul l  Dianne Caddy Pam Haughland Troy Butler 
Amelia D. McClellan Angle McRae Trevor Lutes Scott Biffle 
For more info call Bruce or Patrick at 
63 s 3 y4s  
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Welcome to 
the Year 2000 
Well, here it is. 
The last seconds of this century are running out 
and we'll soon be using that most unfamiliar 
number 2000 to describe which yeai" we live in. 
It's supposed to be simply a human construct, 
a numbers game with no more relevance than 
your car odometer turning over from 99,000 to 
100,000. 
But we all know better. 
This, after all was the year by which time, ac- 
cording to the sci-fi vision of Space 1999, we 
were all supposed to be prancing about in unisex 
jumpsuits at a base on the moon. 
Or, if you prefer The Jetsons, we'd all be jett- 
ing around with rocket backpacks making inter- 
galactic phone calls. 
The lingering suggestion of it all was that, yes 
the world was overcrowded and messy, but soon 
enough we'd spread out interstellar wings and 
colonize new homes. 
The reality? 
The moon hasn't been visited in close to 25 
years, a Russian space station in orbit has all but 
fallen apart, and the Martians eem to shoot down 
every probe we send their way. 
The closest we've come to achieving the past's 
expectations of the future has been in the realm of 
communications. Wireless technology is about at 
the level of Star Trek communicators, and yes the 
Internet is allowing the creation of astounding ad- 
vances in information technology on an almost 
daily basis. 
While we're communicating better and better 
amongst ourselves, we've yet to talk to any extra- 
terrestrial neighbours. 
It all gives pause to reflect and consider what's 
most important - home znd those around us. 
On giving 
IT'S THE season of giving, of re-establishing 
relationships, and renewing friendships. 
Charity coffers grow rapidly at this time of 
year. 
The holidays help revitalize family and rekindle 
our sense of community. 
But as the new year arrives, it's worth remem- 
bering the gifts that are given all year round - 
namely those of volunteers who are the glue that 
hold our community together. 
Countless events wouldn't happen were it not 
for their efforts. 
Nowhere is the power of volunteerism ore 
strongly felt than in smaller towns and cities. 
In larger urban areas, the metropolitan core 
tends to suck away and diffuse the energies that 
come from people living together in the suburbs. 
Here, we are fortunate that rather than disap- 
pearing, that energy is magnified and multiplied. 
If you have time in the coming year to contrib- 
ute something back to the community, do so. 
That warm feeling achieved through the act of 
giving at Christmas can be sustained all year 
long. 
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Uats off to Chretien on Quebec 
VICTORIA-  Unpopular as it 
may he, I feel compelled to" 
come to the defence of Jean 
Chretien, the prime minister. 
No sooner did Chretien in- 
troduce his Canadian unity le- 
gislation than the critics poun- 
ded on him. 
By taking the initiative, 
they say, the prime minister is 
fanning the flames of Quebec 
separatism. Better to wait and 
hope that Lucien Bouchard, 
the premier of Quebec, will 
not call another referendum. 
This after years of talk by 
Boucllard of winning condi- 
tions and his intention to keep 
his dream of Quebec sover- 
eignty on the front burner. 
The bill introduced by the 
prime minister is both sensible 
an well-timed. It was the next 
logical step after the ruling 
last year by the Supreme 
HUBERT BEYER 
when it is asked and decide 
what constitutes a clear ma- 
jority after the next Quebec 
referendum. 
No negotiations with Que- 
bec over the ter~ns of separa- 
tion are to take place unless 
parliament, and by implication 
the rest of the nation, are sa- 
tisfied that both conditions 
question was so vague that 
many Quebeckers didn't real- 
ize a yes-vote would lead to 
total separ0tion from Canada 
and the loss of all the rights 
and privileges Canadian citi- 
zenship confers, from pensions 
to passports o currency. 
In fact, the question inferred 
that Canada had all but agreed 
beforehand to start sovereignty 
association talks with Quebec 
almost immediately after a 
yes-vote. And judging from the 
responses of many French-Ca- 
nadian Montrealers I talked to 
in the days preceding the re- 
ferendum that was, indeed, 
what they believed. 
And even if the question in 
the next referendum is vague 
again, a healthy debate in par- 
liament should soon make it 
clear to Quebeckers just what 
a yes-vote will entail. 
legal opposition party in Otta- 
wa whose sole reason for exis- 
tence is to break up the coun- 
try. To play into their hands by 
just giving up on Quebec would 
be lunacy. 
I would also remind the hot- 
heads that some of the fiercest 
defenders of confederation are 
Quebeckers, not the least of 
whom are Chretien, Stefan 
Dion and former prime minister 
Pierre Trudeau. 
Rather than being criticized 
for tabling the unity bill, Chre- 
tien should be commended for 
taking the initiative instead of 
waiting for Bouchard to drop 
the next shoe. By pre-empting 
Bouchard, Chretien has prob- 
ably succeeded in substantially 
diminishing chances for the 
winning conditions the Quebec 
premier so fervently hopes for. 
As the 1995 referendum 
Court of Canada which basic- have been met There are, of .course,, those, came closer and,closer to vo- 
ally asserts that Quebec has a , An !o hones ' : i  . . . . . . .  • .... British C01urnbia Premier g p who would put a r ing day, Chretien remained si- 
righl to secede from Canada Dan Miller said he has no pro- quick end to the interminable lent, convinced that the no-side 
provided a referendum is 
based on a clear question and 
a yes-vote on a clear majority. 
Since the court didn't say 
what would constitute a clear 
question or a clear majority, it 
is logical for parliamenl to 
clarify the position on both. 
According to the legisla- 
tion, parliament will deal with 
the clear-question issue if and 
blem with the legislation. Nei- 
ther should anyone else. 
In the last referendum, the 
federal government didn't get 
into the fray until a few weeks 
before the vote a~nd nearly lost 
the country. The better than 
49-per-cent yes-vote was far 
too close for comfort. 
Most Canadians agreed at 
the time that the referendum 
unity debate by kicking Que- 
bec out of confederation rather 
than endure more referenda. A
few of them voiced that opi- 
nion during Rex Murphy's 
Cross-Country Checkup on the 
CBC two Sundays ago. 
While such frustration is 
understandable it is hardly 
worth serious consideration. It's 
bad enough that we have a 
would carry the day without in- 
terference from the federal 
government. 
Almost too late, he realized 
that it was going to be a close 
call and entered the debate a 
scant few weeks before the 
vote. 
This time around, the prime 
minister isn't taking any 
chances and I'm glad he isn't. 
f 
It's a customer-killing strategy 
IF TI-IE ACTIONS of a few 
pub and casino owners in Vic- 
toria represent the thinking of 
all BC pubs and casinos we 
can rejoice they're not re- 
search scientists. 
By Christmas Eve we could 
have l~ubs and casinos all over 
BC tossing oat pink slips thick 
as confeiti at a wedding. 
On January first, 2000 Work- 
ers Compensation Board's no- 
smoking rules come into effect 
all across this province. 
Pub and casino owners pre- 
dict a dramatic drop in patro- 
nage, necessitating massive 
staff layoffs. Their fears persist 
despite California's experi- 
ence with similar no-smoking 
rules. 
In California, where no- 
smoking rules similar to 
WCB's have been in place for 
months, pubs, restaurants, and  
casinos have reported no drop 
in income. 
What has happened instead 
is an exchange of clients --out 
with the smokers, in with the 
i d; I ; l e l i l t l  I [ ]  : t  I ~[elW:l il,.1 
CLAUDEqTE SANDECKI 
non-smokers. 
Yet December 22, a full ten 
days before the WCB's ruling 
comes into force, several Vic- 
toria establishments have be- 
gun laying off staff. They 
claim they must to protect 
their income, 
Their logic escapes me. Are 
these pub and casino owners 
clairvoyant? Can they reliably 
predict the public's response 
to smoking restrictions a full 
ten days before the legislation 
kicks in? I suspect hey're re- 
ally saving money by not pay- 
ing staff for Christmas or blew 
Year's, using the WCB rules 
as an excuse. 
Far more likely, Victoria's 
mavericks hope, by laying off 
staff prematurely, to pressure 
the provincial government to 
lean on the WCB forcing the 
board to relax their no-smoking 
in the workplace rules. 
Acting premier Dan Miller 
virtually bowed to their wishes 
and invited businesses to pres- 
sure the WCB when, in answer 
to an enterprising reporter's 
question, Miller said, "If the 
new WCB rules result in sig- 
nificant job losses, I'll consid- 
er using the power of ray office 
to override the WCB and mod- 
ify the WCB's legislation." Or 
words to that effect, 
Why Miller sways like a 
hula dancer for these nicotine 
nuts beats me. He's a commit- 
ted smoker, I'm told. But that's 
no excuse for him to water 
down sensible rules -- rules 
backed by lung surgeons and 
oncologists -- designed to pro- 
tect the health of workers. 
For a smoker to play Russian 
roulette with his own life is one 
thing. He has no right to jeop-  
ardize the life of someone lse. 
As the man in charge of pro- 
vincial finances, Miller ought 
to have a better grasp of smok- 
ing's high cost to health care. 
We all know smoking can lead 
to heart disease, strokes, lung 
and throat cancer, plugged 
blood vessels, gangrene of the 
feet, amputation of the toes o r  
feet. 
One Victoria owner contends 
if he runs his business with the 
help of family only, he won't 
have to comply with WCB 
rules. Obviously money means 
more to him than his family's 
health. 
Businesses hould listen to 
ex-smokers. Not only do they 
feel better. They have $150 a 
month more to spend. 
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'l'he ear ]in P eview 
OOPS. This Air B.C. Bae 146 jet overshot the runway at the airport on Jan, 14. Nobody was 
hurt in the mishap. The airline later switched to a smaller plane on its Terrace run, citing de- 
clining passenger counts. It pulled out of Prince Rupert altogether for the same reason. 
January 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital greeted the first 
arrival of 1999 in the person of l~ehay-Squo (a 
Cree word meaning Eagle Woman) Febril, born 
10:23 a.m. an Jan. 1. 
She's a second daughter for Kira and Torrance 
Febril. 
,k~,k,k-k 
Public relations and associated costs sur- 
rounding the provincial government's promoting 
of the Nisga'a treaty will top $7 million by the 
end of February, say government officials. 
The actual costs will even be higher as the 
salaries of a lot of the people workiug on what's 
called the Nisga'a Treaty Implementation Pro- 
ject are being covered by various government 
ministries. 
Tracking of expenditures began in June 1998. 
~"k~'/r-k 
Forest companies received a bit of good news 
yearly in the new year - a reduction'in the stum- 
page paid to the province on wood cut in the 
coastal area. 
The new rate is $25.16 a cubic metre, down 
$2.61 from what it had been. But the rate for in- 
terior wood did go up. Pulp stumpage remains the 
same. 
• A fir~i'~hri'fff at~:~fiii~fi~i~il -' pr6ble'his.'--~f~JMil'J~, 
Memorial ~ H~pitai" sgrfaeed' :whe'n ,a rel~ort'indi- 
cated tli/~t: cO'ntinuing budget deficits-will'>i~ssen- 
tially leave the facility insolvent by the spring of 
2000 unless something happens. 
This resulted in the decision to hire a person 
to come in and oversee overall expenses. 
Although the person's alary will be covered by 
the health ministry, officials said this should not 
be taken as a sign that the hospital has been put 
under a form of trusteeship in which the province 
is in control of the facility 
Continuing high costs in the inlensive care 
unit and in the psychiatric ward, coupled with 
the expense of recruiting specialists, are some of 
the reasons listed for the hospital's precarious 
-- situation. 
~'k'k'k-~- 
The decision to make a new Skeena Second- 
ary School a Grade 8 - 12 facility and the pos- 
sibility of converting Caledonia Senior Second- 
ary to a Grade 8 - 12 school has angered some 
parents and teachers. 
They're worried two smaller such schools will 
end up competing with each other for increasing- 
ly scarce education dollars, resulting in fewer of- 
ferings for students. 
,k~-k,k,& 
PASSENGERS AND crew of an Air B.C. air- 
craft Jan. 14 had a bit of a scare when it slid off 
the runway at Terrace-Kitimat airport during a 
landing. There were no injuries and the plane 
was checked out before leaving. 
February 
SKEENA SAWMILLS workers have approved 
a 13-week extension of a federal work-sharing 
program. 
It will keep all of the mill's 140 workers on 
the job until mid-June by having them share one 
shift and collecting employment insurance the 
rest of the time. 
"k.k.k-k~r 
RCMP SUSPECI" that some of a recent run of 
counterfeit $100 bills originated outside of the 
community. 
It appears that at least some of the bills came 
• in a shipment of money from the lower mainland 
sent to a local financial institution. 
Police are now warning people to check $100 
' bills carefully. 
-k,k~r-k.& 
DOCTORS ARE continuing their fee dispute 
with the province by closing their offices three 
days this week and five days in Marell. 
The province has capped what they pay doc- 
tors by dawing back fees after the limit is 
reached. So doctors are responding by closing 
their offices to avoid working for free. 
And it snowed. When it was all over, Feb. 11 
, set the mark for the highest snowfall in Terrace 
',since records were kept when i l3.1em came 
from the sktes, At Lakelse Lake, a national one- 
day record was set when 127,1era fell. 
At the height of the barrage, schools were 
closed, businesses were shut, the highway to 
Prince Rupert was closed and the airport shut 
', down, 
' ~"k'k.k'k 
NEW YEAR's baby Kehay-Squo Febril was 
born to Kira Febril at 10:23 a•m. Jan 1st. 
TERRACE WAS the site of intense competi- 
tion when a first-ever Scrabble tournament was 
held here. 
The event was sanctioned by the National 
Scrabble Association. 
"A"k'~'-k'.k 
DEMAND AT the Terrace Churches Food 
Bank hit a record when 689 bags of I'ood were 
distributed in February. That's substantially 
above the 427 bags distributed in Oct. 1998, the 
first month of the 1998-1999 distribution period. 
FRAN GODET was among local citizens who 
frequently protested to city council about 
noise created by a chipper operating for 
Skeena Cellulose. SCI eventually ended the 
chipping contract and redirected logs to be 
chipped to West Fraser. 
< 
' ili!)i 
March 
MAYOR JACK Talstra involved a greener 
Terrace during a speech to the chamber of com- 
merce March 4. 
Sawmills, log yards and even the CN tracks 
could one day be moved out of town. he said. 
"Just imagine seeing 100 to 150 acres of 
downtown core lands freed up for green space, 
recrealion facilities, commercial use and small 
business use," Talstra told the audience. 
'k',k,k-k~ 
Skeena Cellulose officials are working on a 
phm to muffle a noisy chipper thai has had resi- 
dents complaining . . . .  
Although the chipper isn't immediately adja- 
cent to residential areas, its sound does carry and 
people say they can't ge t any sleep. 
~r,k,~-k-k 
THE PROVINCIAL governmeat has raised 
camping rates in its provincial parks and, for the 
first time, will charge people to use forest serv- 
ice campsites. 
Some of the increase in provincial parks will 
go toward providing fireweodi the proposed elim. 
ination of which drew protests the year before. 
THE MARCH 30th takeover of the airport by 
the Terrace-Kitimat Airport Society is being her- 
aided as the start of a new age in the northwest. 
The society, jointly owned by the City of Ter- 
race, the regiofial district and the Terrace and 
Kitimat chambers of commerce, says it'll be bet- 
ter able to develop the airport as a vital player in 
northwesl economic development. 
-k~'A'~',k 
EIGHT NORTHWEST native bands are begin- 
ning to gradually take over the work performed 
by provincial social workers. Included in the 
eight are Kitsumkalurn and Kitselas. 
The plan is to take over all social work serv- 
ices relating to the care of children. 
NISGA'A drummers welcomed Premier Glen 
Clark and other dignitaries to Nisga'a Tribal 
Council's annual convention at the Terrace 
Arena in April immediately after the provin- 
cial legislature passed the Nisga'a treaty. 
CREATIVE use of ~hite paint transformed the Unite the Right van parked near the overpass 
into "Unile the Rich." AnIi-NDP forces in the spring also gave up on their threats to conduct 
province-wide recall campaigns aimed at toppling the provincial government. 
April 
THE CITY'S Sikh community held extensive 
celebrations marking tile 30(1th anniversary of the 
creation of the Khalsa - the order of baptized 
Sikhs formed in 1699. 
A parade began at the city hall April 11, 
winding its way to Lower Little Park where a 
communily lunch was offered. The day was 
marked by cold and wet weather, but a good adjusting other budget items. 
crowd turned out for the occasion. 
SHAMES MOUNTAIN officials say business 
The idea is to make the company more effi- 
cient and thus reduce overall operating expenses• 
~-'/~'A--k,k 
RCMP HAVE been given the green light to 
bring in another dog handler and dog alter telling 
the city there won't be an increase in costs. 
Inspector Doag Whcler, the commanding of- 
ficer of the local delachmeat, said the dog iron- 
diet will fill a vacant general duty constable po- 
sition and that other costs can be absorbed by 
ONE CITY school has banned the trading of 
Pokemon cards, saying they're causing thefts and 
disruptions. 
"I 've never seen anything so sought after as 
the Pokemon cards," said Kiti K'Shan principal 
Brian Phillips. "They're so wduable, the kids be- 
come thieves." 
,~, ,k 'k-k  
THE PROVINCIAL government will add 
another $110 million in debt to make capital im- 
provements to Skeena Cellulose• 
LOCAL SIKHS joined celebrations worldwide marking the 400th anniversary of the creation 
of the Khalsa order of baptized Sikhs by holding a parade and serving East Indian food in 
the park. The event was organized by the Skeena Valley Guru Nanak Brotherhood 
rose hy 28 per cent this past winter, making for 
26,6211 trips to Ihe slop6s. 
One reason is an increase in the number of 
snowboarders. As well, there was little rain over 
the winter, ensuring the slopes stayed in good, 
skiing shape. 
~,k,A,,~.-k 
LOGGERS ARE heading back into the bush 
with a deal thai allows West Fraser to export raw 
logs to Japan. 
The company 
won't be making 
any money off 
the arrangement 
as il will only he 
allowed to sell 
to make money 
to ba lance  
againsl losses 
from a weak do- 
mestic market• 
IWA mem- 
bers had ~lt first 
balked al the 
deal, say ing 
they didn't want 
to contribute to 
exporting raw GLEN CLARK and his 
logs, wanting government delivered on 
them instead its promise to pass the 
processed at Nisga'a treaty, 
home. 
The Nisga'a treaty was passed by the provin- d, 
cial legislature April 22 at'tot he government cut 
off further debate. 
Liberal opposillon leader Gordon Campbell 
called the use of closure a "menacing assault on 
democracy." 
Nisga'a Tribal Council president Joe Gosneil 
called the passage the "'second step" toward the 
treaty becoming a realtty, The first step was pas- 
sage by the Nisga'a in Nov. 1998 while the third 
step is ratification by the federal parliament, 
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The Year In Review- 
VOLUNTEERS filled sandbags frantically in late June to save houses on Skeena St from rising Skeena 
River floodwaters. The high waters were the result of a larger than normal snowpack in the mountains and 
a slow spring melt that delayed what could have been more gradual runoff. 
May 
LOCAL SURGEON Dr, James  
Dunfield has resigned as ch ie f  of 
staff at Mills Memorial Hospital be- 
cause of cuts to services. 
lie said the arrival of Tom Novak, 
hired by the community hcaltll coun- 
cil to coutrolcxpenscs, was proof 
the council was  more concerned 
with bahmcing the budget than with 
health care. 
A 250-SEAT theatre and a 
number of other components have 
been carved out of plans to build a 
multiplex. 
Instead they've been designated 
to ~ second phase concept hat will 
have to wait for better economic 
times . . . .  
That'll help reduce what could 
have been a cost as high as $11.4 
million. 
WItA't" COULD BE a sign of the 
future took place when a train load 
of cruise ship passengers visited here 
from Prince Rupert. 
Their ship docked in the coastal 
city for a they and a train trip to Ter- 
race and hrief tuur of the city were 
one of the land-based options on 0ff- 
or. 
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SKEENA CELLULOSE president Bill Steele and then deputy premier 
Dan Miller came here in June to announce the province's crucial deci- 
sion to guarantee $110 million worth of financing to allow SCI 1o carry 
out its capital modernization, promised when the company was re- 
structured, 
Nearly 2(10 visitors were taken to west, despite it being heavily criti- 
) Heritage lark where native dancers, cized elsewhere for rescuing the 
the Terrace Pipes and Drums Corp company in early 1998. 
and Mounties in their red dress uni- *~k***  
forms awaited thong. PROVINCIAL LIBERALS began 
~,~.  gearing up for a~ eventual election 
LOCAL HEALTH care received a by commissioning an opinion poll on 
shot in the arm thanks to a budget who might make a good candidate 
boost of $886,000 for the Terrace for the party in the Skeena riding. 
Area Health Council. Among those on the lisl are Re- 
That'il help buffer a health Coun- form MP Mike Scott, Terrace mayor 
cil deficit of $617,000, the majority Jack Talstra and Kitimat mayor Rick 
of which took place at Mills Memo- Wozney and Terrace city councillor 
Linda Hawes. 
TWO PEOPLE were killed in a 
traffic accident early in the morning 
of June 12 at the intersection of 
Hwyl6 and Hwy37 when their car 
rial Elospital. 
Skeena NDP MLA Helmut Gies- 
brecht said the increase came after 
he made strong arguments to the 
health ministry lhat anything lower 
wouldn't be tolerated. 
June was struck by another vehicle. Laura Lee and Renaud Fontaine, 
. . . . .  a Rotary exchange student from 
THE DECISION by the provincial Belgium, were to graduate from Ca- 
government to let Skeena Cellulose ledonia Senior Secondary School. 
spend $110 million on capital ira- The car which struck them had been 
provements will put 500 people back stolen earlier that night, 
to work by this fall. Aaron James Douglas, 18, has 
Deputy premier Dan Miller said been charged with 10 counts, includ- 
the money is a sign of the govern- ing criminal negligence causing 
ment's commitment In the north- death. 
RISING WATERS of the Skeena 
River resulted in flooding of several 
areas, with Old Remo being particu- 
larly hard hit. 
As many as 500 volunteers re- 
sponded to a general call for assis- 
tance as sandbagging took place 
along Queensway, on Skeena Street 
and other areas. 
Forest fire crews and inmates 
from the regional correctional centre 
were among those helping stem the 
tide. 
The highest water mark at the 
Usk gauge on the Skeena River was 
11.87 metres on June 17. 
LACK OF RCMP officers are 
hurting the force's ability to go after 
impaired rivers. 
Instead, officers are handing out 
more 24-hour suspensions to those 
they suspedt of driving while im- 
paired. 
Inspector Doug Wheler of the lo- 
cal detachment says it takes two of- 
ficers to administer a breathalyzer 
test and three hours to do the neces- 
sary paperwork. 
CONDITION CRiTiCALI Dir!: G i~g Llnton and other physicians were voca n protesting worsening condi- 
tions at Mills Memorial Hospital By summer the crisis had grown to include a shortage of nurses that was 
blamed for further restrictions on bed usage. 
• '~/VAG ON 
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Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostess for 
Tei'race, B.C. are: 
Tanya 
615-0330 
If you have moved 
to Terrace or have 
just had a new 
baby, are getting 
married, or start- 
ing a new busi- 
ness, just give us a 
call. 
I 
GON I 
,N~ 1930 J 
. ,~ .~z , :~ . , :~ , . '¢  
Christmas Store 
_ _ i s  C los ing!  
price 
• Excluding Collectabhs 
Closes January 2nd, 2000... 
All remaining merchandise will be 
shipped to Prince Rupert. 
Skeena Mall - Terrace 1-800-56~3"4362 ~4 
AFTER CHRISTMAS 
Mk 
SAVE 30-50% 
ON SELECTED ITEMS 
'i l Skein a! a, l :i iiiiii! 
Consider Tax Implications 
When Choosing Mutual Funds 
It's well known that 
money grows faster in a 
Registered Retirement 
Savings Plan (RRSP) 
because taxes are 
deferred. But when 
buying mutual funds for a 
non-registered account, it 
also pays to look beyond 
fund performance 
numbers and consider 
the tax implications. 
The type of fund you 
choose will determine the 
amount of tax you pay. 
That's because different 
types of Investments 
generate different types 
of income. And each form 
of investment Income is 
taxed differently. For 
example, bond funds, 
balanced funds and 
money market funds 
generate interest Income. 
If these funds are held in 
a non-registered plan, the 
interest Income is fully 
taxable at your marginal 
tax rate. (Your marginal 
tax rate is determined by 
the amount of tax you 
would pay on each 
additional dollar of 
income, which is In turn 
calculated on your 
combined Income from all 
sources.) 
Revenue Canada taxes 
income earned from 
mutual fund Investments 
at three rates. The first 
rate, full taxation, applies 
to Interest Income. This 
rate offers no tax 
advantage to Investors, 
and therefore funds 
which generate interest 
income may be more 
suitable inside an RRSP. 
Income from dividends 
and capital gains are more 
,when you sell your fund 
units for more than their 
original purchase price 
(for example, if you 
bought units worth 
$1,000 and sold them for 
$1,500, the $500 capital 
gain you earned would be 
taxed at three-quarters of 
your marginal tax rate), 
,when the fund manager 
sells securities in the 
funds investment 
portfolio at a profit and 
flows through the capital 
gains through a 
distribution to the 
investor, 
Almost all mutual funds 
produce capital gains over 
time, but this is especially 
true for equity and balanced 
funds, 
Important information about any 
mutual fund is contained in its 
imp/ified prospectus. Unit va/ue's 
in vestment returns will fluctuate, 
Read your prospectus carefully 
before investing, Peter Arcadi is 
an Independent Contractor with 
Primerica Financial Services. 
For qu.estions on this 
or other financial topics 
call Peter at: 
635-7800 or 
tax-advantageous to 
investors. 
To promote investment 
in Canadian companies, 
Revenue Canada 
introduced the dividend 
tax credit. Income earned 
from dividends is taxed at 
about two thirds of your 
marBInal tax rate. This 
apphes to dividends from 
mutual funds, as well as 
from Individual stocks, 
Both equity and balanced 
funds generate income 
from dividends. 
Capital gains are taxed 
at three-quarters of your 
marginal tax rate. You can 
earn capital gains income 
from your mutual fund 1"800-295,7676 
investments in two ways: arcadipfs@kermode.net 
i i 
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CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mai l  Bag 
Dear Sir: 
I was upset after reading the 
Dec. 1 Teen Learning Centre arti- 
cle. 
It was negative and without an 
accurate understanding of the rea- 
sons and purposes for having the 
school, or much knowledge of the 
situations or circumstances that 
result in sludents being there. 
I am in my 38th year of teach- 
ing in Terrace. I spent five days in 
the centre and was very im- 
Story unfair to Teen Learning Centre 
pressed. 
I am not suggesting the article 
criticized the school's staff. 
The teachers aad support work- 
ers are very warm and caring indi- 
viduals trying their best to teach 
is supposed to start at 9. 
However, for most of these kids 
life has not been, and is not, a 
bowl of cherries. 
This school provides some 
temporary stabilization in their 
school like TLC, you win some 
and you lose some, but no due 
can do any more than their best. 
I hope that the person who 
wrote the article will do more 
homework before expressing to 
and assist the young people who lives and a possible positive hope the public their ideas and opin- 
attend, for the future. In most cases, -ions. 
I am well aware thai a person heavy duty disciplinary tactics Sometimes in the media opin- 
can drive past the TLC at 10:30 with these kids produce negative ions are construed as facts, and to 
and see some students outside results and failure for all con- many, this is totally unfair. 
smoking during their break or see cerned. Allan Cameron Sr. 
some arriving at 9:30 when school In all schools, but more so in a Terrace II.C. 
It's the dawning of the Age of Asparagus 
Dear Sir: 
Well, Happy New Year 
and welcome to Ground 
Zero Zero of the great mil- 
lennium shakedown - not 
the meltdown of so-called 
Armageddon. Watch the 
Y2K bug don't get ya[ 
The reason Prime Min- 
ister Chretien declared the 
equivalent of the War 
Measures Act and de- 
ployed the troops in early 
December - the reason 
that by mid-December 50 
percent of the accommo- 
dation reservations in Tor- 
and the scripturally illiter- 
ate. 
One of the strange 
ironies of history is that 
this is the first time people 
have been expecting any 
kind of apocalypse at the 
turn of a millennium. Yes, 
it's true! 
mission as the birth of behind all the hype over 
"New Jerusalem", God's all this end-time apocatyp- 
kingdom on earth; but after tic nonsense, eh? 
the U.S. Civil War end-of- I am here today to de- 
the-world cults sprang up clare the Year 2000 as the 
like mushroom people . . . . . . . . . .  the Age of As- 
who are kept in the dark paragusI 
and fed lots of bullmanure. This has absolutely 
Obviously the burning of nothing to do ~vith any. 
Christian History maga- Atlanta and the holocaust 
zinc got its readers ready at Gettysburg no longer 
for Y2K by stating: 
"Because Anne Domini 
dating (setting the annual 
calendar from the birth of 
Christ) was still relatively 
new in A.D. 1000, histor- 
onto were booked by ians doubt the year had 
emergency services - is a 
civil preparedness against 
all the fear and loathing 
caused by all the media 
hype over nonsense. 
Even a natural disaster 
can be viewed as a sign of 
Y2K apocalypse, causing 
a stampede of cult rabble 
much apocalyptic signifi- 
cance for medieval men 
and women." 
So what you've been 
seeing on A&E and PBS 
this past year has been 
secular media revisionism. 
The founding pilgrims 
of the U.S. declared their 
Shape.  up, [ eydoluCra/  qrnUl.P me n tI'°a 7 
b a d  d a r e r s  ,n¥ourCommtinity. ,1  r id  
#Canad,an ~ Cross ~} j~J~/  
Dear Sir: 
II never ceases to 
amaze me how stupid 
some new drivers really 
are. Those are the ones 
with the big green and 
black "N" on the backs of 
their parent's vehicles. 
Blatant disregard for the 
regulations hould be dealt 
with swiftly and harshly 
without reprieve. 
I am not saying that all 
new drivers fall in this cat- 
egory, but the proof is in 
any given day. Along Mu- 
nroe St. past the schools, a 
great many young drik, ers 
drive like the vehicle 
they're in is stolen. 
I know that these vehi- 
cles must be the parent's 
because I can't think of 
any Young person that 
would have the money or 
the high paying job to pur- 
chase a new minivan, Ford 
Explorers or new pick-ups 
that I see doing Mach 3. 
I had thought this was 
just a lunch hour thing, but 
I see this happening more 
and more throughout the 
day. The danger, is so ex- 
treme that one, just one 
foolish person behind the 
wheel of a car will end up 
killing someone in a cross- 
walk or on the side of the 
roadway. 
I always carry a pen 
and paper with me now, so 
that when I see this sort of 
thing taking place, I take 
down the license plate 
number, color and type of 
vehicle and a description 
of the driver and l aen for- 
ward this information to 
the RCMP and let them 
take care of the problem. 
As always, with enough 
information the RaMP 
will get the bad driver off 
• the road. 
There are too many 
small children that live in 
this area for this kind of 
dangerous driving. I like to 
believe that most new 
drivers will, in fact, drive 
responsibly, but there are 
those that just want to be 
noticed by their peers. 
For those that drive 
dangerously, well, you 
know who you are and 
your driving practices are 
letting everyone that wish 
to see their children safe 
on public streets know who 
you are. 
Better slow down or 
your parcels may be pay- 
ing the price e ra  law suit 
after yolJ have hurt or 
worse, ki l led .,iomenne. 
Think id}olll it. 
.lit (;ray 
Terrace If,,(:, 
addressed the belief in 
America as Jehovah's  
Kingdom. 
And that's really what's 
thing but it makes as much 
sense as the hippies sing- 
ing the New Age of Aquar- 
ius. It simply means: "Eat 
your veggies" and if you 
should happen to stray into 
a Christian bookstore 
check out their veggie 
section. 
l 'm serious - they have 
one[ 
The only verse from 
The Book of Revelation 
that stands out in Y2K for 
me is, "Fear God and give 
Him glory." If you fear 
Y2K you only give the 
Devil his dues and that's 
the real mark of the beast. 
Brian Gregg, 
Terrace B.C. 
Drop in and see your 
Northern Healthcare Pharmacist 
about options to help you QUIT SMOKING. 
" Bi ~NORTHERN HEAL'rHCARE~  
in the Park Avenue ~edical Building 
TERRACE, BC 
, , 'q~ 
-. "'"' Cou ntr  Co agc ..Gifts'"' 
. • 
• Teddy bears, dolls, ~tift baskets, cards, bath "IPa 
balms, scented candles, throws, placemats, napkins,, 
massage cream, bath sal~, soaps, creams, pot pourrl, i
dried floral arrangements,  wreath~, ~wags, and ,;~. 
so much more[ " "  
(located in ~be lazelle Mall) 6:~-1178 _ : 
"I,,.. .. 
CO N£ AI"O/].ATf  OH $ 
You 've  done  "Treemendous"  work .  
% 
2078 trees luwe heen registered and phmted throt~ghout 
Terrace as millennial trees since May of this year. 
Winners of the prize draw are -
l,eland MacDonahl - Credit towards a photo session 
from ehotoworks ;utd framing from the Bevelled Edge. 
Kerry Paulis - A helicopter flight over Terrace from 
Canadi:m llelicopter. 
Thank you to the fl)llowing businesses for helping to 
nmke the Milleni.'d Tree Project .'t success. 
Artcetera 
The Bevelled Edge 
BCFS 
Canadian llelicopter 
Canadian Tire 
Co-op Garden Centre 
Firewood Nursery :rod 'Free Farm 
Gardenland 
The Garden Shed 
Keenleyside lnsurmtce 
Little Trees 
Misty River Book,; 
Pacific Northern Gas 
Terrace Sl~mdard 
Skeena Celhflose Incorporated 
Speedee Printers 
Woodmere Nursery 
IJpl;mds Nursery 
1 ~ ~ ...... " -"~'Explorer  
G88/.0 
WE COVER YOUR FIRST LEASE PAYMENT AND_ WAIVE YOUR SECURITY DEPOSIT. 
36-month lease with s2989 downpayment or equivalent trade 
Or purchase for $29,969 after $2000 CASH BACK*" Get this 2-door 4X4 Explorer Sport now and also get: 4.0L SOHC 
V6 engine (210 HP), automatic transmission, bucket seats, cassette and 00 player. 16" aluminum wheels, all-terrain tires, fog lamps, side steo 
bars, speed control, remote keyless entry, cargo cover, and leather-wrapped, tiltsteering wheel. Then get your snowboard and you're ready to ride. 
• HURRY, L IM ITED T IME OFFER • 
WISE BUYERS READ THE LEGAL COPY: 'Lease a new 2000 Exolorer SPort (2 dr} with SOHC engine, aulo transmlsslor. ConvenieEe Package. Premium Soofl Package. c..3ssefle and CD Dla~ar. at~rj UOln 5pfJrl D,£Kel !~ats. elf..{it~,[/payn'lenT of $388 based on a 36 {r~'nff lease free1 Fo~d Credo 1o Quahfed 
rata iI tosses on approved credit Some condll=ons apply and a m=teage r sl ncllon of 60.000 km Ova r 36 months aDov an additional charge d SO08 I~ r km over 60.000 km over 3 years pTus apphc:lbre laxe'~, al,I; ! $29~9 do'l,r, pa tment or ~ulvalrmI trade recruited Total ea se obl,~t~n el $16.5.69 residual of $19264 
oaJs laxes drier includes $815 freight. Dealer may lease for less "Parchase a now 2000 Exp!orer Sporl (2 dr} wllh SOHC engine, aulo Itarlsmlsson Conven~nce Packaqe. Premium Sport Par.kage c;]!,setR~ ar/d CD '~ayel. anO clelt~ Spot1 bucket .,,eats for $29.~9 allot $2000 deducted All rebates Io dealer. Taxes 
ira?able r..,q full amount of ourcnase nriee beffxe cashback deducted Offer iodude$ $8 15 fre=ght, bcense, insurance, and all aot)llcable taxes exlra. Dealer may sell for less.i-ira=led hme offers Flna~nlj trot ava, atlle ~,ltll an/oth,!r offers So, roe c~dltlCos a F4:dy. Oilers may change wllhoul notice. See. (lealet for delalls 
%~TERRACE DL#5548 
~OTEM FORD 4631 KeithAvenue Terace, B,C, 635.4984 
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Wheels of justice turn slowly 
for northwest cocaine kingpin 
Police officer disgusted the delay impacts RCMP reputation and drug- 
related conrt cases. 
"It makes us look like we're the biggest by sentencing delays joke in the northwest," said RCMP CpI. An- 
By CItRIS'TIANA WlENS 
THE CONTINUAL court delay in the sentenc -~ders Udsen, the head of Terrace's serious 
ing of a Terrace man who pleaded guilty to crime unit. "The criminals are laughing at us." 
importing a kilogram of cocaine here in 1996, 
has local RCMP officers wondering if David "Eventually they'll just say 
Edwardsen will ever spend any time in jail. 
Edwardsen pleaded guilty in February, 1999 he's waited long enough and let 
to possession of cocaine for the purposes of him go. Nothing surprisesme 
trafficking after a second man, who has alrea- 
dy served time for the offence, was arrested 
near Smithers with cocaine Oct. 6, 1996. 
Edwardsen was originally scheduled to be 
sentenced Mar. 15 but the case was delayed 
after Edwardsen fired his Vancouver-based 
lawyer, John Cheevers. 
Judge Peter G. Fraser then allowed Edward- 
sen to work here during the logging season last 
summer to raise money for child support before 
serving a possible jail term and his se:~tl~ncing 
hearing was moved to Nov. 26. 
But that date was pushed back to Jan. 6, 
2000 so Edwardsen, who is in the process of 
hiring yet another lawyer, will have enough 
time to prepare for the hearing. 
The delay has officers here wondering how 
about the court system any- 
more." 
Udsen said Edwardsen's "delay tactics" set 
a dangeroas precedent because other dealers 
will know they can stall the courts until the 
case is tossed outof the system. 
"Eventually they'll just say he's waited 
long enough arid let him ~,  sa~d Udsen 
"Nothing surprises me about the court system 
anymore." 
Edwardsen has also recently had jewellery, 
including a diamond Rolex, gold chains, 
rings and nuggets, seized to pay arrears on 
child maintenance. 
Edwardsen's case took longer than average 
to reach court after a lengthy preliminary hear- 
ing in Smithers and a Vancouver t ial. 
At one point prosecutor Brian Sedgewick, 
the federal Crown lawyer who handled the tri- 
al, said the case was in danger of being dis- 
missed because of time delays. 
He said a deal - to put Edwardsen and Bri- 
I . . . .  "~--°' James W. R¢~dr;Ir.t 
] RADELET & COMPANY P,, , , . - , , , -~ ',. ,h, ,~,,,. 
" I Tax Law • Trusts • Corporate & Commercial 
1330- 1075 Wed Georgia Strut, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
J Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 
en Burchell, who was arrested with the co- 
caine, behind bars and to stay charges against 
a third man, Stanley HomenJuk - had to be 
made to secure a guiltY plea. 
When he is sentenced, Edwardsen is likely 
• 
'~F"  CREDn' UNION 4702 Lazeile Avenue, Terrace 
i Fdday, December  24/99 
Closing early at Z:OO p.m. 
December  25, 26, 27, 28/99 
Closed  
Fdday, December  31/99 
Closing early at 1:00 p.m. I~J~ 
January l, 2, 3/Z000 j~  
Closed 
P.eopen Tuesday, January 4/2000 -~ r 
to sec the same nine-month sentence as 
Burchell who pied guilty to a similar charge 
Feb. 10, said Sedgewick. 
The RCMP investigation that caught Ed- 
wardsen was led b3, North District detachment 
in Prince Rupert and saw officers monitor Six- 
months of taped conversations between Ed- 
wardsen and Burchell. 
RCHP in Smithers arrested Edwardsen 
when Burchell was stopped on Hwyl6 west of 
Smithers witl~ a kilogram of cocaine. 
RCHP say Burchell was en route here with 
the cocaine stashed in the rear seat cushion of 
a rented grey 1996 Ford Explorer to drop the 
high quality cocaine off to Edwardsen. 
Have a very Merry Chrlstmasl 
Hospital 
may use 
lodge 
THERE MAY yet be a 
future for the now-closed 
Sleeping Beauty medical 
hostel on the grounds of 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
The plan is to convert it 
to administration offices 
and have adult mental 
health services move into 
the resulting vacancy, 
says Tom Novak, the act- 
ing head of the Terrace 
Area Health Council 
which runs Mills. 
The lodge is a former 
nurses' residence and was 
renovated with close to 
$200,000 from the pro- 
vincial government five 
years ago as a place to 
stay for people who need- 
edthe  hospital but who 
didn't need to be patients 
there. 
When the hospital be- 
gan cutting back on beds, 
business at the lodge 
dropped and it can no 
longer sustain itself. 
"We 've  got some 
committees working on it 
right now," said Novak 
of possible uses. 
"What ever we do will 
cost money. Right now it 
is a series of bedrooms," 
he said. 
The regional commun- 
ity mental heallh program 
is now housed in the or 
rice complex containing 
the Northwest Communi- 
ty Health Services Society 
(the old Skeena Health 
Unit). 
Putting mental health 
inside the hospital means 
it will then be right beside 
the 10-bed regional psy- 
chiatric ward at Mills. 
So combining admin- 
istrative and other servic- 
es will end up costing less 
money overall, said No- 
yak. 
"What we're trying to 
do is integrate manage- 
ment, to create a regional 
mental health system," he 
said. 
That would then re- 
move mental health serv- 
ices from the Terrace and 
Area Health Council's re- 
sponsibilities, blovak con- 
tinued. 
He said the lodge 
building is suitable for the 
health council's needs as 
its administration arm no 
longer needs the kind of 
space it now occupies in- 
side the hospital itself. 
The decision to close 
the lodge was reached af- 
ter a meeting between the 
health council and a group 
of Elks and Order of  the 
Royal Purple members 
who had been running the 
facility since it opened. 
' ,),¢ Was your campflre 
~)  completely out? 
, ~ Report wlldfrre 
I ~ 1.eoo.663.5666 ' 
I ~ ~-" t , t , , .  Mlnlstty of Fo~est° ~., 
HERE'S THE RATE BREAK YOU'VE BEEN WAITING FOR, WITH A PURCHASE 
FINANCING RATE THAT'S TOUGH TO BEAT. BUT YOU HAVE TO HURRY. 
LIMITED EDITIOM CHEVY BLAZER 2000 
LIMITED TIME OFFER 
No charge 
Running boards 
and Special 
decal package 
FEATURES: 
• Vortec 4300 V6 190 HP Engine • 4-speed 
automatic transmission • 4-Wheel Anti-Lock 
Braking System • Next Generatio~ Driver and 
Front Passenger Air Bags. Air Conditioning 
• Power Door LocksANindows/rvlirrors • Locking 
Differential • Off Road Suspension • Tilt-Wheel 
and Cruise Control ° Roof Luggage Carrier 
rLIx~ 
sz98*" SECURITY OEP0Sff 
FOR 36 MONTHS WiTH $4398 DOWN. 
CASH P~CHASE PRICE 
o, S29, 98' 
INCLUDES FREIGHT OF $7S5AND FDI. 
LICENSE INSURANCEAND TAXES EXTRA 
CHEVY VENTURE 2000 
,mE, :  .o SECURITT 
DEPOSff 
• 3.4L V6 185 HP Engine • 4-Speed Automatic FOR 36 MONTHS WITH $4300 DOWN. Transmission .,4-Wheel Anti-Lock Braking CASe ~ PR~ 
System • Next Generation Driver and Fr0nt S24  498  t Passenger Air Bags • Front Seat-Mounted Side 
Air Bags • Air Conditioning • Power Door Locks OR | 
• Dual Sliding Doors • Tilt-Wheel • Flip & Fold 
Seating Best Fuel Economy in the van segmenl, * INCLUDES FREIGHT OF S895 AND PD LICENSE, INSURANCE AND TAXES EXT~ 
CHEVY ASTRO 20100 
FEATURES: 
Vortec 4300 SFI V6 190 HP Engine 
i 4-speed automatic transmission with overdrive 
4-Wheel Anti-lock Braking System • Next 
Generation Driver and Front Passenger Air 
Bags • Air Conditioning ° 8 passenger seating 
Passlock security system • Roof Luggage _ 
Carrier • Deep Tint Glass o Power Door Locks 
AM/FM Stereo Cassette 
s288'"° S|CURII"Y DEPOSIT 
FOR 36 MONTHS WITH $4100 OOW~ 
CASH PURCHASE PRICE 
0,s22,798' 
INCLUDES FREIGHT OF $895 AND PDI 
LICENSE. NSURANCE AND TAXES EXTRA. 
CHEVY SILVERADO EXTENDED CAB 2000 
FEATUREs: 
• Vortec 4800 V8 270 HP Engine. 4-speed 
Automatic Transmission with Overdrive and 
Tow/Haul Mode • Air Conditioning with Inter or 
Air Filtration System * 4-Wheel Disc and 
4-Wheel Anti-Lock Braking System • Full 
Inslrumentation including: Tachometer. Engine 
Hour Meter and Driver Message Centre • 
Chrome Wheels, Grille and Bumper 
s378 ~ N0 SECURIff DEPOSIT 
FOR 36 MONTHS WITH $3168 OOW~ 
CASH RIRCHUE PRICE 
o, S28,498' 
INCLUDES FREIGHT OF$94OAND PDI 
LICENSE. INSURANCE AND TAXES EXTRA. 
CHEVY SILVERADO REGULAR CAB 2000 
FEATURES: 
° Vortec 4300 V6 200 HP Engine. 5-speed 
manual transmission with overdrive • 4-Wheel 
Disc and 4-Wheel Anti-Lock Braking System • 
Full Instrumentation including: Tachometer, 
Engine Hour Meter and Driver Message 
Centre • Chrome Wheels, Grille and Bumper 
.L4J~ 
s 2 ~ 8  ~ NO SECURITY 
DEPO$ff 
FOR 36 MONTHS WITH $1550 DOWI~ 
CASH PURCHASE PRICE 
o,$21,998' 
INCLUDES FREIGHT OF $940 AND PDI 
LICENSE. INSURANCE AN0 TAXES EXIRA 
THIS IS 
A LIMITED 
TIME OFFER 
NOW AT 
YOUR LOCAL 
BC CHEVROLET 
OLDSMOBILE 
DEALER 
EHEVRDLET 
Oldsmobile 
I GM in Terrace 635-4941 
' 
| i aoem ~,~aztt)4,~teJ~lutxl, t~5Otr~lMmqulfed Totaloblt9 a m~m$~5.~26~t3~231~t4~4731~2.2~?77~ntta~1e~eHim~2~11`~.t2pere~ceukji~me~er.~1et~e~v~b~e* 'rFre~hlindnded Licmse, h lunlnce, andlllxea ~indudnd, Deetlerlamfme ~ | | 
| - r/, I~_" ~ on,amain per,owed nrkloown ~y~mt~ aide. $'lThe SmaffLezle mon~iy pa~llenl and ]he (}MAC Pulchaz° Finance rate f~ the Chlp~y Btmzer Rl/Weflhee RTOlAzlto RTX/Silverado ReD. Cab/5~'e~ado Ext. Cab lie nol avlil~o~# wHh end are nol ca~culat~ '~  • ,  
I .on tIle~a~.n ~urc~ze pfc° a° Ihown..Ihe dAfmetce ~elweon the I~i:e re, the SmarlLeaie~MAc Pu~.haie F~mce ~ef end lh~ 'Cash Pufcbeie'oflw Is de°mid urder prov(nclzld~lolul° lawl to be a text of borrow~g, whaler or ~ ~le earn° re~relents ~tuallrdeleilund -4~ m,,~ • ~,1 
! ~req~eoloz~e~ell~a|one..w1L~lRrcontagem WhlchLi3.98.%/3.~%/5.8;%119%i 9% t'(~Offelllq)p~ailnd~caedlo 999o~9000neword~omffat~modebo veh~elequippedaldemc~nd.Oflmapp{y oquxrlhed efell©uslome~lnl]riti~Col,rnb&zoHy(}eale~ ~,~.~z~,.__ i~ .~ '~ 
| offer Of |timid° may be ~ecella~y. Lirniled 9Lmnle~el zvalable of 1999 models. LImded time offer|whlchmeyno~ be r~mblned wilh olh~r off°l|. See '~u~ deafm lee ¢~xl~k~ns I d dellill. §P~hhedbyHafu~alRelo~celCIrmda. F~lConsum~V~lO~de. 2000 ' " z~k~,~ 
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u One )ng pipe 
WORKERS are assembling a giant pipe that will be dragged into the 
Skeena River to replace the sewage treatment plant's failed ouffall Mpe, 
which has been malfunctioning since flooding in the summer, That's Bill 
O'Brien and Jason Maciejewski of Kelowna-based Can-Pro Diving Servic- 
es. They'll be on site through February, The 300-metre long pipe will be 
dragged in one piece into place and anchored to the riverbed with a giant 
articulated concrete blanket. 
Ban unfair election ta) 
subsidies, party says 
IT'S TIME to end federal 
election practices that are 
so unfair they border on 
corruption, says Christian 
Heritage Party leader Ron 
Gray. 
Gray, who toured the 
Skeena riding last month 
to meet some of the par- 
ty's 230 members in the 
region, is trying to gener- 
ate a groundswell of public 
pressure to force the Liber- 
als to change the amend- 
ments to the Election Act 
the government has pro- 
posed. 
Most objectionable, 
says Gray, is the 25-year- 
old policy - which the 
Liberals plan to leave un- 
changed - that refunds 50 
per cent of election ex- 
penses to candidates that 
get more than 15 per cent 
of the vote. 
It means established 
parties and candidates 
to spend next time. 
"They start with their 
war chests already half fldl 
of taxpayers' dollars," 
Gray said. 
The Christian Heritage 
the most votes. 
Proportional representa- 
tion - which gives a party 
the same number of MPs 
as the percentage of the 
popular vote it receives - 
Party wants a mechanism would dramatically im- 
as part of income tax re- prove the chances of the 
turns thatwould allow tax- smaller parties like the 
payers to designate which Green Party and Christian 
party or parties they want 
supported in that way with 
their tax dollars. 
The Reform Party has 
not supported the CHP on 
that idea, Gray said, ad- 
ding that since many Re- 
formers are now well es- 
tablished, it's difficult for 
them to turn their backs on 
the advantage the law pre- 
sently gives them. 
Gray said the party is 
also supporting a Liberal 
backbencher's efforts to 
ban taxpayer funded insti- 
tutions from making dona- 
tions to political parties. 
Heritage Party. 
"It 's clearly an idea 
whose time has come," 
Gray said, adding all 
major industrialized na- 
tions except Canada and 
the U.S. have begun to try 
some variant of it. 
Also high on the party's 
agenda is emphasizing the 
importance of retaining 
reference to the supremacy 
of God in the constitution. 
Gray met party mem- 
bers in Terrace Thursday 
night at the Happy Gang 
Centre. 
He's urging members to 
come to each election Other electoral reforms get ready for a federal 
with a - .h ugo-,~d van.tage~. lh.e.party~,is.l~nking.for.ts..a,,~,,, election ~probablyoin. spring 
am,+,uuu ln~zne previous b ':~ • from the present first-past- e the three-and-a-half 
election -:and got at least the-post system that elects year mark of the present 
15 per cent Of the votes - whichever candidate gets term. 
gets $32,000 of that back 
Surplus Y2K food? Think food bank 
IF Y2K comes and goes 
without power outages or 
food riots, most well-pre- 
pared folks will have 
kitchens full of more than 
the usual amount of 
canned and non:perishable 
goods. 
If January arrives, dis- 
aster hasn't struck, and 
you need more room in the 
pantry, consider donating 
some of your Y2K fond 
stash to the Terrace 
Churches Food Bank. 
"We'd be more than 
delighted to accept he do, 
nations," said food bank 
coordinator Kathy Miller. 
Some food banks in the 
province have noticed a 
drop in contributions at- 
tributed to people stocking 
up on their own canned 
goods in case of an emer- 
gency. 
That hasn't happened 
here. 
"People have been very 
generous," Miller said. 
"It's been outstanding." 
That's good as the food 
bank gave out a record 681 
bags of groceries in No- 
vember and expects even 
more in the next distribu- 
tion, Jan. 17-21. 
"We're anticipating 
that the people needing 
food will not be lower in 
January," she said. "We're 
looking at quantities of 
700 when we order," 
The food bank doesn't 
operate in December, so 
as not to conflict with the 
Salvation Army's Christ- 
mas hamper program. 
]BC's 9EST 
:]~ T;R'~,CE STANDARD 638-7283 or Fax 638:8~132 I" 
~)'" "3;'.'~ ':: 
..~.5. ; . / .~  .:  
Best Buy Options... 
Per Ins0rti0n 
25Words 
BC's Interior $85. $1,80 
Vancouver Island $85. $1.80 
The Lower Mainland $80, $1.80 
All of the Above $215. $5.40 
48 Newspapers with a combined 
circulation of 814,46611 
Vancouver 
Island 
16 newspapers with a combined 
circulation of 223,350. ] 
: :~  The 
9w.er, 
inlana 
13 newspapers with a combined 
circulation of 446,805, 
• ~f "V 
BC's 
Interior 
19 newspapers with a 
combined circulation 
of 144,311. 
Ih., I~:r~c3,::e 5iuncklrd. Wednesday, December 29, 1999- A9 
..... LEARN TO FLY!!! ~ ~ l  l:::i~aCKa5 ;sFuneral Service Ltd. 
i II Si,tvin~4lhrrace, Kitimat, Smithers&PrinceRupert 
J.n.a,~ io, .ooo ~ '~ "%'>"\'~-"1 il Br'i.z¢ Plaques Co,,c,:rne,.tpersonal 
serv ice  it1 t i le Nor thwest  
Course Cost: $299,(10 I I I  Terrace Cremaloritun since 1946 
To registel; or I'or ll|Ol'e inl'orimltion call" I li 
635-1852 I i[ 4626 Davis Street 
l~hone 635-24t !4  • Fax  635-635-2160 
2,1 hour pager 
i 
Countdown to Y2K 
.~'." 
BC's  provincial government departments Enquiry BC: 
and essential service providers have done In Vancoulver 660-2421 
their job in preparing tot' the ye~u" 2000. 
No disruptions to essential services like Ill Victoria 387-6121 
utilities, buses, ferries phmmacies,  banks, T011-IPoo frolll the rost of 
and credit unions are Imticipated. hi case of  i 
glitches we do have back-up phnts. : the  pl'ovillce "1-800-663-7867 
Enquiry BC operators will be avai lable to 
answer  questions about Y2K and essential 
services during the New Year's weekencl. 
l?or in format ion oil prov inc ia l  
readiness check  our  web site at 
i hPql:fl~'~,y2k, g 0v.hc.ca 
Action 9]0 BRITISH 
Mil lennium Bug Strttegles for IIC information, Selenco and 
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BRIAN McCONNELL, of general contractor Progressive Ventures, assembles 
aluminum modular walls that will house the gift shop in the hospital lobby. 
Hospital lobby gets facelift 
WORK IS well underway 
on the remodelling of the 
hospital's lobby. 
Old carpet has been 
torn up, new ceramic tiles 
have been laid and the en- 
tire entry way is being re- 
configured. 
Part of the plan invol- 
,cos moving the Hospital 
Auxilliary gift shop across 
the lobby, says auxilliary 
secretary Sandy Bullock. 
"The glass around the 
old gift shop has been tak- 
en down and it will be put 
into place on the opposite 
end of the lobby," she 
said. 
"That will enclose our 
new shop and we'll be able 
to open failry soon after 
that." 
Going into the spot va- 
cated by the gift shop will 
be a new coffee shop of- 
fering fresh coffee and 
muffins• 
"It will be a real bonus 
for the people that work at 
the hospital as well as 
those there to visit 
patients," Bullock said. 
Old dark cedar walls 
are. being replaced by dry- 
wall. 
The gift shop and coffee 
shop are expected to open 
in January. 
Cs Ambulance Paramedics wish you 
a safe, happy holiday season 
ivt~llly lllJLIlleS, OOtll lllSl(l~ all(I OU[SlCle the  rlol l le, Occur wl len  l] [l lTyl l l ~ [0 get 
things done. Please help us make tiffs a safer year, 
G Ambulat~ce Paraxuedics ofBritish Columbia - CUPE Local 873 
-Proudly Sewing lhe Province of Be Since 197"t - 
VIA adds 
cars to 
popular 
Skeena 
VIA RAIL is adding anoth- 
er car to its daylight Skee- 
na rail passenger service 
between Prince George 
and Prince Rupert in re- 
sponse to passenger de- 
naand. 
Passenger numbers for 
the first class Totem serv- 
ice increased by  26:~per,,,>-~:~.~,~.,.;~:,<-,:> 
cent this year from mid-: ~: ~ ~ :, ~ :.~;~ 
May to mid-October over 
1998. 
And 1998's figures were 
themselves up 25 per cent 
from 1997, says Mark Pra- 
dine of the federal crown 
corporation. 
"With this kind of de- 
mand, we're putting on 
one additional car to the 
two we already have for 
Totem class," he said. 
Totem class includes , 
meals and access to a 
donae viewing ear and is 
popular for the growing 
number of tourists taking 
the rail journey. 
A 
"With this kind of 
demand, we're 
putting on one ad- 
ditional car to the 
two we already 
have for Totem 
class." 
I I  
III 
There's also one econo- 
my car and its usage has 
als0 increased, said Pra- 
dine. 
The Skeena run was 
once threatened for can- 
cellation because of low 
passenger counts due, in 
part, to inconvienent arri- 
val and departure times. 
But a decision by VIA 
Rail three years ago to 
shift to an all daylight 
schedule between Prince 
George and Prince Rupert 
has resulted in its growing 
popularity, particularly 
among tourists, said Pra- 
dine. 
"The majority of traffic 
comes from Americans but 
we do get an awful lot of 
Europeans," he said. 
Most of the tourists are 
on package arrangements 
with the rail journey mak- 
ing up one part of a longer 
and more extensive holi- 
day, 
Pradine acknowledged 
that there is still a gap 
between revenue and ex- 
penses. But the gap has 
narrowed 
A large gap between 
revenues and expenses 
was one of the reasons the 
passenger service was 
threatened in the first 
place. 
I It's been a great year, And to celebrate your Chrysler, Dodge, JeeD retader wdl pay tile GST [)~us take an additional $500 off the 
purchase of select 2000 Chrysler, Dodge and Jeep vehicles. AIso. look forgreat vt  s tT  US O N THE WEB AT 
leasing and financing offers on remaining 1999 models and our enure line of 2000's, Www.da  i m le rchrys le  r . ca  
~"-.~i:~" ;i . 
- ! j  - _ 
THE CHRYSLER • DODGE • JEEP  
S A L E 
t . .uuu uut . 'u t .  ',nrw '.xutau ~nt~' . " '  
The original full size pick-up  ,t ,our oors° 
• I1~ m1124 - - 'Z , !  
%%:" k 
i ¢% ¢' 
1 
C I [ R Y S I. : R 
2000 CHRYSLER 300M. 
Motor Trend's 1999 Car of the Year. 
Dodge ~!] Caravan 
2000 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN. 
Canada's best selling minivan. 
Jeep 
2000 JEEP GRAND CHEROKEE. 
The legendary off road original. 
3HRYSLER 
Dodge 
Jeep 
3IlR,YSLEB 
aodg~ 
Jeep 
Chrysler customers toad lhs fine pdnt: • ! These are hnuted t,ne offers tlla ap[)ty to retad deliveries of selectPd 2000 models excluding Seb ng Co pe/Conve bble Viper P ow e and Dakota Quad Cab Vehicles must 
be taken from tetader inventory, for Derson,l use only Can not be combined with any other offer except Grad R,t!b;~ e Offe apphes Io once before Irade-m. See retailer for complete details and conddfons • Your retader 
will take $500 off the pr=ce of selected m-stock 2000 renders deduct any apphcable eta e d scount, anrJ then reduce trle pr<e by a fur her 7% The 7°,;, 'GST Bleak' does not apply to fre gnl e a ler ns a ed 
accessories, warranties, ta(es Or admlmstraborI costs, t Say=rigs based o e ( ons o ~ SRP to tully uqolpped Jeep Grand Che okee l roiled Retailer may sell for less. Ac ual savings wl I vary depend ng on model 
selected and puce negotmled. Rebate Includes GS]'. ®Jeep is a eg ste ed t ademark of DalmlerChrys or Co po a on used under I cense by Da n e Ch ys e Canada nc 0 Excluding crew cab models• Da~mferChrysler 
Canada Inc, is a who y owned subsidiary of DaimlerChrysler Corporalion, 
.m 
mm m 
m 
m 
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lilllllll BF /~ ",. 
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' " °~ ~t~ ~, E,LA~, 
Ter race  To Vancouver  
• Return  
Price includes a car. Saturday night stay req. 
Call for details 
4553 Lakelse Ave 
635-2281 or i-800-772-6394 
II' 
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DOWNTOWN TIRPJICE 
The Heart 
of 
Our Ci~ 
-~ 1 / -~  ~,. 
• ~, .~ wishes for a joyous ~~~o. ,a~- -o .  
~- . . . .  ~ Ev'~ Me~ Wear 
"~ 4605 ~;~el; ; : ;enue 
W e ha$e a . 
, ,~  Beautiful Se lectmn 
'.~_~~~ # of Christmas arrangements 
~-~ ~ ..... available in silk, or fresh 
~ RememberourF.T.D.& 
~ ~  ~ telefloraservices. 
"~~!~ ~ 4603 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
" ~  ~ * 635-6939 * 
CENTRAL F LOI~ERS 
Since 1973 
3 '2 -0~ 
For Every Bloomln" Thing 
4619 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
OON "~ 
~ M I  l i l l ! l l l l i  Open 8aln-10pro Daily 
638-1900 ~ 1-888-325-68~67~ ' ":'=:~::~:~": 635-2307 ...... . 
Mens & Ladies ~/ 
,f'" B SHOE SPECIALS ' "  ',(:=.~ 
~ S i z e s  20001 
:~'~:~" %2~b:to;~eZ';d:;~° °°" °" 
• ,," ,x.' ~ , " l~- /~ ~/s Afr ~#~ll~ experiences while looking forward to 
I )  a newyearofbrightout]ooksand ~/~/~'/" '~ : :1  . I / l#  CLk~L~aS WHAT l BARGAIN! newbe~nnirigs. Weappreciateyour \'.£,,,t J t U  ~)e'c~~atT"ol'~E ~.  bus iness and  hope to serve you in the . .~o ,  '~:~ "'( " = i . . . . . .  4 . . . . . . . .  "~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  <' " 
"~'~'~?~  " i~  ' comma year. ~ ;Ha. "N ,w S,, ~f,0m 
~'~*~ ~ TERRACE INTERIOR De-b; Glen & the crew/ 
- iltt ~/' 4610 Lazelle - '~  ; 
4555LakelseAvenue. 635-2982 ,o )io 635-6600 o:~.'..:, Located in the Coast Inn of the West 
• , ,o " ,o>o, '  o ,"  ' , o  , ,o'o,, o, ° 'v \ ; '  Open weeknights until 8:00 p.m. 
I m m i l  m m m m m m II m m • . . . . . . . . . . . . : . .  
'V-- ~~ ~~fy. ~l ~ _. NORTttCOAST AN.~ COMFORT l'tiAT 
~.~j /  - NEI/ER QUITS i,,,,.., 
~"" :+_""~"""~ ~ [] l~,i ~,i,,~ ,,.,,,,.. I Ik" i~ 
O_~(~.,!"L'~< ..... T i l l  
:~. . . . . . . . . .  ~ : [] 
) P~/~ ~ ) [] 3117 Kale Terrace 635,6496 ~ ,~, 
- ; ~ ~ :  i leilallze mn Ituntln!l tt Fishing" 
i ~~'~:~Id~llUUU~i~ Jl -~i~ Comeln&Browse, Available . . . . .  
--oOo,, e in , , °  RE, D~.,.' ~•~N G 
[¢o,~jo,'~ Enter Our Draw For A WidthsAA-EEEE t~U~ 'E$' 
~CASH GIVEAWAY AT-  %~~ingerbread  House  
[] _._~_~m~l~ll ilUN~--/~ Great  Deals  ALL STA R MIDNIGHT 
[] ~ OR-¢RO.~llES- ~ while stock lasts on 
(Only A $500 Cover Charge) "~ (Whlte or Brown) ~ -Fruit Cakes Shoes & Repairs 
Hanky Panl:y's Open at 7pro [] :'-2~ ~ Ioe',t,: ~ -Almond Sticks 4617 Lakelse Ave. Terrace, B.C. 
New Y~;ar s Day • ~ -Stollen Ph./Fax 250-635-6703 
Located in the Coast Inn of the West [] MoB - Sat 9-6 
l i im i imi immi l i i i i i l i l i i i i l  i Cai, 688-7117 To Order Ahead, 
4641Laze l le  Avenue | k J I -" I k I k ; : 
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Gov't officials hunker KdOWn 
in local bunker for Y2 
the holidays and won't be 
back 
Year's, the provincial gov- 
ernment wants you to 
know your house is in good 
hands. 
The B.C. government is
setting up a command 
centre in BC Hydro ]Build- 
ing in Terrace in prepara- 
tion for whatever Y2K 
throws its way. 
And, whether that's a 
power glitch, a train de- 
railment or an accident on 
the highway, provincial 
government representa- 
tives will there to move 
people, resources or mate- 
rial to direct emergency 
operations. 
Government spokesper- 
son David Belford last 
week the command centre 
will be staffed by up to 30 
representatives of provin- 
cial agencies, including 
the Provincial Emergency 
Preparedness Program, the 
RCMP, the ministry of the 
environment, transporta- 
tion and highways, forest- 
ry, health, B.C. Hydro, Pa- 
cific Northern Gas and 
B.C. Tel. 
"We'll  be working to- 
gether as a team," said 
POWER ON WHEELS:  City of Ter race  director of engineer ing Stew Christen. 
sen has a portable generator  ready to go where  it's needed if the power  goes 
out because of Y2K. It would mainly be used to run sewage lift stations. 
Keep your vents and meter clear for a safe and carefree winter. 
Wtien the snow needs hoveling, it's probably a good time to take a look at your outdoor gas meter. 
Overhead icicles and freezing mn-offean create problems for the meter and the connections. 
If you find a build-up of snow or ice on your meter, never kick or hit the meter in an attempt to remove 
it. If you feel there is a potential problem please contact your local Pacific Notthem Gas office. 
Tips for a safe Meter 
~fDo not shovel snow up ~"Remove any icicles from overhead 
against your meter, eaves troughs. 
~'/Be careful when operating a 
snow blower or plow near a
gas meter. 
~'¢Ensure dripping water 
doean't splash and freeze 
on meter piping. 
~Never let snow completely 
cover your meter, fresh air or 
exhaust vents or chimneys. 
~"AII  inspections of natural gas 
eqmpment should be done by 
qualified technicians. 
Safety Tip 
Natural Gas equipment should be kept clean and free of dust, tint, newspapers, rags, sawdust and lit- 
ter, which not only are a fire hazard, but could also block equipment air intakes. Nothing should be 
stored on furnaces, water heaters, or any other natural gas equipment Air needs to circulate fi'eely 
around equipment. Combustibles must be kept away from natural gas equipment. 
Smell a Problem? 
One of the safety features ofnatural gas is its odour--a smell ike rotten eggs, If you smell natural gas 
or suspect arbon monoxide call your local Pacific Northern Gas office immediately. 
CALL  YOUR LOCAL OFF ICE .  
Belford. 
The command centre, 
has been complete ly  
stocked with dedicated 
phone lines and computers 
as well as a backup gen- 
erator to make sure the 
computers  wi l l  have 
enough power to operate. 
Belford said locals that 
will be in town should take 
normal precautions to be 
prepared for whatever hap- 
pens. 
"You need to be pre- 
pared for the unexpected," 
said Belford. 
He said people will 
need at least three days of 
food and emergency sup- 
plies such as flashlights 
and batteries as well as 
any personal necessities. 
" I f  you're~,a diabetic or 
you require additional 
medication, you should 
have that available," said 
Beiford. 
But the toughest part of 
Y2K may be the human 
mischief  factor where 
hackers and looters try to 
take advantage of general 
paranoia. 
"Humanity is pretty 
hard to predict," said Bel- 
fo rd .  "There are any 
number of possibilities out 
there." 
Belford added people 
should be aware of unusual 
c ircumstances but not 
overreact because ul- 
timately, a number of  un- 
related glitches are bound 
to happen. 
"It may be just the way 
things are working at that 
particular time," said Bel- 
ford. 
So with less than a 
week to go before oac of 
the largest emergency pre- 
paredness events ever in 
the Northwest, Belford is 
appealing for a cool-head. 
ed approach to the millen- 
nium. 
"Be calm and ready to 
respond to any emergen- 
cy," he said. "More impor- 
tantly, enjoy a very pleas- 
ant and relaxing holiday." 
L 
Council duo 
back at RD 
TERRACE's reps to the 
Kitimat-Stikine regional 
district board will once 
again be mayor Jack Tal- 
stra and councillor ]Bich 
McDaniel, 
The two didn't take the 
appointment to the region- 
al governing body unchal- 
lenged, however. 
Councillors Olga Power 
and David Hull also al- 
lowed their names to 
stand, forcing a vote of 
council to fill the two po- 
sitions. 
Talstra got five votes 
and McDaniel got four, 
edging out Hull 's three 
and Power's two votes. 
Kitimat rep Jeanne Mo- 
nahgan was re-elected 
chair of the regional dis- 
trict for 2000 at the 
board's Dec. 10 inaugeral 
meeting, 
A'L" 
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Everything In Our Entire Inventory 
Will Be On Sale. Many One Only Items 
" '  "" 'd  Ciearouts. 
to Interest-No PaYmentl 
WEDNEDSAY DEC 29TH - 12 NOON TIL 6 PM 
THURSDAY DEC. 30TH - 9 AM TILL 6 PM 
FRIDAY DEC. 31 ST - 9 AM TILL 4 PM 
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Friends. don't let friends B~ IIt ~ m- ' - . _ I _  
t t  an, or,.e: "-'-- . , , , ,q r [ .  !1 
II 5bee.ha Don ' t  Dr ink  Dr ive!  Ii 
I I  =.ra Sawmills This message is brought to you by these community I i  
| 2330 Hwy 16W 635"6336 minded businesses. | []  
i l l  | ~ Whether you are going to a fancy ~vork party, casual or tradi, | [ ]  
m n tional family get together, it is important to p an ahead and des•g, | [ ]  
[ ] |  ~ hate a driver for the day/evening. There are plenty of alternative | [ ]  
[ ]  | beverages For the designated river including non,alcoholic beers, | [ ]  
i |  " Friends Don' t  Let  Friends TM for those who Still enjoy thereai taste of beer withoUt he alcohol. | [ ]  
~|  Dr ink  and  Dr ive  Often party.planners will make arrangements f0r guests to sleep | [ ]  
-- - ~ over so that there is no risk whatsoever of people driving wh e | [ ]  
I ! ~ / , ~  , ~;dmeer ~oh:;on~lue~hC:r ~if;la°~°~ oY:~ hr°r~tn~:S °rgahn~zedt~elmifl " l ! 
~ |  ~,S '¢¢~ selves, accept graciously -remember if the didn t want to do it 
n n t ~ ! Qua l i ty  Beer, . theywouldn'thaveoffered Y !1 :~. 4~20: Lea::II:AvCe T:r;aecr B C Make sure your holiday season has a happy ending. 
II I J l Please Don't I I I  
I !  Ced~.[[an~i;Ser~ke I i ENTERPRISES LTD. I I  Dr,nk&Dr,ve! I I! 
[] n 4y29 Ketth Avenue I I SPECIALISTS IN HOSE AND COUPLINGS ~-13A~=D- I I I I [] 
! i  Terrace, B.C. I I '~e,v,~e,Our,,,amo" ""~" I I ~ m ~ m ~ ~ l  I I  
I I I  /-~Q g . / , ,  1 7/ '~ I I 5012 Hwy 16 West, Terrace, B.C. V8G 5S5 I / ~- - - , , - - -mi  . . . . . .  I l [ ]  
[] I O~.~) 'O  I / U I I Ph: (250)635-4074 Toll Free: 1-800-305-4074 I I 4s38 Hwy. 16W, Terrace • 638-8171 I l i  
~ .  J Fax: (250)635-9413 J J, J II 
i[ P lease  Do . ' t  I IAUC'S GLASS I il 
Hi  I! ,~./~- , , : r ln~i . . ,~  II! I Dr ink  & Dr ive!  I I .A,toc~,,, . s , f ,~ , , , ,  I !1  
In r~ \ \  IMTCDI f iDR I1" " • i , olCBC Claims .Windows I I [ ]  
I !  ..._.. . , . . _ .E . . . . . . . _ - . . . I  I _c"  _-~/_,...,~,';_. I I .Mirrors oSealedUnits I ! !  
I BI 1Bit IB m l~ l i  llL I I  ~ IB :7  III I ~I , I /R . .~ '~J~"  / V ~  ~ .We " " I i  ~o. , . ,u ,u . ,  ~u,o~o,, i i , , . I i l  ~ Fu~ will plck up an# tire off our vehicle 
I I I ,~olu ~zc~Av_ e.]~eEac¢, Is.t;. II! I B'6 J l i ' ,~  SA,h~i bus driver, Convet$ions&S.rvice I I 37~o RIVER DRIVE, TERRACE I i l  
I ! I 635-6600 !11 I ~9o~ Highway 16 West, Terrace I I Terrace 638-8001 I l I  
~ ,  635-6617 T0,lFree'-888-638-8001 I"11 
, " " Located at ~z:~i '~  - o 
the Coast ~1~I~®~]I]~ 
i l  I!,,: ~- - r~~~ III I I nn  of theWest [ [ (~@ ~~r~[~ [ .... II 
il III ! 4620 Lakelse Ave, Terrace I I [ Ii 
- - -  t ,  . . . .  . , ,  I / '~  - -~- - - .  I I T4RRACE, BC " FAXI(250)635~7174 I HI  il www.terraceautomall.com ! I ~'~J ' /~) / /  I I VSGaK. 'I "~'.~'i~O0~...~ ! !  
[]  n I[~~_~,~,,~,,~,,.>.>.>~,~.~,~j]t , , i - . -  l am 
I I  ~ s~.~.~.v~.... ~ i DriveS, rdyl~istlolH~LS.son I I~~' - ' - i~  I II 
• ~.~'~:~ " - . . . . . .  _£L__  i l  ~ Don t D~sz~k & D.ve  ~ I ~r~mr-'~ - - -  . . . .  I I t,~z m~c,~s~r~.~ I I I  
i l l  {~-~ f,,~"~ 3207 Munroe St, Terrace ~{ /n ~ '3 /~F I~W/~Y I I~ '  s~C~L~.  I I !  
l |  I~1 ~ Tel (250) 635-¢273 [ff / I 11  i ,,-.,,,.~,,..~,,.~ ,., ,,..,,,,.,,,,,, I I ~~ smd'I~RP,~Cw.CP,~MATOP4t~ I I I  
I I  IL~ ~ 1-800-470-DO-IT ~.l ! ~L.~J  ruou  e UKUI J  I I ~ In~l~r~e~h%stsr~a~lnetl%h " I l i  
l l  ~ '~_..ce ~ 1111 ~.t 4655 Lakelse Ave., I I~t  "~°° ' ;7 ;7"  ,:, I I !  
mm m ,.s -- m "u,,n- a ,mwwm. iu - rw iu  ~ urn. ~, I I 3 1 u  ~f fq l i~q l i~mdrm"T i l rml  ~ 835.2160 / I I  
l i ~] ~ . ~ u ~ :  #~. ~,| lerrace I I ,,~,..~.,,...c.,..c.vo~,x, I I I  
H " '11  in ~ ~ I I  ~ The I i n  
I I  rill I Cook ie  Ja r  [ I! 
ni II TWILIGHT SPA'S AND YOUR DECO R I I[¢==~i~Ja,% Bakery  I in  
[]  l IIIIII D I  iM ID  ~11DDIV  "~m~szor~zro~ You~ Fco ~ I I ~ktk ]1~-_'_'~'_-__~., J 4647 Lazelle Ave I I [ ]  n l  IIIIII , ~ |v |  II ~ l~n n ILl Terrace Carpet Centre l.~d. I I ~uKcry~/  " I In il 2 7 180  6651657 635 7117 o~.9~ - - I I  
in i "°" '" 'ee'"~ "0": I (Please Don't Drir~andDrive Tl~isfl In 
I i : ~ : I I HoBda~ Season l i [] 
• @ ...,!r , ~ ,it "({ . . . . .  i l l  . " . ,~, I L--/~:---~,-,: ...... r .mmzam~ . . . . . . . .  / I I I  
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News In Brief 
Man killed in crash 
A TWO-VEHICLE accident on Hwy 37 South 
claimed the life of a Burnaby man Dec. 17. 
Mark Angelo Baldonaro, 26, was the lone occup- 
ant of a 1986 Prelude that went out of control about 
one kilometre north of the l~itimat River bridge, 
crossed the centre line and collided with an on- 
coming Ford pick-up. 
The pick-up struck the Prelude's driver's door, 
killing Baldonaro instantly. 
The driver of the pick up, a 68-year-old Kitimat 
man, was taken to Kitimat General Hospital with 
minor injuries. + 
About  that garbage 
MIGHTY MOE has an idea to solve the area's 
dilemma over where its garbage should go. 
He favours a concept developed by five compa- 
nies in Ontario to handle that province's garbage 
fror~ its major urban centres. 
The five have a system whereby they'll collect 
the garbage, recycle as much of it as possible and 
then ship it by rail north to a former mine at Kirk- 
land Lake for disposal. 
Mighty Moe says he knows of the system be- 
cause Kirkland Lake is his home territory and a 
good friend of his is involved in the effort. 
Doing something like that here would be benefi- 
cial, he says. 
The five companzes include Canadian Waste 
Services (which has an operation here), and CN 
Rail. 
From front 
Reformer says 
he'll be held 
accountable 
hoped would force govern- 
meats to shift their stance. 
The first test of the 
treaty came in the 1996 
provincial election. The 
treaty - then at the agree- 
ment-in-principle stage 
that laid out most of the 
provisions - never became 
a massive issue either lo- 
cally or province-wide. 
The NDP government 
and Skeena NDP MLA 
Helmut Giesbrecht were 
re-elected, with consider- 
able help from a split of 
the right-wing vote. 
"It was a failure on the 
part of the media in Van- 
couver to understand the 
importance of the agree- 
ment-in-principle," Scott 
says. "It was extremely 
difficult to make it an 
election issue because the 
media wasn't interested." 
Two years of detailed 
negotiations ensued and 
the final treaty was con- 
duded in August of 1998. 
Terrace mayor Jack 
Talstra and city council- 
lors came out in general 
support of the treaty that 
fall, although they avoided 
at every turn having a for- 
mal debate about it. 
An effort to have all 
B.C. municipalities add a 
referendum question on the 
treaty to the ballot in No- 
vember's municipal elec- 
tions was rejected in all 
but two north Okanagan 
'communities. 
This fall, Talstra and 
other northwest municipal 
leaders voiced their coun- 
cils' support for the treaty 
before House of Commons 
committee hearings that 
travelled to Terrace. 
Scott denounced Tal- 
stra's stand, saying he had 
no mandate to take a pro- 
treaty position on behalf of 
Terrace residents. 
By then new municipal 
elections were underway - 
the ultimate test of wheth- 
er mayors and councillors 
reflect voters' wishes. 
Virtually every can- 
didate for Terrace council 
came out in support of the 
treaty. It was a non-issue 
in all-candidates debates 
relative to the multiplex 
and local spending priori- 
ties. Talstra and all incum- 
bents were re-elected. 
Scott says it was frus- 
trating to see politicians in 
his own town line up 
against him on the issue. 
It was also a weakness 
that the Liberals in Ottawa 
exploited, raising Terrace 
council's treaty support in 
debate with Scott in the 
House of Commons. 
"I found it surprising 
that virtually everyone 
running for office in mu- 
nicipal elections was Sup- 
porting the =treaty, rr he  
said. 
"l helievc that everyone 
taking that position is 
making a fundamental 
mistake in supporting the 
treaty and I believe they 
are offside with what the 
majority of people in the 
communities of Terrace 
and Kitimat believe." 
Terrace city councillor 
David Hull says he voted 
for Scott but won't do so 
again. 
"At the end of the day, 
what has Mike Scott ac- 
complished?" Hull asks. 
"A lot of people who were 
Mike Scott supporters in 
the past arc saying they 
wouldn't vote for him 
again." 
"I don't honestly think 
he does represent he real 
concerns of the people of 
this riding," he says. 
Hull said Scott's futile 
fight against he treaty has 
been a waste of time and 
energy that could have 
been spent working for the 
riding on other issues, and  
playing an important role 
as the treaty moves into 
the implementation phase. 
"He seems to have 
trouble accepting reality," 
Hull said. "The reality is 
the Nisga'a agreement is 
done. Get over it and let's 
spend the time on what 
could make a difference." 
Scott has also been un- 
der steady fire from native 
leaders in the riding who 
claim they have trouble 
getting meetings or results 
from their MP. The latest 
shot came from the Kita- 
maat Village band coun- 
cil, which wrote a letter to 
the prime minister asking 
that a Liberal MP be ap- 
pointed to act for them in 
Skeena. 
Scott says the volume 
of criticism does give him 
pause. 
"There's no single issue 
that's consumed as much 
of nay time as the Nisga'a 
treaty/' he says. "At some 
point I 'm going to have to 
evaluate where I go from 
here personally." 
Scott says he wants to 
continue as Reform's abo- 
riginal affairs critic, but is 
rethinking his role, 
"Xou have to evaluate 
whether efforts you've 
made are making a 
difference," he said. "You 
have to evaluate whether 
you are in some way off- 
side with people who you 
are trying to represent. If 
you are offside you have to 
question what you are 
doing." 
"I recognize that I will 
be held accountable for 
the positions I've held with 
respect to the treaty and 
I 'm most prepared to do 
that." 
YOUR 
BCINTEAIOR 
DEALERS 
CASTLEGAR TOYOTA 
713• 171h Slreet 
Castlegar, BC 
1250) 385-7241 
GLACIER TOYOTA LTD. 
3187 Tallow Road 
Smithnrs, BC 
(250) 847.9302 
IIEARTLAND TOYOTA 
106 N. Broadway Avenue 
Williams Lake, BC 
{250) 3924114 
HILLTOP TOYOTA 
2350 Trans Canada Highway NE 
Salmon Arm, OC 
(250) 832.9433 
1+888.290.3388 
KELQWNA TOYOTA LTD. 
1200 Lea]head Road 
Relowna. BC 
(250) 491.2475 
NELSON TOYOTA LTD. 
P00ox 570 
42Ymir Road 
Nelson. BC 
(250) 352.2235 
NORTH KAMLOOPS TOYOTA 
800 Fortune Drive 
Kamfoops, BC 
(250) 554-6000 
NORTHERN TOYOTA CENTRE LTD. 
2005 Redwood Street 
Pdnce George, OC 
(250) 584-7205 
1.800+331-2005 
PENTICTON TOYOTA LEISURELAND 
2405 Skaha Lake Road 
Pent]clan, OC 
(250) 493.1107 
TERRACE MOTORS LTD. 
4912 Highway 16 West 
Terrace, BC 
(256) 635.6558 
1.800+313-6558 
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IT PAYS TO READ THE FINE P~+NT: 18~ offer from Toyota Canada Cledit Inc. is based on 48 month financing OAC 148-60 months 4.8%) on all 1999/h000 Corolla and P, AV4 models. No interest, no payment lot 90 days offer applier In quah 
Died retail purohases of 2ODO Tovola vehicles in dealer slack, No down payment lequiled for a letail purchase and no interesl for the litst 90 days applier to all retail purchases roads prior Io Janualy 3. 2000. Monthly payments begin up to 
91 days ham the date of linamo contract. Finance olfee applies to all quafilied retail curtomers on OAC, Offer endr January 3, 2000. For example: $20,000 at 1.8~ tequilas :+ nmnthly paymenl of $492,68 over 48 months equalling $23,647,68 
including taxes. Dealer will v+aive your security deposit. Iota] based on lirsl monthly payment. See your Toyota BC Deniers for more dole]In 
VERNON TOYOTA CENTRE LTD. 
4378- 27th Street 
Vernon. BO 
(250) 545-0687 
WESTPARK TOYOTA 
201 Anderson Drive 
Quesnel, BC 
(250) 992-3811 
on all major 
appliances, 
wcuums t & sewing 
machines, 
even if they're on sale, 
plus, ilS6 your 
Sears Card 
and earn double 
Sears Club points" 
on all major appliances 
At Sears, we are big enough to have what you want.., 
but small enough to care who you are, 
IT'S LIKE TflERE'S Kenmore e, 
Whirlpool, 
KitchenAid e, 
Amafla e, 
Jenn-Air e, 
Panasonlc, 
MaNg e , 
Frigidaire, 
Bissel e, 
Eureka e, 
Hoover ® , GE e 
*'it's like ~ers's NO TAX ADDED' offer:. Sears will deduct from the item pace the some dollar amount as ~e OST and PST you will pay, so your total purchase, induding thetax dollars, will be no more than the 
item price. Tax equivalent ~dueUon does not apply to purchases made under tax-exempt s atus. Offer excludes items in our Uquidutlon/Outlet stores and Catalogue purchases. Oouble Seam Club points offm 
Use your Seam Card and get double Seam Club points on all major appliances. For catalogue orders, quote Bonus Offer number 9416 22211 toget your double Seam Club petals. On approved crediL Ask for 
details+ Both offers: Do not apply to deferral fees, delivery, maintenance agreement or thstallallon charges. Offers end Friday, December 31,1999. trD/620 Sewing and Floor Ca'e Shop., excludes wet/dry vacuums 
Al l  ....... + 
IlgNg . . . .  +++ 
81m;P+m++ 
ONSAL 
CRAFTSMAN ® lO.5.hp 20" mid-frame snowblower 
SIIv6 
sl5O 
Tecumseh She King ® 
engine Electric starter 
Sears reg 159999 
1449" 
Plus, all dual-stage 
snowblowers are on sale 
~Use your Card and Sears 
Don't pay 'til June 2000 
on all snowblowers and tractors 
On approved credit, with your Sears Card. Minimum $200 purchase. $35 deferral 
fee and all applicable taxes and charges are payable at time of purchase. 
Excludes Items In our Liquidation/Outlet stores and Catalogue purchases, 
Offer ends Friday, December 31, 1999. Ask for details. 
Registered trademark of KitchenAId USA, KitchenAid Canada licensee in Canada 
Locally 
owned 
ii!!i:!~:i? ,  : 
ili;!iiii!ii~ .... I
:~+:i~:+~::~::i:;:ijii:!~:, I 
and 
operated by 
Dean 
Porter 
DI295099 
Brand Gentral_  
THE BRANDS YOU WANT 
AT THE STORE YOU TRUST ® 
3228 Kalum St. 
Terrace B.C. 
Monday  - Saturday  
9 :30am - 5 :30pm 
Copyright 1999. Sears Canada Inc. 
I 
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Around Town 
Thanks Canada 
Raffle winners 
THE MEMBERS of the B.C.OId Age Pensio- 
ners Organization Branch #73 would like to 
thank all those who supported our Fall Tea and 
Bazaar. 
The winners of the raffle are: 
First prize (the quilt): Teresa Mandur 
Second prize (the afghan): Edith Martin 
Third prize (sweater): Georgette Levesque 
Fourth prize (doll cradle): Margo Fleming 
Food bank open 
THE TERRACE Churches Food bank opens its 
doors for its January 2000 distribution from 
January 17-20. 
The distribution centre is located at  4647 
Lazelle, rear entrance. Look for the "Food 
Bank of the Churches" sign. It is important to 
bring ID for you and your dependents. The 
Food Bank is open from 1-3 p.m. People with 
last names beginning with letters A'H can pick 
up food Monday, Jan' 17. Those with last 
names beginning with letters I-R pick up food 
Tuesday, January 18 and those who have sur- 
names beginning with letters S-Z pick up food 
Wednesday, Jan. 19. 
Anyone missed can come Thursday, Jan. 20. 
Donations of food and money can be made 
through local churches as well as through 
Overwaitea nd Safeway with the B.C. Sharing 
Coupons. Items can also be dropped off at the 
Bargain Store. 
Each of these stores has a food drop off box 
located in the customer service area. Dona- 
tions can be mailed to: Terrace Churches Food 
Bank, c/o 4012 Anderson St., Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2"I"2. 
HAPPY: Yvonne Moen helped Terraceview Lodge 
resident Beth Evans celebrate her 90th birthday 
December 21. Evans and Moen were both born in 
St. Rose, Manitoba. 
CARING CANADIANS donated close to 
500,000 gift-filled shoe boxes for Operation 
Christmas Child. 
Every one of the 492,450 shoe boxes will be 
a special gift to a child who has suffered 
through war, famine, extreme poverty or natur- 
al disaster. 
"Canadians have really Outdone themselves 
this year," said Scan Campbell, executive dir- 
ector for Samaritan's Purse Canada. "This is 
by far the largest amount Of shoe boxes we've 
ever received." 
This year, shoe boxes from Canada will be 
distributed throughout Kosovo, Serbia, Mace- 
donia, Nicaragua, El Elsalvador, Costa Rica, 
Mexico, Guatemala, Belize, Brazil, Ecuador, 
Cuba, Sierra Leone, Guinea, Ivory Coast, 
Benin, Cambodia, and Vietnam. International- 
ly, Samaritan's Purse will distribute over three 
million Operation Christmas Child shoe boxes 
in over 60 countries around the world. 
Operation Christmas Child is part of a year- 
round initiative of Samaritan's Purse, an orga- 
nization that provides the basic necessities of 
clean water, food, clothing, and medical aid 
to people around the world. Helping people in 
need since 1970, Samaritan's Purse is an in- 
ternational Christian relief organization 
headed by Franklin Graham, son of evangelist 
Billy Graham. 
Young women wanted 
ARE YOU a young woman between the ages 
of 12 and 20? Would you like to speak out on 
health issues that are important to you? 
The Terrace Women's Centre wants to hear 
your thoughts on what it's like to be a young 
women in Terrace. Do you feel healthy? Are 
there things that could make you more heal- 
thy? Are there certain things that you think 
make you unhealthy? 
The Terrace Women's Resource Centre is 
having an informal discussion group for young 
women on health issues January 11 from 6-8 
p.m. at the Women's Centre, 4542 Park Ave- 
nue. For more info call Sarah at 638-0228. 
There will be free food! 
Library closed 
THE TERRACE Public Library will be closed 
on on December 31 and January I, 2000. 
Eating disorders 
ANYONE WHO is interested in attending an 
eating disorder support group please call the 
Health Unit in Terrace at 638-2200. 
Holiday parties 
LEARN TO make your parties fire safe. Decor- 
ate with flame-retardant or non-combusible 
materials. Have large, fire proof, non-tip ash- 
trays available for guests who smoke. 
Empty ashtrays regularly into a metal contai- 
ner and after the party, check inside and under 
upholstery and trash cans for misplaced cigar- 
ette butts that may be smouldering. 
A touch of murder 
AN EVENING with Murdoch Robertson, author 
of A Touch of Murder, Now and Then, will take 
place on Tuesday, January 11, 2000 at 7:30 
p.m. at the Terrace Public Library. Mr, Robert- 
son will read from Iris book and talk about wri- 
ting and publishing. The event is free. No regi- 
stration is required. Call the library for more 
information. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY: Harvey Doll celebrated his 103rd birthday December 21 
with his son Start Doll, granddaughter Darlene Striker, great-granddaughter 
Jamie Striker and 60 other friends at Terraceview lodge. . 
Harvey's 103 years old! 
HARVEY DOLL cele- 
brated his 103 birthday 
December 21 blowing 
kisses to friends and fami- 
ly members at a party held 
for him at Terraceview 
Lodge. 
At the party, Doll was 
recognized by city coun- 
cillors, staff and his friends. 
as a cheerful, charismatic 
Terrace pioneer. 
Sandra Horbachewsky, 
resident care coordinator 
at Terraceview Lodge said 
Doll is always happy and 
upbeat. 
"He always waves and 
greets people when they 
come in the door,', Horba- 
chewsky said. "Everyone 
appreciates him." 
Doll was born Decem- 
ber 21, 1896 in Waterloo, 
Ontario. 
He met his wife Care- 
line Beachler Dentinger 
Doll during the First World 
War, while he was work- 
ing in a shell factory. 
After they married, Har- 
vey and Caroline moved to 
Alberta, where Harvey 
farmed and operated a 
steam thresher. 
A few years later, the 
couple moved to Wood- 
cock, B.C. so Harvey 
could work cutting rail 
ties, shakes and poles, 
which were transported to 
Prince Rupert. 
The couple first arrived 
in Terrace in 1927, the 
year the city was incor- 
porated into a village. 
They bought property on 
Braans Island, where 
Caroline made butter, 
cheese and soap. She also 
sewed and hooked rugs. 
But the Dolls house was 
lost in the 1936 flood, for- 
cing them to rent a house 
in town. 
Harvey worked for 
Clare Giggle in the mill 
yard and was able to take 
half his wages in lumber, 
which he used to build a 
new home on Park Avenue 
(where the medical centre 
is located today.) 
Harvey and Caroline 
contributed to the first 
medical services in Ter- 
race. 
At the time there wasn't 
a hospital in town, so 
Caroline, who was trained 
as a midwife, often deli- 
vered babies and nursed 
patients in their own home. 
She worked side by side 
Dr. Stanley Mills and Dr. 
Bennest helping the physi- 
cians perform minor opera- 
RCMP Cpl. Derek Ayers and Northwest Addiction Service workers Giladys 
Anaka and Maria Almeida urge locals to tie red ribbons to their vehicles' anten- 
nae this Christmas A red ribbon says you won't drink and drive this holiday 
season. Ribbons can be found at various gas stations, supermarket and rest- 
aurants around Terrace. 
Locals tie one on 
CONTRIBUTED 
AS CHRISTMAS nears, take a moment 
to look at the people you love - your 
wife, husband, mother, father, sisters, 
brothers or your children and friends, 
by Mothers Again~,t Drunk Drivers. This 
campaign has sp, ead across Canada and 
the US, and now every year during the 
holiday season local businesses display 
tions on her kitchen table. 
Around the Second 
World War, the Dolls 
moved, to Prince Rupert so 
Harvey could work as a 
ship wright in the shipyard. 
1987. 
Caroline passed away 
in 1977 in the Smithers 
hospital. 
Harvey Doll isn't the 
By this time, they had oldest resident at Terrace- 
six children o f  their o~,n .view Lodge- Beth Holtom 
plus Caroline's three: is'one year older. 
children from her previous 
marriage to Anthony Den- 
tinger, who died soon after 
the third child was born. 
After the war they re- 
turned to Terrace where 
Harvey worked as a car- 
penter. 
Caroline went back to 
nursing, caring for patients 
in her home. 
In later years, the Dolls 
bought a home on Scott 
Avenue, where Harvey 
lived until he moved to 
Terraceview Lodge in 
Holtom is turning 104 
on February 19, 2000. 
Sadie Gagnier is turning 
102 on March 15. 
At Doll's birthday cele- 
bration, Yvonne Moen said 
people were living longer 
lives thanks to the care 
they receive at Terrace- 
view Lodge. 
"It has a lot to do with 
with the wonderful staff 
.and caretakers who take 
care of the elderly at Ter- 
raceview Lodge," Moon 
said. 
Kinsmen challenge 
all local residents to 
Kermodei Bear swim 
By BRUCE MARTINDALE 
THE KINSMEN Club of Terrace is calling on ALL past 
participants and any brave and worthy new participants 
to "Jump into the Millennium" at the Kermodei Bear 
Swim 2000 at 1 p.m. this New Years Day. 
This year there are enhanced prizes based on amount 
of money raised. As always your efforts will go to help 
number of Local Charities supported by both Kinsmen 
and Kinettes. 
There will be plenty of room for spectators 
at the Kiddies Camp on l st A venue at Lakelse 
Lake, and the Kinettes will be serving hot 
drinks and a light, hot lunch. So bring the fa- 
mily and enjoy the spectacle. 
We are also asking participanls to challenge someone 
else to jump and raise as much pledge money as they 
can. 
We will be announcing challengers and winners at 
the event and will publish results after lhe swim. Take 
the opportunity to interact with competitors, uppliers or 
customers and have the most memorable New years 
Day 2000 imaginable. 
There will be plenty of room for spectators at the Kid- 
dies Camp on let Avenue at Lakelse Lake, and the Kin- 
ettes will be serving hot drinks and a light, hot lunch. So 
bring the family and enjoy the spectacle. 
baskets of red ribbons. Please pick up your registration form at Valhalla Pure 
Really watch them - watch holy they Drivers are invited to pick up.a ribbon Outfitters beside the Subway in Downtown Terrace 
move, how they play. and "tie one on" Ihe side mirror or anten- ASAP so that you can begin getting pledges right now, 
Now picture this: They are laying in a na of their vehicle. Bruce Martindale (635-3748) the "Chairman" of the 
hospital bed on life support. Not moving. This lets everyone know that they event is prepared to jump in (or run in) as many times as 
They are attached to tubes, hoses, men- won't be drinking and driving, there are jumpers that exceed what he is able to raise 
itors, as you sit by their side thinking, The red ribbon campaign continues personally. 
"Oh, Gosh. Why did this happen?" until January 7, The Northwest Addiction He is also challenging any Terrace and District 
It doesn't have to if you don't drink Services wishes the community a safe Chamber of Commerce Members or Directors to beat 
and drive, and happy holiday, him. So come and jump, or Just come and watch as a 
The Red Ribbon Campaign was started bunch of crazy northerners "Jump into the Millennium". 
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CITY SCENE 
Shames figure painting project he 
completed with Prince Rupert artist 
Mounta in  Amy Huestis. 
Jan. 29 No Ego performs in the The exhibition is presented at the 
daylodge from 2-5p.m. Museum of Northern British 
Jan 29-30 Boarders' Ass'n 
Boardercross and Big Air for 
boarders and skiers. See Jeff Doll 
for details. Nancy Green ski league 
races. 
Jan.'  1 Millennium/tenth year 
celebration Y2K Costume Party 
all day long. Special brunch in 
Panhandler's Cafe from 10 a.m. to 
noon. A parade of participants and 
costume judging outside the 
daylodge at 2:30 p.m, Live 
entertainm ent in the daylodge from 
1:30-4:40 p.m. Prizes• 
Art: 
Local Artist Edward Epp 
presents Duet, a collaborative 
Columbia in Prince Rupert. The 
exhibition continues to January 17, 
2000. 
Soccer in 
the snow.= 
All soccer players are invited to 
the annual Soccer in the snow 
game Jan. 1, 2000 at 1 p.m. at 
Skeena Junior Secondary School. 
Remember your boots and warm 
drinks! 
Kermodei 
Bear Dip! 
The Kinsmen Club of Terrace is 
calling on all past participants and 
any brave new ones to participate in 
this year's Kermodei Bear Swim 
at 1 p.m. New Years Day. 
There will be plenty of room for 
spectators at the Kiddies camp on 
1st Avenue at Lakelse Lake, and 
the Kinettes will be serving hot 
drinks and a light, hot lunch. So 
bring the family and enjoy the 
spectacle. 
Pick up registration forms at 
Valhalla Pure so that you can begin 
getting pledges right away! 
Make the 'Scene! Call 638- 
7283 or fax to 638-8432 to add 
your event to the Standard's free 
entertainment listings. The deadline 
is 5 p.m. Thursday for the 
following week's paper 
Celebrate 
NEW YEARS., 
with 
"THE WILD KATZ" 
• free champagne & year 2000 glasses 
. °door prizes 
• . ' : : : . :~0rs  d'oeuvres 
. . . .  ~ ~ , ~/:'::;, , . 
~.:.,. ,:: : ....: ".".. FUN. FUMI  FUN.  
, i i ii i t ,  
• . . , . .  • . , . .  
:::/'?:S .='Win a 
' " : '~  .night fo r2  
:i i*';. ° " ~! ii!!ii/~:: Tickets $35 .00  . Ava i lab le  a t  the  
,!!iiii f ront  desk  . 
I ::~o~~'~% , 3086 Highway 16 
hi/~: ~ ~  Terrace, B.C, 
[ :  ~ Ph: 635-6375 
REMEMBER! 
Our courtesy van will pick up and drop off 
your party at Georges Pub, 
PLEASE DON'T DRINK & DRIVEY/ 
Tuesday..lanu~lrV 4 into The Family Place at 4553 Park Ave. ~ , _ ~ . . , ,  ,. / .  
LA Branch 13, Royal Canadian Le-  Supervised playtime on site. ~ ~ ~  
gion monthly meeting starting at 7:30 ~ ~ J  
p.m. at the Legion. New members are ~ ~ ~ . ~ " ~ l  
welcome. WEEKLY" MEETINGS ~ -'- 
I ~  CANADIAN TIRE I Tuesday. January l l  WEDNESDAYS O " • " 
I ~  wv~•canad iant i re .com I The Terrace Women's  Resource I . . . .  I 
I urkmai, usa, .  I . . . . . .  I OI,,IALCLo,e I wwwcantireterrace@osg net Centre is havmg an informal d=scussmn ' PHOTO CLUB meets every second 
I .,,--.a-.~ group for young women on health issues and fourth Wednesday at the Caledonia _ IL G ~ lb,,. 
I ! I L I  SAUl=WAY I from 6-8 p.m. at the Women's Centre, High School Projection room at 7 p .m. I . , , ,~ . [~ ~ '  ~ ~ i r  ~ wt~[~, .  I 
1 .~ ,  • . . . . .  i 4542 Park Avenue. For more info call Shawn Zettler at 638- I f -~"  l IB  , r lb , , l~ . , J~  ~ - ¢11~ I I k J l J  www.sa feway.com [ Are you a young woman between the 6398. I~"_  _ ~"  - ~  - '~  I 
! . I ages of 12 and 20? Would yon like to I 30-50% OFF  ENTIRE  STORE I I TER~--'~'~[: i TER~--/"~"~, - I s[~e~lt'o~Ut on:he~ilth'issue~!tMt are:impor- " -COMMUNIT¥:BIBLE S~UD~,FOI[ I '~Z2- :==: :_ - _ - - -  I 
tant to ou ') , I @ ~  ' ~ ~  I y • , . . . .  WOMEn:  B,ble stuiSy, eli,In care an~ I ~ h ¢ ~ 9 t h ,  3Oth  :: I 
I wwwtor-~,-o-- , ,~,-o, , - - - -  l "  'The Terrace Women's 'Cen'tre wants~to , fftffd~/ material s'@iJlJed aCtheaChristiad I ~ . ~ . , . . . _  I 
. .w . t~, ,a~ =autu,,ra,, ~. , ,  hear your thoughts on what it's like to be Reformed Church, 3602 Sparks St from i ,,t1'1 ~ T ] l l~  1~/~ W '~,~L~ 1~,. I 
iF" AK I I ~ l  a young women in Terrace. Do you fell 9:30 a.m. to 11:15 a.m. I ... 'i~O ta -- ~ ~'l~4F~lJ~.-_ I 
I iW l l~ l t l i l r t J~d l l l r~ l l r l l l l  healthy? Are there things thai could make I .¢.1~" ~ =.~ "zO,_ l  
t ¢ WJD l~ l  you more healthy? Are there certain TERRACE ROD AND GUN CLUB I "~" ~ _~'~J~. ~ -°/'1 
. , , , , O . , , ~ ~  " - ' '= '  things that you think make you unheal- meets the first Wednesday of every I "~[~MI~~ 
TER i~AP 'p  TER~,~, r~c  thy? month at 7:30 p.m. at the Clubhouse at I ~ . ~  '~ 
~ ~  ~=:~-~ For more info call Sarah at 638-0228. the Rifle Range. I "~ i~[~~ 
there will be free food. terrace automall@os net 
• g' PARENTS DROP IN to weigh babies I ,L  ~ e 
_ . . . . .  AN EVENING with Murdoch Robert- takes place Wednesdays from 1-2 o.m. at I~ l~ ~ =,~ 
ine  lerrace Stanaara " " - ~l~r l 'A  IXTr" tA I )TN son, author of A Touch of Murder, Now the health services society (formerly I "W/ ,~,  ~ ~-  ,et l~,  ~" 
k J  12"X.I.N U/!k_IL~JJ standard@kermode n t g~ ~ ' , , , , ~  and Then, will take place on Tuesday, Skeena Health Unit) at 3412 Kalum St.) II "~Vg~-..~,.., . . . . . . . . .  . ,~ltS e_ v"  
v . . . .  r , , , ;+At ,~- ]  ~,a,a . . . .  January 11, 2000 at 7:30 p.m. at the Ter- Public health nurse on hand to answer ~1~'~00~.~0 0~ C~J~TO~ ~lt~~TO~ lt 
%o' J l~ i~"h '~reT  ~u-~=°° race Public Library. Mr. Robertson will questions. I 
read from his book and talk about writing 
Contact  us  a t  638-7283 
( What about Magnesium? Part II TM 
I Eating excess protein will cause us to lose 
I minerals. One large study indicated that people 
Iwho eat all types of foods (including meat) had 
la 17% greater loss of bone-mass than did a 
similar group of lacto-ovo vegetarians. So go 
~asy on the steak. 
I Whi e you may accept that salt contributes 
ire high blood pressure did you know it's a fac- 
tor in calcium and magnesium loss9 A study 
i showed that peep e e~.ting 3600 me. of salt 
!excreted 30% more calcium and magnesium 
, than did people who ate only 1600 me. 
We know that sugar is bad for our teeth and 
weight. Research shows it also depletes these 
precious minerals. Drinking carbonated soft 
drinks and caffeine are two more habits that 
I] ut our structural systems at risk, They have oth been demonstrated to deplete our bodies 
of valuable minerals. 
THE SOLUTION: Building strong bones 
begins in childhood and continues throughout 
our lives, Steer clear of chips processed 
meats and soft drinks, L mit coffee to one or 
two cups daily and reduce your sweets, Enioy 
more vegetable and introduce whole grams 
such as millet and brown rice to your diet, 
Look for an easily absorbed supplement 
with a proper ratio of chelated calcium and 
magnesium, Using a balanced formulation 
could nourish your body so that it w II be truly, 
enr ched with calcium. 
Healthy bodies work, play, and feel betterl 
~ . l e _ p r i c e s c o n t a c t ,  I I' 
C l ~ y ,  Sid & Therese Ross, I I  
Da~'eAnr~es~Gent ,  Wayne Gray," I I  = 
Joan o~imat )  " " I:1 
Bruno Belanger & K~sta Bottyan (Terrace), II 
ENRICH INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTORS I I 
Pho~50)  638-1541 - Terrace I I 
(250) 632-2740- Kitimat I~!1: 
~'  .(250) 6.35-] 56. 5 / I  
ENLAIL: bruno@k re mode.'n et r~l 
and publishing. The event is free. No regi- 
stration is required. Call the library for 
more information. 
Thursday, January 13 
B.C Schizophrenia Society presents 
the family-to-family education program 
(formerly called the Journey of Hope) 
Education for families of persons dia- 
gnosed with severe depression, bipolar 
disorder, schizophrenia, panic disorder, 
'. and obsessive compulsive disorder. 
; Learn the skills to cope! Come to the 
'. Stepping Stone Clubhouse (corner of 
' Sparks and Park Street) at 7 p.m. If inter- 
i ested please sign up or call Eileen Calla- 
nan at 635-3620. 
Monday, .lanuarv 17 
The Terrace Churches Food bank 
opens its doors for its January 2000 distri- 
bution from January 17-20. The distribu- 
tion centre is located at 4647 Lazelle, 
rear entrance. Look for the "Food Bank of 
the Churches" sign. It is important o 
bring ID for you and your dependents. The 
Food Bank is open from 1-3 p.m. People 
with last names beginning with letters A- 
H can pick up food Monday, Jan. 17. 
Those with last names beginning with let- 
ters I-R pick up food Tuesday, January 18 
and those who have surnames beginning 
with letters S-Z pick up food Wednesday, 
Jan. 19. Anyone missed can come Thurs- 
day, Jan. 20. Donations of food and 
money can be made through local chur- 
ches as well as through Overwaitea nd 
Safeway with the B.C. Sharing Coupons. 
Items can also be dropped off at the Bar- 
gain Store. Each of these stores has a 
food drop off box located in the customer 
service area. Donations can be mailed to: 
Terrace Churches Food Bank, c/o 4012 
Anderson St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 2'1'2. 
Tuesday.. lanuarv 18 
Do you wish your child behaved iffer- 
ently or that you had more patience? ls 
parenting a challenge? "Parent ing  
Young Children" is a six week course 
for anyone who has or cares for kids be- 
tween birth and six year. Starts January 
18th from 9:30-11:45 a.m. Limited space. 
To pre-register, call 638-1863 or come 
PACIFIC NORTHWEST MUSIC 
FESTIVAL COMMITTEE meetings 
held every second Wednesday of the 
month. 
TERRACE DUPLICATE BRIDGE 
CLUB meets Wednesday evenings at 
6:45 at the Legion. Interested partnerships 
welcome. For more information contact 
635-3788. 
TERRACE COMMUNITY LEARN- 
ING council meets the first Wednesday 
of every month at the boardroom of the 
Ministry of Education at the BC Access 
Centre at 3 p.m. New members are wel- 
come. For more info call Mary Anne at 
635-5449. 
TWIN'S CLUB meets the third Wed- 
nesday of every month at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Family Place. Call 635-9669. 
KINETTE CLUB OF TERRACE 
meets every second Wednesday. New 
members are welcome. For more, call 
Fiona at 635-1854 or Jennifer at 635-3175. 
747 ROYAL CANADIAN AIR CA. 
DETS Unicorn Squadron holds air cadet 
training sessions every Wednesday at 
6:15 p.m. at the air cadet hall at the air- 
port. For more info, call Linda at 635- 
5567. 
TERRACE CENTENNIAL LIONS 
meet every second Wednesday at lunch 
at the Coast Inn of the West. For more 
info call John Whittington at 635-3209• 
SCO'I"rlSH COUNTRY dancing hap- 
pens every Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Knox United Church Hall at 4907 Lazelle 
Ave. For more info call 635-5163. 
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS Coffee 
Group meets every second Wednesday at 
the White Spot at 10 a,m, Call Lisa at 
635-4974 for info, 
:LESBIAN DROP-IN happens noon 
hour on every third Wednesday of the 
month at the Terrace Women's Centre. 
Ask for Elizabeth or Maria. 
Bal)y's Nantes: 
Baby's N:mte: 
'Carter Warrm l.'mg 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Nov. 19, 1999 at 6:15 p,m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs 'ADZ. Sex: Male 
ParenLs: Son),~ &Ray Lane 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Spencer AIeximder Champion 
I~ate & Time of Birth: 
Ethan Foster Drew 
Date & Tinte of I|irtb: 
Dec., 10, 1999 al 3:43 p,m. 
Weight: 7Ills 12oz. Sex: MMe 
PareaLs: Erk & Jocelynn Drew 
¢ 
Ilaby°s Name: 
Danielle LeBean 
Date & 'time of Birth: 
Dec. 13, 1999 Dec. 5, 1999 at 1:42 p.m. 
Weight: 8Ibs 12 oz. Sex: M~e Weight: 8 Ibs, 15oz, Sex: Fern;de 
Parents: Bruce & ParenLs: Pat & P;ml LeBem 
Maxine Champion ¢ 
# II;Iby's Nante: 
Baby's Name: Nicholas Evaristo 
Ally Patrida Botelho Eccleston 
Date & Time of Birth: Date & lime of Ilirth: 
Dec, 8, 1999 at 3:50 p.m. Dec, 15, at 8:33 a.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. loz, Sex: Fern:de Weight: 7 Ibs. 3oz. Sex: M:de 
Parents: Carlos & Parents: D;m & 
Lorraine Tomaz bt:t~ie Eccleston 
Get A 
Free  
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh?) 
Just see our service desk for more information 
" i i l ;  Overwa=tea I twf 
I 
• i 
! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  l ; 
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! Food drive 
THE SPIRIT OF GIVING: Thornhill Junior Second- 
ary students Teana Imbeau, Andrea Buhr, Jennifer 
Evaneff, Laura Seaton, Alicia Seymour and Danny 
Anderson are proud of the 574 food items students 
Thank You 
Great parade 
THANK-YOU to Laurie for inviting us to take part in 
the Christmas parade. 
A thank-you to Overwaitea for donating some candies 
,to give out to the youngsters. 
: A thank-you to Dave Penner for providing a "sleigh" 
;and a "reindeer", four charming elves and a ride for 
:Santa; 
A thank-you to our walkers who always support good 
causes. 
A thank-you to those parents who braved cold wind 
and snow so that the young ones could see Santa and all 
the bright lights. 
A thank-you to Constable Kurt Grabinsky who led us 
safely through all the traffic. 
; A thank-you to all the volunteers at the park who 
helped ot finish off the evening. It was a great commun- 
ity effort. 
Bob Goodvin 
Way to go Cal 
TODAY'S TEENAGERS are lazy, no good and so and 
:sos and their teachers are overpaid and under worked 
:...Right! 
, If you are one of the people holding this opinion you 
iobviously missed Caledonia's West Side Story that 
(filled.the R,E.M. ~ Lee Theatre,with :three; performattCes..~ 
. Being a parent of one of the students taking part ir~ 
:the production I know first hand the huge task it is to put 
:such an ambitious program together. How teachers and 
:students for nearly two months pent almost every after- 
.noon and evening building, playing and rehearsing. To 
"the teachers I say thank you for so freely of you going 
:that extra mile to promote nthusiasm, work ethics, and 
~team spirit. It was wonderful entertainment. 
- To all the students that participated in the production 
7and performance, I say way to go, guys. 
John Jensen 
Y2K 
Costume Party 
at Shames Mountain 
Join in tlne fun and excitement 
Crazy costumes, live music, 
special bruncln 
10 - noon. 
Judging and prizes 
at 2:50 in front of the daylodge 
For  updates  & 
snow condi t ions  call  
638-8754 
Toll-free: 1-877-898.4754 
Website: 
www.shames.8m.com 
.....' ~j:~. 
.:,:,:,:.:.:,:.:.:.:,:~:<,:.:::+:::.:,x:~.~:~';¢ ~ '~ l ~i:~:!:~::~!~! x 
SHAMES 
MOUNTAIN 
donated to the Terrace Anti-Poverty Group this 
season. Every student in the school brought in an 
average of two food items. Anti-Poverty Group vo- 
lunteer Tony Mandzuk picked up the food. 
THE LAST NEW YEAR'S EVE 
OF THE MILLENNIUM 
IN THE OLD LEGION BUILDING 
COCKTAILS @ 7:00 PM 
DINNER @ 8:00 PM 
MUSIC BY SIGHT & SOUND @ 9:00PM 
MUSIC FROM TIlE 40'S, 50'S, 60'S & 70'S 
~'TICKETS -$30 EACH, available from Ladies 
i:4~,, Auxiliar~' Members &af  tl~Branch 
TERRACE KARATE CLUB 
Renshikan (Chito Ryu) 
Spring Registration 
Sess ion Dates :  JANUARY - JUNE 2000 
ADULT CLASSES: 
Thornhill Elementary 
Wednesday 7:00-9:00 
Cost $165 
STUDENTS & CHILDREN: 
Clarence Michiel School 
Man & Thurs 7-9pm 
Cost $135 Students 
Cost $100 Children (under 14) 
BEGINNER CLASSES: 
Adult & Children 
Parent & Child 
REGISTRATION NIGHT 
Jan 6 /2000 & Jan 10 /2000 
7pm Clarence Michiel 
~ l  Classes Taught By 
.~ Shihan Roland Lagace 
2 (4th Degree Black Belt) 
Shidoln Norm Goodlad 
13rd Degree Black Belt) 
For more information call 
Len: 635-2767 @ 
Corbitt: 635-4708 
   NALM CROBREw  
 BEER MACIflNE 
The Beer Machine will produce 2.6 
gallons of high quality, naturally 
carbonated beer in just 7-10 days. 
Choose from a variety of beer mixes. 
Reg. 119.00 
Available Exclusively At 
IRLY  B IRD 
Irly Bird Building Supplies 
4425 Keith Avenue, Terrace Phone: 638-8700 
Open 7 Days A Week 
In-Store Financing available OAC. 
"THE PLACE TO STOP BEFORE YOU START" 
'AL' $9900 
Z2~ 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
January 2000 PALACE January2000 
eee/D/E  leg  eeem 
Caledonia Senior Minor Pa,a ~t io  Swim Club 747Air.el ~iel • , ............ Seconda Scho I ,, . Parapleg/=cAs~iatio~ SwirnClub I GroopSo~ly I 747 K=n'~deRi~,dshiv 
Parent r~ouncil ° I'tOCKe.y Bu~°e~k~na Terrace P~! and ~le.s..~Y?~; Ni~'a Tn~ C,~ Terrace~el~ Oub 
Association Region Drums Soc0ely ~ooio~/ Terrace Local g 
9 0Terrace 11 Canadian 12 Terra:e 13 Terrace 14 8~Bo~ 1.~ Te,.~ao Peaks and B~ S~ers --ad Resee Societ 
Skeena Junior Minor Paraplegic/k~sodation Gyn~s~c Club Utile ~eat~e Society ot T~ace Kamode F~dsl~ip 
Secondary School Hockey N~l~l  Solely 
eulkley/Skeena Shames Mantah Kinnelte Club Nisga'a Tr~oalCouncil Te~e Youth Soc~e~ 
Parent Auxiliary Association Region S~Cbb of Terrace Tepee L0~ Asr,~ciat~ 
16 17Terrace 18Cana,ia0 19 '~"~ 9nTerrace~ti" 21 "°= 22 '°"= Blue~ ' -  vp0ve~y Group C0~mun~ty C0~u~ 
Thomhill Junior Minor Paraplegia Assodatior S~m Clu~ Socie~/ Band Vdt~teer Bu~au 
Secondary School Nmth~esl Kemode FrJe~ship 
Parent Advisory Baseball Kilsumkalum Muks. Te~a:~e IvTmor Nisya T~ Ca.~il. S~ie/ 
Bulkley/Skeena kum.of Sisteh0od & SO~ Terrace L¢~,~ Teeace Cu~j 
Council Association Region Elders Society , ~  Assxi,a~ 
23 
Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School 
Parenl Council 
24Terrace 25canadian 
Minor Pata#egic 
Hockey Associalian Nollhwel 
Buikley/Skeena 
Associalion Region 
26~ 
e~aub 
Bene~lenl Proleclive 
Oder 01 Elks 1425 
7 T~ 28Te,~C~e 29 ~,~b 
" ~  Sl0ppes Sodely el Te,r~ 
Q:lerpL~ROtal Ni~'aThMC0~l. ~iely 
Temce Local Te~ace Ass0~on S~ciety 
30 31 T~ 
Skeena Junior IV[clot 
Secondary School Hockey 
Parent Auxiliaq/ 
,=  
Sat. Afternoon Games Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 1:00 p.m. 
=Evening Games Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 p.m. 
Wed.,Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 9:45 p.m. 
Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon 
T,V, MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635.2411 
RIDE THE BEST. 
AT BLOWOUT PRICES I 
.••\ "99 RMK600 
2 Year Warranty I~ 
LimitedQualities  6w999 
"99 500 INDI 
One Only _ 
12000 XCR 12q 
Perfect for your little 
, 
1, 
We have a great selection of outerwear 
and accessories for your favourite WINTER SPORT! 
LRRI  
I 
2815 Kalum St. 638-1956 
~O~ ERRACE 
EM FORD 
"Qua l i ty  Care at 
your  serv ice"  
New & Used Cars /T rucks  
Complete Service & Parts Dept. 
535=498"  
4631 Keith Avenue 
Out  o f  Town 
1-8OO-463-1128 
Hockey  Scht i ck  e TM by Ja rn le  Wayne and  Graham Chevreau  Noz~a's Auto  
ReEmLishiz~ 
"COLL IS ION REPAIR & PA INT 
CENTRE 
"UNIT IZED BODY REPAIR 
" I .C.B.C.  REPAIRS @ 
"FRAME REPAIRS 
Please Call 
635-3929 
1-800-463-1128 
4630 KEnH, TERRACE. NEXT TO GREYHOUND 
FAX: 635-3081 
i 
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~.  i~%~,,".., " .~. ,= • . ..... . . '"~ .... 
~ ~  ~~ ~~ b~ ~ Y~~ ~i~ ' Be the very first born in 2000 at -" 
il Mills Memorial Hospital in Terrace an ! 
~ @[~[~~@~ '~ ~ receive great gifts from the 
" ~ ~ ~ ~ ~i~:~'~,('!~: following participating merchants. 
.... ~.i} i~i;iii~:i;;;':'.:: d/  
~ii~~ Last Baby Born Iqqq e ~,~ 
U ., '*.:! ~ ' • J , S INCE I910  Congrat l a t ions!  Fir~t~abv~orn ~000 I " I 
)/ i ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
.:,:....: ;%:: :Q ~!~).: .. . .. ~ - -  _ 
• " ' . . . . . . .  i!7% ~ii~ 
#100"4634 Park Avenue, Terrace Ph: 615-5151 i C~"~{!!7!}  ~%~! ? ~ ~ _  4741Lakelse A v ~ c e  • Skeena Mall 
• ' , TERRAgE I Congratu la tmns .  
[i! ~ ~e~rs ~a~? ~00!! J ~ "" '= '~ ' "  " "= n First  Baby  of 2000! 
Iiii!!iii!:: Parents receive a : i!il ;~'."::.,:,.~,,<=~,:~..:.. .,'. ._ _ _.___ _ ____ . .., 'i . . . .  ' -  : ' I ~:You will receive a ', 
• ' $15 .00  ' (~ Congratulations I~/  
~, 1 st Baby of 2000 ,,~ , gift certificate to McDonalis @ 
~" You will receive a Baby's ~ 
@ I I~o~eWest  ~ Activity Mirror ~ : i! } Ti l l icum Twin Theatre 
4720 Lakelse Ave., Terrace ' l ] ~ ( ~ ~ i ~ l ~ ( ~ l ~ " ~ l ~ i )  :i 
Ph 635-7469 Movie Enquir ies  4518 Highway 16 West, Terrace, B.C. V8O 1 L6 ' 
r~R~ce, ~.c. 635-7335 Fax 635-7301 4740 Lakelse Avenue,Terrace 
Ph: 638-8830 
Welcomes 
First  Baby of '2000! 
For being #1 you will receive 
your first Beanie Buddy! 
Gemma's is an off icial  Beanie Buddy 
distributor. Come on in and check 
them out, whi le  suppl ies last. 
Skeena Mall, Terrace 635-3392 
• t Congratulattons. 
To The F i rst  Baby  of  1999 
You wi l l  rece ive  one  
Free  B i r th  
Announcement !  
Please bring a picture 
, The Terrace Chamber of Commerce ~ l ~ -  
will also donate 'Kodie" a cute l ~ l  
stuffed Kermodei Bear ~ |  1 1  
STA I AaI   
3210 Clinton Street, Terrace ~ ~/~ 
~8-7~8~ ~~~/ 
NEW 
MILLENNIUM! 
COME IN  AND 
RECEIVE A 
GIFT  CERTIF ICATE 
ESPECIALLY FOR YOU!!  
1ST BABY 
OF THE 
Congratu la t ions  
First Baby of 2000 
House of Sim-Oi-Ghets 
West Ka lum Rd. 638-1629 
ennnmt, lntlnntllll ',on,rat elations! I I
• ~ To The F i rst  Baby of 2000 
F~rst Baby  o f  2000 and  parents  I I r 
.. . . .  _,',~ ~ II i You will receive one • | !l 
You rol l  You will ] 6L~- :~ ~l l /  5 Year Term Deposit | il UrycUe.aning & Clothing 
receive a 12 I ~ /~~'~~1 I / worth $100.00, m trust l ! 
piece party I ~! i \ \  - II L ~ j i ,  / :nepa,rs a AUterat,ons 
platter and ,.;.., / 6-4736 LAKELSE, TERRACE P2::t:: : :  I~  / '~  II We belongtoyou. "~°~*  | 635"2820 
~UBWA~,I~ Terra &District' ' Credit' ' ~ • ] [ ce Union ~ ii[ 
4744 L a ~  ~ 6-35-1994 I I  4650 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace ~' J  ! : l  
Congratu la t ions!  
First Baby of 2000 and your parents 
You w i l l  rece ive  a 
$25.00 
:Cer t i f i ca te  
Glass Sl ipper 
Br ida l  Boutique 
4605 Lazelle Avenue 
Ph: 635-6966 
i , ¢ 'x  ,,'? . . : .  ~,aeflo.~: 
I j ~ ,~J  ' ..P~o*-+ I • #!ii!~!J. , ~ ¢ -~  
% iiiT!iiiiiiL , 
| "i!i!!iiiii!i!!ii~i:i!iii~~]. "Full Floral aaa Balloon Service" 
[ ........ ,i:~i! 
/ ~t!iliil En joy  the  
/ '~B~LOON ~OUQUET 
[ ~reated  espec ia l l y  for  you  
| Located next to the Royal Bank 4646 takelse Ave. 
t:_ 63s-~ :: 
Welco;me 
THE 1ST BABY 
i OF THE NEW.Mi~N[UM i 
r .... " . . . . .  ~ tt; ..'; 
will receive i 
4532 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
We Treat You Right ® 
SAFEWAY 
FOOD & DRUG 
BABWe,comes the l s t~ 
YOFZOOOJ 
,C, , Parents will 
" receive a 
~" .ix 
~ *5000 • "~'6~ 
:L G i f t  Cer t i f i ca te  
Congratu la t ionsZ  ~ 
To the 2000 New Years Baby! 
You will receive a TO THE FIRST BABY OF 2000 
Gift Package 2 ,~" ::":""*:~:,:: nil rece,ve a ':~:i 
- 5 ; : L  
~ ~ _  Skeena Mall Terrace, BC 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
Display, Ward Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursday at 4 p.m. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified displaY ads MUST BE 
PREPAID by either cash, VISA or Mastercard, When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Ter race  S tandard  & Weekend Adver t i ser  
{Slanda,d & Advertiser) $13,38'(,n¢. GSll 
3 weeks  (Standard & Adveniser~ (m¢.  aS13 
"AddiUonal words (over  20) 20¢  PER WORD pLUS GST 
CLASS IF IED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL  BOX SERVICE 
per column inch Pickup S5.OO Mail out $10.00 
(B IRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY/CARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES  / 
IN MEMORIUM/CHURCHES/NON PROFIT GROUPS)  ~c . in  
LEGAL  ADVERTIS ING ................................ ~ per column inch 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the 
weekend edition uf the WeeKend Advertiser. 
105 
ANNOUNCEMENT. 
105 
tANNOUNCEMENT 
CTION D 
Classifications! 
ANNOUNCEMENIS 616 COMMERCIAL 
lOS ~NP.4~UNC~.~ENTS 628 FOR SAtE OR RENT 
110 ANNIVERSARIES 636 HOUSES EaR RENT 
120 B~RTHDAYS 640 MISC PaR RENT 
12S CHURCH 644 MOBILE HO.~ES 
130 CC~.~ING EVENTS 64S ROOM & BOARD 
135 ENGAGEMENt/ 6S6 SHARE 
WEDDINGS ACCOMMODATION 
145 IN M~ORIAM 660 STORAGE 
150 LEGAL NOTICES 668 TOURIST 
I $S OBITUARIES ACCOMMODATIONS 
160 TENDERS 676 WANTED TO RENT 
t65 THANKS 680 WAREHOUSES 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classily ads under appropriate headings and to set rates thereforD and 1o determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers Ihal it is against Ihe DFovin=ial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads, Landlords can state a no-smoking preference, 
The Terrace Standard reserves Ihe right to revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to Ihe News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum Daid for Ihe advertisement and Pox renlal. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked UD within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing Instruclions are rgceived. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss 
All claims of errors In advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication, 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that 1he liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limiled to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitled item only, and that 1here shall be no liabllily in any event greater than the amount Paid for such advertising, 
Name. Address 
PERSONAl 
210 BUSINESS PERSONALS 
230 LOST & FOUND 715 COMMERCIAL PROPERLY 
240 PERSONALS 730 FOR SALE BY OWNER 
MERCHANDISE 73S HOUSES 
315 AUCTIONS 74S MOBILES 
330 COMPUIERS 755 OPEN HOUSE 
355 FURNITURE 770 WANTED 
360 GARAGE SALES AUTOMOTIVE 
365 MISC FOR BALE 8~0 CARS FOR SALE 
380 lIMBER O lB TRUCKS FOR SALE 
395 WANTED 
RECREAIlONAI 
PETS / FARM 854 AIRCRAFT 
410 FARM EQUIPMENT 
425 UVESTOCK 8SB ATV'S 
435 P~S 862 BOATS / MARINE 
866 ,~OTORCYCLES 
INDUSTRY 870 RV'S CAMPERS 
460 EQUJPMENT fl74 RV'S SIH WHEELS 
470 LOGGING/TIMBER 
480 MACHINERY 878 RV'S MelORHOMES 
882 RV RENTALS 
EMPI.OYM~NT ttg0 SNOWMOBILES 
S]O BUSINESS 
OP~RTUNITIES $EEVICE$ 
S20 CAREERS 908 BUSINESS 
S30 EDUCAIION OPPORTUNfflE$ 
540 HELP WAIVE D 910 BUILDING SERVICES 
570 TUTORING 912 CARPENTRY 
580 WORK WANTED 914 CHILD CARE 
RENTA~ 920 CONSTRUCTION 
604 APARTMENTS 932 HANDYMAN 
608 BASEMENT SUITE 936 JANITORfAL 
612 CABINS/COTTAGES 944 MISC SERVICES 
REALELTATE Phone Star t  Date .  # o f  Inser t ions  Ter race  S tandard  # Weekend Adver t i ser  70S ACREAGES/LOTS 
230 LOST& 
FOUND 
CLASSIFICATION. Credit Card No. Expiry Date 
E3 VISA E3 MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW-  ONE WORD PER SPACE 
1 
11 
16  
< 
12  
17  
8 
13  
le  
• 13 ,59  13 .80  14 .02  
25 .89  26 .11  26 .32  
14 .87  
27 .18  
14 .66  
26 .96  
la .09  
27 .39  
I 
5 
C l ip  & Ma i l  Th is  Form To:  
Ter race  S tandard  
3210 C l in ton  St. ,  Ter race ,  B .C .  V8G 5R2 
4 
9 
14 
13 .38  
1 9 25 .88  
14 .23  14 .45  
26 .54  26 .75  
18 .30  I e .e2  
28 .14  28 .36  
S TABARD 
10 
15 
For longer ~a, please use ~ separate sheet 
Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 
365 
MISCELLANEOUS 
FOR SALE CRIMINAL RECORD? Cana- 
dian Pardon seals record 
American Waiver allows legal 
enlry. Why risk employment, 
business, travel, licensing, de- 
portation, All Canadian/Ameri. 
can immigration applications. 
1-800-347-2540. 
Veritas School I1 
has II 
SEVERAL II 
OPENINGS II 
in their J| 
PreKindergar~n I| 
Classes II 
Monday to II 
Thursday. IJ 
For more information Jl 
please call Jl 
635-3035 "1] 
210 BUSINESS I 
i~ i PERSONALS ::i: 
i I' "':" ~" / ' ; , : , : : ' /  i : 
240PERSONALS 
~ 51O BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
: 15OLEGAL 
: NOTICES.. 
HELP PREVENT,OR 
REVERSE CHRONIC 
DISEASES '-' 
CHIpS~has helped 
thousands lose weight, 
lower cholesterol & blood 
pressure, reverse type II 
• diabetes & 
atherosclerosis, CHIP s~is 
a scientifically, sound and 
proven 30-day iffest~le 
program.that can I',elp 
you too! * 
Cal l  Dar lene  a t  
635-3200 
fa r  f ree  brochure  
& in fo rmat ion .  
425 LIVESTOCK 
r • 
LOOK YOUR BEST 
CHRISTMAS 
SPECIAL 
DRYCLEANING DRAW 
Draw a 10 and y0ur 
order i s /  
FREE 
o~a~ :i /.!io: 
: Min[mUm:~2 items 
SPOTLESSDRYCLEANERS 
4736 Lakl~e 
635:2820 
or  
RICHARDS DRYCLEANERS 
& SEWING REPAIRS 
3223 Emerson St. 
635-5119 
Of fer  exp i res  
Dec. 31,  1999 
Z• NIRVANA METAPHYSIC & HEALING CENTRE 
........ : : : ] [~:2  " " ..... ::::::: 
:.!i~!!iiii!i!i:i~i~!iiiii!i::!~:~i%:. :ii:~+~O :.ili~!:i~:!??C!i!iiiill 
Courses- 
Begieinning toAdvanced 
Metaphysics, Meditation, Self 
Discovery. Starting Jan, 3 
• Details available- Pre rcgister 
WILL SET UP and maintain 
your small business bookkeep- 
ing requirements. 10+ yrs ex- 
perience. Excellent references 
upon request. Phone 635-9592 
or Email: rnanucornp@ uni- 
serve.com 
PSYCHIC  
ANSWERS.  
L IVE & PERSONAL 
RATED #1 IN CANADA 
EVANLY RAYS TAtK  
L IVE 1 ON 1 
1-900-451-4055 
24 HRS. $2.99/mlre .  18"~ 
m mmmlmmmmm  
Tanning Session 
FIEE 
SUNDAZZLERS 
TANNING 
BOOTH 
48 Lamps, 19 Fans, 
1 1 Minutes Maximum, 
Stand Up Sessions 
Choose The Best 
And Tan For Free 
Call for reservation 
635-5119 
Richards Cleaners 
& Laundromat 
on Emerson, Terrace 
9 
will be holding their 
Annual General Meeting 
Tuesday, January 4, 2000 
7:30 p.m. 
at Don Hull & Sons Contracting Ltd. 
3998 Desjardins Ave., Terrace 
jJ New Members Welcome 
• Please attend this meeting. 
This meeting will be for the election of 
_~~of f i cers  for the year 
2000 and nominations ~ or these positions 
will be accepted 
~"  from the floor. 
LOST 2 Polar Fleece dog 
coats. 1 pr of hand knit multi- 
color mittens. PIs call 250-635- 
4243 if found. Reward. 
LOST JUNE 17 at 9:30pro at 
the Bingo Hall in Prince Rupert. 
a black leather wallet. Please 
return, no questions asked• I.D. 
very important. Please call 
(250)624-2002 extension "0". 
Reward offered. 
ARE YOU single? Visit the 
Newest Meeting Place 
www.DreamMates.com 
BC'S LARGEST chatline. Over 
4000 men & women call a day. 
Connect live or just listen, Use 
free trial code 5030. Call locally 
310-CHAT. www.trylive- 
links.com 
CANADA'S BEST 24 
HOUR 1 on 1 (18yrs+) 1- 
888-913-8122 from 
$1.75/min. Credit card bill-" 
ing From $1.75/min 1-900- 
870-7647 $3.99/min Web- 
site: www.discreettalk.corn 
BC RESIDENT Rate special. 
$49 + tax. Stay at the beautiful- 
ly restored Crowne Plaza Hotel 
Georgia Vancouver. Across 
from Pacific Centre Mall, Geor- 
gia & Howe. Valid through 
January 15, 2000. (excluding 
December 31, 1999) Phone 
604-682-5566 
BEAUTIFUL FAMILY Christ- 
mas present. Large oak enter- 
tainment centre for TV, VCR, 
stereo, videos, lots of storage. 
Excellent condition, new $800. 
Askinq $400.250-635-2607 
FACTORY CLEARANCE 
"Steel Buildings" End of Century 
Sale-a-Then, Order this Con- 
tury-pay next Century-Example 
30'x40'x16', Reg. $11,156. Sale 
$8.367, Save $2,789. Includes: 
Steel doors, Steel endwalls, 
4:12 Roof Pitch, FOB Factory. 
All sizes available. ALPINE 
BUILDINGS 1-800-565-9800 
FOR SALE must sell ASAP 35 
feet by 60 feet long alpine steel 
•. CAN'T. USE. Viagra? Maxi.mus :building. Has 2 man doors and 
Natural Cream now available, a 14'x16' double sliding door on 
For FREE Into kit call Mark's 
Plaza Pharmacy. Toll Free 1- 
877-6664 
LOCAL MAN- mid 50's, 5'3", 
healthy, caring and understand- 
ing, seeking a younger attrae- 
tive woman to enjoy life with. It 
interested send personal into 
and recent photo to Local Man, 
Box 568, Telkwa, BC, V0J 2XO 
MALE ORGAN enhancement. 
FDA approved. Medical vacuum 
pumps or surgical enlargement. 
Gain 1-2". Permanent and safe. 
Resolve impotence. FREE 
brochure, Call Dr. Joel Kaplan. 
312-409-5557. Insurance reim- 
one end. 250-567-3810 
BEEF, LAMB & Pork for sale, 
c/w/f. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Beef $2.20/Ib, Lamb $2.79/Ib, 
Pork $1.39/Ib. Naturally raised, 
Delivery available. Hamblin 
Farms Meat, Houston, B.C. 
250-845-2133 or 1-800-665- 
6992. 
CHICKS CHICKS Over 80 
breeds of Chickens, Exotics, 
Turkeys, Waterfowl. For a free 
colour catalogue call your local 
agent or .call Toll-Free 1-888- 
LOGGING TRUCK loads of 
Birch firewood for sale. Phone 
638-7290. 
$SGOVERNMENT PRO- 
GRAMS information Govern- 
ment assistance programs in- 
formation to assist the start or 
expansion of your business and 
farm. Call 1-800-505-8866 
How 
are we 
doing?... 
When we f id l  short o f  your  
expectation, please tell us. 
When a newspaper story : 
does not seem to reflect ~ ;~ 
fit ir ly what  Eras said, let our  
editors know. 
When we are unable to 
solve )~ur complaint, we 
encourage you to submtt  t 
to the: 
B.C. Press Council 
900.1281 W. Geo~la St. 
Vancour~er B.C. V6E ~]7 
Tel~Fax (604) 683.2571 
The B.C. Press C, uncll u~ created in 
I~J83 as an independent review 
bcmrd Re:, protect the p,,bllc fr~rn press 
It,accIlrfJ~ or 
,,nfalrnt.ss ~tt;d to ptomnte o,allly 
It.,,~rTtall.~,n. 
LAPTOP PC network card, $75. 
PC Cam fast PCI interface, $75. 
IBM Aptiva P233, 64 RAM, 4 
gig HD, 8 meg Video, 56K mo- 
dem, 15" monitor and software. 
$700 OBO. Phone after 8 pm, 
250-798-2551 
bursement. Visit website 698-3965 Rochester Hatchery i .~L .  i 
www.drioelkaplan.com. CUSTOM MEAT CUTTING. 
SIX FOOT plus gentleman, Domestic & Game. Curing & 
non-smoker. Light social drink- smoking, sausage making, sau- 
or, good health and fit, looking sage making spices & supplies 
for reasonably fit lady between for sale. Hamblin Farms Meats, 
40 and 50 yrs old, 5'7 and over, Houston. 250-845-2133 or 1- 
for evening out New Year's 800-665-6992. 
Eve. Let's meet for coffee. Rep- ~ ~  i 
ly to file #49, c/oTerrace Stan- ing, cattle, horses,sheep. Lt- 
dard, 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, : censed and insured for Canada, 
BC, V8G 5R2 USA. Hay hauling and sales. 
250-694-3448, cell 250-692- 
6559, fax 250-694-3769. Jeff 
Giesbrecht Transport, Burns 
Lake, BC> 
LARGE SQUARE Bales of hay 
1200-1400 pounds. Alafalfa 
Grass mix. Delivery available. 
Phone 250-567-4896 
MAYTAG WASHER-3 year old, 
$350. Kenmore dryer-4 year old 
$250, pair $500. Both excellent 
condition. Phone 250-635-3493 
PROGRAMMABLE HAND- 
HELD VHF radio, Icom-H16, 
with battery charger and many 
accessories. Like new. $525. 
250-638-1802 
USED COIN operated washing 
machines $250, Ph 635-2838. 
We Buy, 
Sell 
& Trade 
USED 
cn 's  
I/N 
BLUE-FRONTED Amazon Par- 
rot. 3 yrs old, not sexually ma- 
ture till 2001. Excellent health, 
hand-reared, loves people. 
Talks & whistles. Comes with 
full size Hagen "Easy Care" par- 
rot cage and acces. Paid 
$2000, will sell $1200. Call 250- 
635-6429 
460 EQUIPMENT 
SKEENAMALL 
TERRACE 
635-4948 
i 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
farm equipment. Quality used 
sales & Iocaters. Hauling avail- 
able. Dave Crossan 250-567- 
2607, 6 km Mopes Road, Van- 
derhoof, BC 
TEST DRIVE! Unique opportun- 
ity to own and operate a 2000 
Pete with zero down. You must 
have min 2 yrs flat deck hwy 
exp., able and willing to run Ca- 
nada/USA and possess good 
references. Tom or Andre 
(800)-663-0099 
WELL ESTABLSISHED snow 
removal and sanding business 
and equipment for sale. c/a File 
#47, Terrace Standard 3210 
Clinton St. Terrace, BC V8G 
5R2 
BRIT ISH Minist@'of ~ 
COLUMBIA FDies,s 
ADVERTISEMENT 
BID PROPOSAL 
TIMBER SALE LICENCE A59187 
Pursuant to Section 21 of the Forest Act, a Regular Bid Proposal timber sale licence 
requiring the submission fa propaseL is bolng offered for sale. 
Closing Date: April 5, 20(30 Closing 1line: 4:00 P.M. 
Dish'ict: Kispiox Forest District 
Geographic Lecalion: 2210 West Highway 62 Hazel,an B.C. VOJ i YO 
Mailing Address: Bag S0(X), Smithers, B.C. V0J 2N0 
The total volume for sole is 232,344 cubic metres, more or less. Species and grade per- 
cent are estlmated tabe: 
Species Ba 41%; He 14%; Sp 4%; Lo 1%; Grades 3, 4 8, S, 40% 
One (I) Cutting permit, equalling total volume 13 679 cubic moires, mere or lesS, is cur. 
r~n~ d~ aped: 
Cutting Permit B: Upset Stumpage Rate $24.47[cubic metre for coniferous green 
sewlog 
Upset Slumpage Rale $0.2S/cubic metre for Grades 3 4 & 5 
Volume: 13,679 cubic moires, mare or lass 
Species: He 42%; Ba 14%; Sp 1%; Lo 1%; Grades 3, 4 & S, 40% 
The upset stumpage rate was determined by the Market Pricing System, and is applicable 
No appraisal rata bbs'be~'deteri~Tn~cl for the remain;ng 2] 8,665 cubic metres, more 
or less, This volume wiU be appraised at a Inlet" d01e. 
• * . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  - ~ ' i Term: lOyears. ~:~ '  ' 
Tenders will be accepted only from individuals or corporations registered as a Small 
Business Forest Enterprise, Category 2 or Category 3. 
All Applications must address the specific development ob ectivn to utilize marginal quol- 
ily wood and will be further assessed using the followlng criterion weightings: 
Criterion 
EmpIo),r'nent 
Proximity 
ExlsfinEi Plant 
New Capital Investment 
Labour Value Added 
ChanT:to in Value Added 
Revenue 
Wai.qhfi~ 
3O 
20 
10 
5 
5 
10 
20 
10(3 
Attention: 
This is a Partially Developed "timber Sale License. Apart From in.bl0ck devefopmen the 
licensee shall also be responsible br all phases of construction deactivation and reha- 
bilitation on approximately 19.2 ~m of Mainline Access and Ihe passible construction 
and installation of (one) bridge, and timber cruising on approximately 11 blacks 
(approx. 717 hectares under this timber sale licence. Appraxlmatafy 80% of the vo- 
ume wil ufi ize Partial Cut Silviculture Systems. 
Applications must be received by tbe District Manager at the Geographic I.ocafion of 
the Kispiox Forest District, 2210 West Highway 62, Hazel,an, B.C. before 4 00 P.M. 
on April S, 2000. Attention: the Geographic Location is not the same as the mailing 
address. 
There is additional material which Ihe applicant must consider in their app ca on Th s 
material, application forms, and other information about Iho Small Business Forest 
Enterprise Program can be obtained From the above Forest Dish']d office. 
Contact: Normand Biledeau, Small Business Officer 
Phone; (250) 842.7600 Fox: (250) 842-7676 
Specify .timber Sale Licence A59187. 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
Notice is hereby given that a Public Hearing will be held on Wednesday ,  
January 12, 2000,  at the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine offices, 
at 300 - 4545 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C., commencing at 7:30 p.m. 
to receive representation from all persons who deem their interests to be affected by 
the proposed bylaw: 
Electoral Area E and Specified Portion of Electoral 
Area C Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 462, 1999. 
In general terms, the purpose of the proposed bylaw is to rezone land described as 
Lot 4, District Lot 989, Range 5, Coast District, Plan 12470, from the Low Density 
Rural (R2) zone to the High Density Rural (R1) zone. The rezoning is required to 
address a proposal for further subdivision. The 
inimum parcel size in the (R1) zone is 2 acres. 
he land subject to rezoning is located in 
;opperside, on Muskrat Avenue, as indicated on 
le sketch. 
ii 
he public headng On Bylaw No. 462, 1999, is 
o~be held by  Directors Bob Cooper, Les 
Vatmoughi and  Rich McDaniel as delegates of 
!e Regional District Board;A copy of the Board 
resolution mak ng the 
.. delegation and a copy of 
J - '~ . , .~ / I  the proposed bylaw may 
~ ~  be inspected at the offices 
of the Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stlkine, 300 - 4545 
~J Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. bet'ween~lhe hours of 
"~ 8:30 a.ml and 4:30 p.m., 
- I  Monday through Friday, 
, I  except statutory holidays. 
AREA S 
TO RE; 
, •  Regional District of 
Kitimat.Stikine 
.."'--~ t t Phone: (250) 615-6100 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, December 29, 1999- B7 
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Da wor ld  
F 0 0 O S 
SAtES/DIHRIBUTION FRANCHISE FOR SAlE 
In Northwestern B.C. Quality products and high 
volume ensure success and profitability. 
Limited company and NEW Truck $260,000.00 
For more information Ph: 250-638-1011 or 
log onto 
: hltp://www.angelfire.com/biz5/hotbiz4sale 
520CAREERS 
4931"B KEITH AVE., TERRACE, B.C. V8GIK7 
ACTORS WORKING Academy. 
Full-time six month film acting 
program starts March 2000. 
Scholarships available. Part 
time classes begin monthly. 
www.uniserve.com/awa 1-877- 
FILM-ACT 
DENNY'S IS looking for you! 
We are actively recruiting entry 
level and senior Managers with 
the drive to advance at our 
Prince George, Terrace & Wil- 
liams Lake Restaurants. This is 
an exciting time to join Denny's 
as we embark on a progressive 
expansion program, which will 
open new doors for those who 
have the drive and ambition to 
excel. We offer an excellent 
benefits package: Pa~,roll Sav- 
ings Plan, Bonus and Promo- 
tion Opportunity , Restaurant 
Management experience and 
ability to relocate is an asset. If 
this is you, mail or drop off 
resume to: 
Denny's Restaurant, 1650 
Central Street, Prince George 
Be, V2M 3C2 
580 WORK 
o WANTED : '  
EARN $200, $300, $500 or 
more per week, assembling 
product in the comfort of your 
own home, send a self ad- 
dressed stamped envelope to: 
O.P.H. 6-2400 Dundas St. 
West, Suite 541 ref 683 Missis- 
sauna, Ont, L5K 2R8 
FELLER BUNCHER required 
after Jan 1st. Call 250-562. 
8100 
HAIRDRESSERS WANTED 
Full or Part-time positions avail- 
able. Wages negotiable. Re- 
sume and references required. 
Apply by phone to Hairwaves, 
250-635-5727, ask for Teri or 
Dianna. 
MILLWRIGT: VANDERHOOF 
Specialty Wood Products is 
WANTED 
Class I Super 
B-Train Truck 
Drivers 
Permanent full time 
positions. Chip and hog 
hauling. Experience 
preferred. 
Apply in person or fax: 
Western Seaboard 
Transport Inc. 
3747 River Dr., 
Terrace, BC 
VSG 3N8 
Ph. 250-635-1986 
Fax 250-635.1386 
740 LINE Skidder for hire. Also, 
failer, bucker, and wheel loader 
operator. Will also log small 
blocks of timber. Call: 250-846- 
9444 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER- 
Richard Thornton Con- 
struction.Available for renova- 
tions, repairs or new construc- 
tion. 25 years experience.Call 
Richard 638-8526. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER. 
Jurgen Mattheis: 635-7810. 
Housing, renos, office remodel- 
ing. Independant distributor of 
Sun-Free vinyl products. 
PRECISELY RIGHT MOVING. 
TRUCK and 28' trailer en- 
closed, will protect your goods 
across town or across country. 
Will assist, or load for you. Rea- 
sonable rates. Now in two Ioca- 
looking for a self motivated indi- tions. Terrace at 615-0002 Or 
vidual with' eqbfP~ent' mafia. ~ ~ 638-6969 (cell)....,= ....... . . . . .  
, tenance skills. Finger jointer, 
planer; and moulder experience 
will be preferred. Respond by 
fax to 250-567-3909 
NEED OPERATORS with 1 ,~ND 2 bdr apts avail immed. 
2 ton  truck & trailer. Make On site managernent. 250- 635- 
more money than tractor 5136 or 635-6428 or 635-1846. 
trailer. Clean abstract. 
Must be able to go to U.S. 
Lots of miles. Fax Hot Shot 
Express 403-203-3983 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY off =.,, 
highway logging trucks. Call 
250-562-8100 
£ogglng ;'c.onr-ruc"do-~ . Foi l ing 
(,r~,,~ everyone at No~ern "Hearing a~n,l Safety Traini,¢ 9
WCB OF#. LEVEL 3 
New Course and fees For 2000 
Jan 17-28 Mon-Fri 8-4 $639 
Feb 14-25 Mon-Fri 8-4 $639 
Kitwanga . Tues & Thurs evenings & Sat. 
Jan 18-Feb 12 $639 
WeB OF#. LEVEL 1 
Jan 13, Feb 8, Feb 26 $83 
WCB OFA TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT 
Fri Jan 14, $un Feb 27 $83 
Loomis Courier Service has a 
PARCEL DELIVERY OWNER/OPERATOR 
position available in the Terrace area. 
The successful applicant must be able to provide 
and maintain a delivery vehicle, hold a valid class 
5 driver's license with a good driving record and 
have good customer service skills. 
To apply, present a resume with current driver's 
abstract o the manager at: 
5011 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Applications will be accepted until 
December 31, 1999. 
 ,oc, 
Training for unemployed individuals: 
• Are receiving Employment Insurance Benefits 
• El Benefits ended within the last 3 years 
• On Maternity/Parental Benefits in past 5 years 
Training: 
• Focus on individuals needs' : 
• , Skdls for tourism, hospitality & retad'servlce 
• WOrK experience m fne communm/ 
January 10, 2000 to May 5, 2000 
INFORMATION AND REGISTRATION 
Contact Interconnect 635-7995 
Toll Free 1-877-635-7995 
WANTED 
Lease Owner 
Operators 
to haul Super B-train chip 
and hog trailers in Terrace 
Area. Full Time position. 
Apply in person or fax: 
Western Seaboard 
Transport Inc. 
3747 River Dr., 
Terrace, BC 
V8G 3N8 
Ph. 250-635-1986 
Fax 250-635-1386 
REQUIRED PERMANENT live 
in care giver for elderly man, 
two clays per week. Must be flu- 
ent in English, non-smoker, 
have first aid ticket, bondable. 
Send resume with references to 
File #16. c/o Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St. Terrace Be, 
V8G 5R2. 
SOUTH YUKON Forest Corpo- 
ration Sawmill ooking to hire for 
the following positions: 1. Certi- 
fled Elestrician with sawmill and 
some millwright experience. 
. Journeyman rate, 2. Man. 
I tenance Supervisor with sawmill 
experience. Wage package 
based on experience. Please 
forward resume with references 
to: South Yukon Forest Corpo- 
ration. PC Box 14, Watson 
Lake, Yukon, Y0A 1C0 Fax: 
867-536-7731 Attn: Barry Can. 
dline 
UNIVERSITY/COLLEGE 
STUDENTS wanted for full time 
Summer Management Position 
with Student Works. Learn to 
run a business Training provId. 
ed. Average earnings $10,000 
plus. Chanllenging position for 
motivated students. Career de- 
velopment specialists. 1-800- 
665-4992 
PIANO LESSONS, beginner to 
Grade 9, Morning and After- 
noon, Fully qualified, A.R.C.T. 
Phone 250-635-8266 
• The Continuing Care Division of the North West Community Health Services Society is 
seeking Family Care Home(s) in Terrace, for two men. 
A Family Care Home provides care for a maximum of two Long-Term Care clients, 
within a home-like atmosphere, You will be responsible for meeting the physical, social 
and emotional needs of client(s) in your care. Compatibility between the client(s) and 
prospective Family Care Home Operator(s) is essential. 
Interested individuals and families must successfully complete screening and approval 
process, including a Criminal Records Check, 
For further information regarding the process and remuneration, please contact 
Caroline Hill at (250) 638-2272, 
Please submit your request to the following address: Caroline Hill, Assistant 
Manager, Continuing Care Division, North West Health Unit, 3412 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4T2, E-malh carollne.hill@nwch.hnet.bc,ca, 
Gitxsan Child & Family Services Society 
SOCIAL WORK OPPORTUNITIES 
Tile Gitxsan Child & Family Services Society is 
seeking to fill four Social Work positions to deliver 
ultumlly appropriate child protective ;tnd thmily 
support services, as lollows: 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
Team Leader/Supervisor 
Social Worker - Commulaity Development 
Social Worker - Resources 
Social Worker - Family Support 
These challenging opporttmities are available fi)r experienced child 
welfare practitioners to provide the highest quality services to chil- 
dren an d families in six Gitxsan comnmnities. 
For complete details for responsibilities, ClU;dilications and the com- 
petitive salary and excellent benefits package for tllese positions, 
please contact Sharron McCrimmon, RSW :tt (250) 842-2248 or fax 
(250) 842-2219. 
The deadl ines for rece ipt  o f  
appl icat ions i January 14, 2000. 
SITE-KEEPER 
Local business requires an 
on call location site-keeper 
with a clean driving and police record. The posi- 
tion requires some lifting, excellent paperwork 
skills and the ability to occasionally handle a six 
ton single axle truck in off road conditions. The 
position is suitable for someone who is looking to 
add work to an existing business or for someone 
semi retired with a trucking background, The 
expected workload is one day per week starting in 
February 2000. Reply, in hand wrilten form, with 
a brief of your work history and eXplain how this 
part time opportunity will work for you. 
Reply to: 
Box 48 
Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St., 
• Terrace, B.C. V8G 5A2 
Executive Director 
Program Development 
Gitxsan Child & Family Services is a non-profit sociely serving 
Gitxsan Children and Families 
Executive Director. This is a ~o-),ear development posilion 
responsible for implementation otthe Operations Phase of 
Gitxsan Child & Family Services. The Executive Director is the 
senior representative and service delivery aulhority for a new 
agency. The Executive Director is ~responsible for hiring staff, 
development and training of Board, staff, and community and 
mplementing programs and service delivery. 
Qualifications: Management and administrative background and 
experience in child protection environment essenliol. Prefer 
RSW/MSW. Good Understanding oforganizational, community, 
and board development a requirement. Experience in and 
knowledge of, First Nalions Child & Family Services Programs 
essential. Knowledge of Gitxsan culture and language an asset. 
Call {250) 842-2248 to request a job description and applica- 
tion form. Interested applicants may forward application with 
covering letter and applicable documents to: 
Gitxsan Child & Family Services Society 
Box 333 
4125 River Road : 
Hazelton, B.C. 
VOJ 1Y0 
Fax: (250) 842-2219 
Phone: (250) 842-2248 
Closing Date: Friday , January 14, 2000 
Northwest Inter-Nation Family 
& Community Services 
Children & Families: Responsible for recruiting; 
developing and maintaining a range of resources in 
which to place Children in Care; etc. This position 
monitors services provided, supports the resource 
providers and liaisons with staff in providing child pro- 
tection services. Conducts adoption home studies 
and making recommendations for approval and liai- 
sons with non-residential contract resources, may be 
required. Extensive job description is available on 
request. 
Qual i f icat ions:  Bachelor of Social Worker degree 
or equivalent is required, experience in child welfare 
social work required. At least 1 year working experi- 
ence is required working in First Nation's communi- 
ties, organizations and families. Must be willing to 
train and travel is an asset. Applicants subject to a 
criminal record check. 
CLOSING DATE: January 4, 2000, 4:30 pm 
Locations include: Prince Rupert area and Dease 
Lake area (state preference with application) 
Attention: Trish Stewart 
Fax: (250) 638-8930 Phone: (250) 638-0451 
STIKINE REGIONAL 
COMMUNI TY HEAL TH COUNCIL 
has an exceptional opportunity for 
SHORT TERM (Locum)& 
LONG TERM (Permanent) 
REGISTERED NURSES 
The positions will be of interest to a Registered 
Nurse with a minimum of 2 years experience in 
emergency rooms and/or 2 years in an out post 
or remote location. This full time position offers 
hands on nursing care, ER, pharmacy, 
outpatient clinics and many other experiences 
and opportunities to learn and grow. 
DUTIES include: 
• Clinical and emergency services, 
• Patienl care planning, 
• Development of day clinics and 
• Dispensing medications from the 
cam munity pharmacy 
We offer a very competitive salary, 
a full benefits package, and signing bonus 
(permanent full time positions only). 
Please forward your resume to t 
Attention: Executive Director 
Stiklne Regional Community Health Centre 
P.O. Box 386 
Dease Lake, BC 
VOC 1 LO 
Fax: 250-771-3911 
E.maih thomas.wright @ srchc.hnet.bc,ca 
1 BEDROOM apt. for rentl 
Downtown location with se- 
cured entrance, parking, wash- 
eddryer, fridge/stove and very 
clean. References a must. No 
pots or smoking. Call for apt. 
250-635-2250 OR 250.635- 
1622. $550 monthly + damage 
deposiL 
• 1,2, 3, bdr apt. Avail immd. On 
site management. Ref reqd. 
635-6428, 635-2424 or 615. 
0345. 
2 BEDROOM apartment in du- 
plex. Close to downtown. No 
pots. Quiet tenants, please. 
References : required: $400 
month, call 250-638;1648 
2 BEDROOM apartment with 
washer/dryer, fridge/stove and 
gas fireplacel Located down- 
town, with parking, secured en- 
trance and  is available 
Fob1/20001 Call now for ap- 
pointment. References a must, 
no smoking or pets: Call 250- 
635,2250 or 250-635-1622. 
Quiet, clean + affordable at 
$650 monthly. 
2 BEDROOM condo over 1000 
sq. ft. 2 bathrooms, N/G fire- 
place, balcony, covered park- 
ing, close to schools and down- 
town. No pets o r  smokers. 
Available Jan: 1st. $625/month. 
250-635-2197 
2 YEAR old apt located on 
Lakelse Ave. Fridge, stove and 
het included. Phone 250-615- 
9301 after 6:00 pm. 
3 BEDROOM duplex F/S, W/D, 
basement, carport, fenced yard 
in Thornhill, on bus route. $700 
month. Phone 250-752-9758 
3 BEDROOM suite in Thornhill 
close to schoolsi laundry facili- 
ties in bldq 250-638-7290. 
COZY 1 bdnn suite, utilities in- 
cluded, $450/month + deposit. 
250-638-8482. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
required. Call 635-7429. 
ONE BEDROOM apt, good 
central location. NG fireplace, 
balcony, no smoking. No pets. 
$545 month. For appointment to 
view, please call 250-615-9116 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thornhill. Single 
occupancy only. No pets. Refer- 
ences required. $360/month + 
15180 Sec. dep. Phone 250-635- 
2065. 
ONE BEDROOM in quiet rural 
location on edge of town, Pets 
welcome. $325 month. Avail- 
able Jan 1st. 250-635-9102 
TWO BEDROOM apartment for 
rent. Near new, quiet, on site 
manager. Five appliances, gas 
fireplace, mini storage. No pets. 
References required. 
$750/month. Call 635-4954. 
I'PA.K MANO. APTf 
I "2b~droom apt,, 
,$600 mth, includes heat. 
Close to swimming pool & 
downtown. 
No pets. 
References required. 
LPh. 635-3475 ,, 
CLINTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING 
APPUCATIONS FOR A 
BACHELOR SUITE 
$420.00 month. 
One block from swimming pool 
No Pets, references required. 
Phone 635-3475 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom 
' Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pels 
, Ample Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
, On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Call: 635-4478 
° 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for1 &2 
Bedroom suites 
• Clean, quiet ren0valed suites 
• Ample parking 
• Laundry facilities on each floor 
• Close to schools & downtown 
• On bus route 
: Security entrance 
On site management 
• No pets 
• References requi~ad 
To view call 
638-1748 
3 BEDROOM, close to schools 
and hospital. No pets. Rot Re- 
quired, 250.766-3809 
BASEMENT SUITE for rent. 
$500 month. Damage deposit 
and references required. 250- 
635-3789 
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i:~-60 8 :BASEMENI~ :) 
!;: :7,:~ SUITE !; :!:i ; 
:!,:!: :644MOBILE ,:,! 
BASEMENT SUITE for rent, for 
one single person. No smoking. 
One bedroom house available 
Dec. 16. 250-635-5893. 
ONE BEDROOM bsmt suite 
downtown. $375 plus damage. 
Includes heat. Available Feb. 1. 
250-635-6350 
ONE BEDROOM ground level 
suite on Kalum Lake Drive, non 
smoker, no pets. $500 month. 
Includes all utilities. Stellite TV, 
Washer Dryer facilities. Avail- 
able Jan 1st. 250-638-0643 or 
250-635-0776 
: 612 CABINS/~; : 
'-:: ,,-:" CO'AGES:": :: :-: 
- : . : :  .: ;: . .  ~.!: '~ 
1 BDRM cabin. Furnished or 
2 BEDROOM mobile, on bright, 
quiet country agreage. Roonl 
for one horse, for summer pas- 
turage. $750 month. Ref. Re- 
quired. 250-635.2124 
3 BEDROOM trailer for rent. 
$550/month. Available Feb 1st 
in Thornhill. 250-635-2319 
FOR RENT 2 bedroom trailer in 
Thornhill, No pets, $400 month 
plus damage deposit. Call 250- 
635-9530 
ROOM AND Board S350/month 
near college, Includes utilities. 
250-638-7214. Please leave 
rnessa[le, 
unfurnished. $395/ month• 
ROOM AND/OR Board avail- 
able. Includes Cable TV, W/D. 
3 BEDROOM home on large Excellent downtown location 
private lot on Skeena River. across from George Little Park. 
Close to town. Legal 2 bedroom Call Dave at 250-635-5796 
basement suite, attached ga- 
rage, fenced with fruit trees. 
$700 month. Selling for 
$140,000. 250-638-1292 
2 BEDROOM house main floor, 
F/S, $550 month, hot water in- 
cluded. Located on John's 
Road. Ph. 250-635-5537 or 
250-615-0226 
! 745 MOBILES ~ 
2 BEDROOM non-basement 
home near the Medical Clinic. 
Non-smoking & no pets. Natural 
Gas heat, Avail. Jan. 1st. $700 
per month plus utilities. Security 
Deposit $350, References Re- 
quired. Call Gloria before 4:30 
pm Re/Max of Terrace, 250- 
638-1400 
676 WANTED ;TO 
,, RENT. . :  
JUST IN .  m: 
2 BEDROOM unit, and a newer 
3 bedroom unit with N/G heat. 
Available Immediately. Damage 
deposit, references required• 
250-635-2932 or 250-638-1053 
2 BEDROOM, 1 1/2 bath town- 
house. Stove and Fridge Includ- 
ed. W/D hookups. No pets. 
$600 month. 250-635-5213 
3 BDR 1 1/2 bath top floor su- 
ite. F/S, w/d, oak kitchen, utili- 
ties included. $775 month. 
Quiet people with good refs call 
Lisa 250-638-8639 
3 BEDROOM, one level house. 
Carport. Gas heat. No pets. 
References required. Southside 
o f  town. $750 month. Call 250- 
638-1648 
FOR RENT by January 1/00, 3 
bedroom house on Maple St. 
Call 250-635-2158. References 
required. $600 month. 
IN THORNHILL 4/6 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms .,C o se..,to, sqboo s, 
F/S W/D d shwasher centre 
vacuum,' arge fenced yard. No 
smoking. $950 month. Call 250- 
638-8605 
RENT TO own for $800/month 
and build your equity with a mo- 
bile home ordered from the fac- 
tory to fit your lifestyle. Phone 
Gordon for details at 250-638- 
1182 or e-mail: gordon 
@fcminc.net 
SKI SUN PEAKS BC (45rain 
from Kamloops) Fully equipped 
Condos & Chalets. Hot tubs, 
Saunas, Ski in/out, sleeping 2- 
32. Kids 12 and under w/adult 
full price ticket freel Stay 6 
nights & get 1st night free! TOP 
OF THE MOUNTAIN accom0- 
dations and management 1- 
800-585-8834. www.mwsolu- 
tions.com/top. Email: sunpeaks 
@direct.ca 
MATURE PROFESSIONAL 
working couple with one ohilde. 
No pets. Non-smoking. Looking 
for 3-4 bedroom house to rent 
or lease. Call collect 250-559- 
7874 after 6 pm or leave mes- 
sage for Rebecca at 250-559- 
4403 days. 
WORKING COUPLE W/2 child- 
ren. Wanting to rent home in 
Cedarvale/Usk/Gossen Creek 
area. Phone 250-638-7830. 
VANCOUVER, HEART of 
downtown. Executive lofted stu- 
dio suites in new high-rise. Su- 
perlative location, spectacular 
views. Monlhly or extended 
stays @ $1350 + util. Well fur- 
nished and equipped, T.V. mi- 
crowave. H/W floors, Secured 
U/G parking . Contact Dawn @ 
1-604-938-4502. www.vip- 
homes.com., Email: roehlig@dl- 
rect.ca. 
810 CARSFORi .~ 
rm~ ::'4.~/: ~1~ :SALE  : ::. 
Ground Floor: 
2,625 sq. ft. 
Second Floor: 
1,130 sq. ft. 
REASONABLE 
RATES 
1 - 10 ACRE LOT 
1 - 35 ACRE LOT 
1 - 41 ACRE LOT 
10 km north of town, Gas, Telephone & Hydro 
635-5868 
('-Sherry Anderson ~ 
Notary Public 
Real Estalo, 
Convoyanclng 
wills, 
Mobile Homo 
Trans~orl, 
Declarations, 
Marl'gage 
Document~llon, 
Notarizations Member 
NEW' LOCATION 
#104.4644 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C., V8G IS6 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 
Fax: (250) 635-5926 ~.~ 
1997 FORD F150 XLT Super- 
cab 4x4. 4.6 litre engine, elec- 
tronic O.D. transmission, power 
windows, tilt wheel, power 
seats, loaded including power 
seat. Trailer towing package, 
LTD slip axle. Immaculate con- 
dition, new tires and brakes. 
$22,900. Phone 250-635-7311 
TERRACE 
EM, FORD 
Wants to 
buy your 
"QUALIIT 
USED" 
vehicles. 
For the best 
price, call 
us first. 
4631 Keith Ave 
250-635-4984 
1-800-463-1128 
ii!~. ilT)~OADEBL: ;~,~:7~i: : .. 
.... ~+~,.;./~ow .: ,. ~, .... 
6.15 ACRES for sale en High- 
niceWay 16' 3 minutes east °f T°" t ~ ~ ] p l e y '  view.Gentl Price:S°uth $26,slope 500.with i !;iiii.: m 8 .!. i  ::: ::: 
Phone 1-250-696-3477 : O i 
10 acres and3 bedroom renD- i • 17 Besid.fiaiitiyWali :: ..... : 
vated house in Terrace. New ~ 1952NUgGrtEoHRJgEhBWcaYl ~:::': M&NYMORE]~x ' r~ 'S:?'T!;:~ 
siding, windows, tile, carpets, i c~, '~  c :A4  ,,~ t.:'%~ii~  ' ; , I<WaS'$98 ,~,  ~:~ 
good• land with creek, subdivi- ~ ~UO' ; J~ I  ~ i.~;~i~i~.~ ~:: '::: l l h lu l  ~iiiii::ii,::::ii;::,~:~: ;/ 
sion possibilities. Owner ' ~;::i~ ::' ~ '  * r, .u ~;~::~i~::3::;~i~i~::~4~,~ 
inbred, 250:542-6552. , : ] 1-888-301-2288[; ~ii~!~l !~~; - : i~ i~!~ 
• ~. *~::~ . • - Hi~.'~ :i~" 
• : ..... ~ ~', i$~:~:E:~:b:::. 
!1 ............ V~l ..... .: ............ • , ,~ %:~,:~. ' . l  .................................... , ,~  ;~,,:-:,.,<~ 'E": '~ ...... .N:, 
REDUCED TO Sell Nowl 3 
bdrms, 1 1/2 bath full basement 
w/separate entrance. $138,000. 
4810 Tuck. Call for appt. 250- 
635-2922 
1995 CHEV 4x4 pickup 3/4 ton, 
extended cab, short box. Excel- 
lent condition. Leather interior, 
full load, and to many options to 
mention. Asking $25,500. Call 
eveninqs. 250-635-2126 
77 CHEVY 1/2 ton flat deck. 
$500 obo. Call Jesse 635-9264. 
ATV HELMET, never used. 
Bearcat, medium, black and 
orange, with liner and goggles. 
$225. 250-638-1802 
1961 FORD Van, 1/2 T, SWB, 6 
cyc, standard with floor shift, 
runs well. Rusted, needs DOT 
inspection. $200 250-638.1802 
i uv~'K .,'gU new & Used R.V.'s 17 m 
new brands. 0 dawn financing, I 
h'ades, or we pay cash. For best I
price in B.C. Callus free 1-800- I
668-14,47 or www.voyager.rv.com I 
B.C. Interiors largest dealer I 
Vayager R.V. Centre Hwy. 97 | 
,Winfield, B.C. D1#9452. i 
mElmm  
1991 Chev Camaro 
Beautiful Ride 
$9,995 
1990 Honda Civic LX 
4Dr Sedan, 5 Spd, cruise, P.W., RL, 
$6,500 
1996 Chew $10 Blazer 4x4 
V6, Auto, ~C 4dr 
$24,995 
1988 F150 4x4 
6 cyl 
$6,995 
1993 Pontiac Sunbird GT 
5 spd, 6 cyl, fully loaded 
Was $12,995 
Now $10,995 
1993 Chew Lamina 
Eurosport 
6 cyl Auto, low kms, fully loaded 
Was $13,995 
Now $9,995 
1998 Ford Windstar 
V0 Auto, NO, power windows, 10cka, 7
pass., low krn's, factory warra0ty 
$21,995 
1997 Pontiac Grand Am 
GT 
4 cyl, 5 spd,~C, fully 10aded, spoiler 
Was $20,995 
Now $18,995 
1998 Ford Ranger Xtra 
Cab XLT 
auto, 0 cyI,A.C, cruise, CD & alloy wheels 
$19,995 
1993 Honda EX Accord 
4 DSDN, Auto, NC, P.W., RL., Cruise 
$13,995 
1995 Chew Beretta 
2dr coupe, 5speed 
$11,995 
1990 Chew 1/2 Ton 
2 WhDr, Auto, RU., Canopy 
$6,995 
1997 Subaru Legacy GT 
sedan, AWD, Auto, CD, only 38,000k 
$26,995 
1996 Civic Hatchback 
5 Spd 
$11,995 
lg99 Civic EX 4Dr Sedan 
A/C, ~S, power group, auto 
$19,995 
198~o~t l  6~LE 
1993 Honda Civic Sp6c. Edit, 
N0, 5 spd, case. 
$9,995 
1994~c~ui,. c u~ner  
1998 Honda CR-V 4WhDr ~:,~i~r~ii;~ 
0nly 40,000 kms ~S'~:.~9"5- 
$24,995 1992 - -  
' l l  HONDA ¢iVilS priged fo {leer 
1993 ARCTIC Cat 550 EFI 
Mountain Cat. Excellent condi- 
tion, low mileage, includes cov- 
er. $3,600 obo. 250-635-6166 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
4946 Greig Ave. 
Ph: 635-2909 
'93 Arctic Cat 
EXT580MC 
$3,ooo.oo 
 azer II 
L0n~irack l 1,/2 PSI Di~:: 
, S3.7)'9.0i 
Get Your Sled In 
Now For Pre. 
Season Tune Ups. 
'90 Yamaha 
I YF~50 A1Y $1,41s.00 
'96 Arctic Cat 
Pewder Special 
2" Track 
$4,295.00 
:: Used Double 
i ~,ouobile r~iler 
'98 Yamaha SRX 
700 Mnin, tunnelled 
t95.00 
)emo 
!7: i:::L • ::Z: :¸ !• -i 
Yamaha Ge.emtors 
s~k all Sizesi Y2K read),: 0. tYoUrs Tad ! 
New Snowmobile 
Trailers In Slack 
Now 
2 BEDROOM 12x68 with 8x16 
addition. F/S W/D completely 
renovated. Must be seen to be 
appreciated• $31,000 OBO. ph. 
250-635-1245 
NEW HOMES wanted at Boul- 
derwood MHP on Larch Ave. in 
Thornhill. I invite you to visit this 
family community and view our lb,  
available quality pads. Move 
your existing home or custom 
order a new mobile home for 
Spring 2000111 Call Gordon for 
details @ 638-1182 or e-mail: P~J 
.qordon @ fcminc.net 
PRICED AT $28,000 It's a 
steal. 3 bdrm mobile w/full size 
add. 4 appl., Ig rooms through- 
out. Pie call 250-635-1740 
1988 PONTIAC Bonneville 
SSE. Not even 200 km on new 
transmission. Fuel injected, 
3800. Very clean interior. Pow- 
er windows, locks, seats and air 
scats. $5900. 250-635-3794. 
CARS FROM $500 Govern- 
ment seized & surplus. Sold lo- 
cally. Call for lisitngs. 1-888- 
342-3500 EXT, BB60 
HONDA CRX 1991 excellent 
performer, 165K miles, very 
clean engine. Immigrating must 
sell. First offer $3000 secures. 
Call Ken Smith 250-638-1671 ~ 
before 8 pm, Minnesota regis- 
tered, 
MERCEDES BENZ 220D Die- 
sel, 1973. Lew Mileage, excel- 
lent condition. Call 250-635- 
9588 
FOR LEASE SPACE 
5,200 sq,ff, 2709 Kalum Street 
1,700 sq,ft, 
951 sq,ft, 
1,735 sq,ft, 
7,450 sq,ff, 
1,280 sq,ft, 
1,920 sq,ff, 
4624 Greig Ave, 
5002 Pohle Ave, 
2905 Kenney Street 
4820 Hwy 16 West 
5110 Keith Avenue 
5110 Keith Avenue 
KITCHEN/ IFo~/~s 
DINING I=~'1  
......,...0- <+~-r, II 
"~..,~ ~ LIVINGROOM l 
~,~ , )~).~7o MAIN FLOOR PLAN 
~"" ~M~"~ 548 SQ.FT. (S0d M l) 
2 x 6 EXTERIOR WALLS 
-• 
"LC°=='=i ~ L 
tBEDROOM#2N ~ BEDROOM#1 
, 
E ONsDQFFkO37RMP LAN 
:i.) ~!~!~ • J~ , , L "q~/~~ ' ;~ ' "  :' 
"~ ~ <i  ' . 
.TL~.,, t "~ ,, . 
• ,:~ ,~' .. 
!' 
WIDTH.30'-0"Im.IMI FPLAN NO. 10-2-185 1 
DEPTH- ~t'. 0" (0.5 MI t ,  "rOTAt. 96O SQ. FT. 169.2 M'I 
J EN[SH HOUSE.  DESIGN L]M|TEDI  'RECREATIONHOMEs [ ~ k  ~> 
,,,,,I,,,,i,~,,,,,,,,, ltlt~'llt~ltlt," li-~.ltl.p ~ ~.~lt~-li-~ltllt House Plans Available Through ,.,.,,,~,.~,,~,t.,,~ ~. 
)~i~ i~~,~ e ~ Northwest:& MarbleTile ~ On time and on budget  " 
SALES AND INSTALLATIONS 1~ Home renovations • New home construction j l~ 
i~ lg j~ ~ ~ / l e  Come See Our Showroom .~  Commercial construction • Roofina ; ~  
l .~g Ceramic Tile, Marble and. Certified Blue Max® rigid foam/concrele instal[arian 
Glass Blocks 
Tel. BC-certified builder 
t i l i l  " " lerrace,builders@osg,net ~ 6z~== ~ BARTON OONSTFIUOTION I.TO, 
'~ ,s~ ~- 1 -800-470  DO IT 1,IMT,,.I~, ~i~.,'J /''~GARYCHRISTIA'NSEN ~ G E N E R A L C 0 N T R A C T 0 R 1~ 
. 4038 Metz Plaza, ~ Building a Roputatlon for Quality_ 
Terrace, B.C, VBO 3Z9 "~/ I  Tel / fax 635-6244 , 3207Munroe, Terrace 635-6273 HI I l l l i i i l l i l l l r l i l l i l J i1r l l  
~~-- - '~  ~ ~ ' - A ~  .., , ,  .u, MIGHTY! !t BUS,Hess BUU,Na SMALL BUT M IG HTY! 
AOVERTISlNO BUSINESS BUILDING ADVERTISING 
L~, ~ ~ E)~ y~ Terrace Standard ,i SERVICES LTD. Business Directories Terrace Standard ',. 
• CHIMNEYS "MOSS REMOVAL & ZINC $~r1~oo Home ImErovement $ '~f~OO ;~ 
• FURNACES .AIRCONDITIONING.SYSTEMS ~vper  week** Business Directories vvper  week** ,~ 
• BOILERS eAIR DUCT CLEANING plus GST ' plus GST , ~1% 
i FIREPLACES "OIL STOVES 'Based on 13 week contract 'Based on 13 week contract 
iDRYER VENTS "SEPTIC & GREASE TRAPS ~,v - - ' - -  
• EAVESTROUGHS .JEN AIR CLEANING- STANDARD 
Phone 635-1132 NDARD Fax:Terrace 638.7283638.8432 
iiL-4~ ~=IL  3210 Clinton St., ~ j  
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, I 
ROB BROWN 
The joy of fishing 
y ou wouldn't know there were moun- 
tains in this valley, what with the sky 
so low and gray it's gathered the fog 
unto itself, filled the valleys, spread out over 
the flat lands, and made sharp peaks look like 
hills. But they're there, behind that damp cur- 
tain. There's a range of them just downstream 
of this spot. 
You can't see it now, but the middle one 
has a vee shaped avalanche chute running 
down its middle. In the summer it's filled with 
alder so lush and green when its watered by 
falls that cascade down its steep slopes, it 
shimmers in the sun. You've got to come back 
here in the Spring - late April, May, maybe -
and see this place under a clear sky. It'll take 
your breath away. 
That platform? That's a gun turret, I 'm told, 
put there by the railway so they can blast the 
same chute and cause small slides before the 
snow makes a troublesome one. It's a long shot 
alright. 
That's the Usk Chapel: a small room with a 
roof and only a pew or two. I think it's nonde- 
nominational. If it has a congregation it's 
small or they worship in shifts; it'd be a won- 
derful place for a small wedding. 
This is Chimdemash. You can catch fish 
here. Trout pass by from time to time and a 
load of salmon in summer, but there's washing 
machine water at the front of it and frog water 
below. It turns your line into a serpent. 
It's the same at a lot of creek mouths. You 
can probe them with lures or soak a ~orm, but 
they don't take kindly to flies. Besides, slug- 
ging to the river through all that thigh high 
snow makes you hot and wet, then cold at the 
end of the day. 
We'll go further inland. It'll only take an- 
other half hour. I hate this slush. When those 
big chip trucks roar by they cover you with it. 
Still, I suppose it's better than ice or blinding 
flakes as big as your hand. As long as it's soft 
and wet like this the river won't freeze. That's 
a bonus, for sure. 
Behind us there's a range of mountains 
called the Seven Sisters. You'll have to come 
back for these too. They're really spectacular, 
white and sharp, especially from the far side of 
the river. This is Cedarvale. There used to be 
emus in this field, big meat birds with giant 
drumsticks. That's why I call this the Ostrich 
Run. It's actually a place to fish moving fish. 
There's not much architecture on the bot- 
tom of the river here, just a few holes where 
fish like to lay by for a little while. Sometimes 
I catch a steelhead here, most often I don't. 
There may be a dolly varden or two. I can't 
say. I've never fished here this late in the year. 
Watch your step, these rocks are slick at 
the best of times. A fisherman's always stand- 
ing in some form of water at this time of year. 
No, they're not wolves. They're dogs. They 
sound like a pack of wolves, don't they? I'm 
sure they howl like that in the fall and summer 
too. I haven't noticed them then, probably be- 
cause the land absorbs sound so much better 
when leaves are on the trees and there's no 
snow on the ground. 
The river is louder then too, and there's lots 
of other sonic competition. That growl is the 
grader, the one we passed a few miles back. 
It's amazing how sounds carry when the land 
is wet and reflective. 
This is a new fly. It's simple - you just take 
a crosscut strip of rabbit then tie it on the back 
of the hook so a tail as long as the hook sticks 
out the back. Then you wind the strip forward 
over the hook and over a brass bead tied in at 
the front. Nexl you wind some olive hackle 
then dub olive and brown fur over the head. 
The bead at the front helps you form a big 
head, and it makes the fly dive for the rocks 
like fleeing sculpins do. See, it's the same 
colour as the rocks here. 
That's the old ferry cable below us. On the 
far side you can see the old post office, the 
one with the windows that look like black 
eyes. I hear the old woman that used to run it 
passed over a few years ago. Now it looks like 
somebody has ransacked the place. Too bad. I 
think it was one of the oldest post offices in 
the province. 
Here's a dolly varden. Its a big one, but too 
small for this rod. It's taken the fly deeply. I 'm 
going to kill it. There look at that. That's no 
dolly. That's a steelhead. Let it run a few 
times. It won't jump at this time of year. There 
it is. A summer fish. See how red it is. It's the 
most colourful thing you'll see today when 
everything is brown or white or gray,. 
Man, what is that fish doing here hOWl? 
You'd think it'd be at the bottom of a dee'p 
pool somewhere. Fishing is full of discoveries 
and surprises, oh? 
PORTS 638!7283 
Sports Year in Review 
WHETHER local athletes are on the soccer 
fields, swimming pool, balance beam or ice at 
the arena, one thing's for certain - they've 
trained hard for their medals, championship ti- 
tles and awards over the past year. 
We invite you to take a look back over the 
last year to check out the achievements and 
celebrations of Terrace's athletes and sports 
teams in the first half of the 1999 sports year 
in review. 
Shawn Buck won the competition, while 
Derrick Kormandy and Tim Dopko tied for sil- 
ver and Colin Davies won third. 
"k Yr -k,/r,k 
THE SKEENA Junior Girls Basketball team 
beat Hazelton 65-36 in the final game of the 
zone championships Feb. 20-21 to advance to 
the Junior Girls provincials. 
W*-k-k-k 
SUPER BM topped the Terrace Men's Fut- 
sal Playoffs at Caledonia Feb. 21 to win back 
the men's title. Super BM beat Western Paci- 
fic 4-3. 
"k'/r -k-k',k 
SKEENA GRADE 8 girls basketball team 
beat Prince Rupert Senior Secondary 39-31 to 
win the zone title Feb. 26. 
MATTHIEU LECLERC started of his ski sea- 
Son right by winning big at the Merrill Lynch / 
B.C, Alpine Northern Zone Giant Slalom at 
Shames Mountain Jan, 17. Leclerc finished 
off the season in April by winning three top- 
15 finishes at the Western Canadian Juve- 
nile Alpine Championships in Jasper. 
January 
LOCAL CURLERS Mitch Griffith, Dan 
Fisher, Andrew Simpson and skip Kevin Mc- 
Dougall won the zone playdowns in Prince 
Rupert Jan. 10 
The team went on to play in the Interior 
playdowns in Smithers Jan. 29. 
"k-k-k,k-k 
LEAH Leclerc, Stacy Blake Shannon Ken- 
nedy, Aaron Gingles, Courtland Sandover-Sly 
and Mathieu Leclerc were medal winners in 
the Merrill Lynch / B.C. Alpine Northern Zone 
Giant Slalom race at Shames Mountain Jan. 
17. 
"k-kW'k'k 
BLUEBACK swimmers Petra Robinson, 
Kaya Downs, Evan Palahicky, Thomas De- 
metzer and Kyle Narzt won top-three finishes 
in the age groups at the Methanex Invitational 
Swim Meet in Kitimat Jan. 16 - 17. 
YrW'k'k'k 
CALEDONIA wrestlers Grace Wittkowski, 
March 
CALEDONIA Senior Secondary wrestlers 
Pam Haugland, Grace Wittkowski and Ajit 
Jaswal returned from the high school provin- 
cials in Abbotsford with second and two fourth 
place finishes. 
Terrace finished eighth overall in the 70- 
team tournament. 
"kYr-kYrYr 
THE NORTHERN Motor Inn skated off with 
the Terrace Men's Oldtimer Hockey League 
title March. 17. 
The Northern Motor Inn Okies beat the Ter- 
race Timbermen 2-1 in a rock'em sock'em 
game that saw the refs clear the ice to give 
both teams a chance to cool off. Don Cherry 
would be proud. 
' kWW**  
PEAK GYMNAST 
Annie Wittkowski 
earned her spot at 
the P rov inc ia l  
Championships after 
an impressive third 
place finish in Delta 
March 13-14. 
"k*,k.k* 
CALEDO NIA'S 
Kermode Basketball 
team won the zone 
title against Mount Annie Wittkowskl 
Elizabeth. 
The boys beat Kitimat 80-59 here and ad- 
vanced to the provincials in mid-march. 
Yr'k'k'k'Cr 
SNOWMOBILERS jammed Shames Moun- 
tain for the first annual B.C. Snowmobile Fe- 
deration sanctioned hillclimb. 
Snowmobilers from across, including Mike 
Irwin, Norm Hebert and Trevor Gibson compe- 
ted to make the event a success despite con- 
troversy from local skiers about traffic and trail 
Melanie Krug and Pare Haugland recorded top damage on the slopes. 
three finishes at the B.C. Age Class Invitation- "kW-k-k-k 
als in Kamloops Jan. 15-16. 
The wrestlers won team Caledonia a silver 
medal at the meet. 
February 
BLUEBACK SWIMMER Evan Palahieky 
broke two pool records Feb. 21, for his 50- 
metre and 100-metre breaststrokes. 
The 1:18:81 100-metre swim also earned 
him a spot at provincials and put him on the 
charts for national rankings in his age group. 
-k,k~.k-k 
DOWNHILL skier Mathieu Leclerc placed 
sixth out of 150 13-to-15 year-old skiers at the 
Men's Giant Slalom in Vernon Feb. 24-26. 
,k'k,k*.k 
RECORD numbers of Terrace athletes 
swarmed Prince Rupert for the Northern B.C. 
THE TERRACE Skating Club finished sec- 
ond overall at the Kla-How-Ya meeting in 
Prince Rupert. 
Amy Mattern, Erin Arndt and Sandra Wit- 
tington won two medals each. 
"k,k -k-k-/r 
TERRACE MINOR Hockey handed out 
lifetime memberships to Cliff Sharpies, Brian 
Downie, Jake de Jong and Mona Nestor for 
their contribution to hockey in Terrace. 
*W-k"k* 
LOCAL SKIER Matthieu Leelerc won three 
top-15 finishes at the Western Canadian Juve- 
nile Alpine Championships in Jasper, Alberta. 
Yr ,k-k -k-A- 
THE BACK EDDY Bullets won the ladies 
indoor soccer championships March. 30 in the 
1 Ith round of the shoot out. 
The game, against Braid Insurance, ended 
ERNIE MILHOMMENS, Tyler Franson, and 
Jill Harvey became Canadian Powerlifting 
Champions in Calgary, May 8. 
May 
NORMA LeFRANCOIS, Marlene Thornton, 
Marion Clift, Fern Gagnon, Cy Renney and 
Ellie Chambers won the zone five-pin bowling 
roll offs in Prince Rupert and guaranteed their 
spot on the Northen B.C. Winter games team. 
CALEDONIA Golfers Kevin Eyjolfson and 
Brett Downie put in one-two finishes among 
seven northwest eams at the first high school 
play day at the Skeena Valley Golf and Coun- 
try Club. 
*-Yr"kW'k 
FOUR Caledonia basketball stars were in- 
vited to the Western Canadian Best of the 
West Basketball Camp in Coquitlam. 
Kevin Braam. Robert Haugland, Christian 
Desierto and Braden Meashaw were invited as 
four of Western Canada's Top 72 High School 
Basketball players. 
YrYr'k-*'k 
FORMER TERRACE resident and soccer star 
Roxanne Chow gets named to the national 
Under 20 womens Pare American Games 
team. 
POWERLIFTERS Ernie Milhommens, 
Tyler Franson and Jill Harvey became Cana- 
dian Powerlifting Champions in Calgary May 
8. 
CALEDONIA'S DRAG racing team, lead 
by teacher Doug Brewer and students Tom 
Fox, Keith Allard and Jacob Dickson, won 
gold at a high school drag racing meet in 
Prince George May 22. 
THAT'S JEANINE GARNEAU on the mound 
for the girls fastball team at Riverside Fields 
during the girls zone playdowns last June. 
The girls played the Kitwanga Steelers to 
earn a spot at the provincials. This year. the 
bantam C championships will be held here. 
June 
Winter Games. 1-0 after a goal by Lori Kasperski. 
In all 192 Terrace athletes attended the 
games winning medals in everything from April 
wrestling and swimming to women's soccer, 
gymnastics and hockey. LOCAL CURLER Mitch Griffith took home 
*'k'k'/r*" top awards during the Logger's Bonspiel April 
SHAMES Ski patrollers Carey Bogart, John 1-4. 
James and Richard Stone took home gold in Griffith and his team beat the Dan Doehler 
rink of Smithers and Kitimat's Peter Dziuba 
rink to win the "A"-event final. 
"k,k,k-k~ 
PAM HAUGLAND came back from the Na- ~r'k~r'k* 
the "Almost" Annual North First Aid and To- 
boggan Handling Competition in Prince 
George Feb. 13-14, 
"k -k -k-/r "/~ 
SARA RAUTER, Kim Cowburn, Theresa 
Melanson, and Mary Rauter won Terrace's 
Women's Valentine Bonspiel al the local cur- 
ling rink Feb. 14. 
Rauter's rink beat fellow Terracites, the 
Aina Carlson rink to win the "A" eventfinals. 
*-A-*'/r* 
A BLAST of big air lured more than 40 
snowboarders to Shames Mountain Feb. 21 for 
the fifth annual big air competition. 
tional High School Wrestling tournament with 
a second-place finish. 
The silver medal was her third medal at the 
national level in as many years and was the 
final medal of her high school career. 
"k*,k*-A, 
LOCAL DANCERS won four gold medals 
at the Pacific Northwest Music Festival in 
Terrace. 
Among the medal winners were Angola 
Beaupre, Orie and Hikari Shiga, and Cydney 
Rusch. All dancers train at the CJ's Dance 
Studio in Terrace. 
"kW'kW~r 
CYCLISTS BRANDON Smoley and John 
Lambert won gold and silver medals at one of 
the season's first races, the 12th annual Schnai 
Daze competition in Smithers, April 12. 
"k-k~rYr,k 
LOCAL GYMNAST Annie Wittkowski 
went to Calgary to compete in the Western 
Canadian Gymnastics Championships as a part 
of the gold,medal winning B,C. team. 
Wittkowski placed l lth On the beam and 
finished 17th overall. 
SARA RAUTER and her her rink won the 
Valentines Ladles Curling Bonspiel at the 
Terrace Curling Rink Feb, 14. 
FASTBALL FEVER took over the River- 
side Ball fields during the girls' zone play- 
downs June 17 in Terrace. 
Terrace played the Kitwanga Steelers here 
to earn their spot in the provincial champion- 
ships later that summer. 
~',k,k-k-k 
VOLLEYBALL fans got their thrill watch. 
ing hometown hero Jason Haldane get com- 
n~ended for strong blocks in an international 
tournament in June 
Haldane, who makes his living by playing 
professional volleyball in France in the winter, 
returned to Terrace to spent time here in the 
summer. 
TERRACE'S Super BM Men's soccer team 
won a bronze medal in Prince George's B.C. 
Recreation Cup June 11-13. 
The team earned their right to enter the 
tourney by winning Terrace's men's league 
title in 1998. They improved their [997 B.C. 
Recreation Cup performance in 1997. 
'k'WW-k-k 
CENTENNIAL Christian School Student 
Nathan Voogd won the B.C. Junior Christian 
School Athlete of the Year award June 23, 
Voogd earned the award for his good 
grades, extra-curricular activities and strong 
performance on Centennial Christian's volley- 
ball, basketball, soccer and badminton teams. 
~'k,k,kW 
LOCAL BODYBUILDER Mark Dhami won 
gold in the light heavyweight division at the 
Prolab Classic Bodybuilding Championships in
Prince George June 5. 
~'k,*'/r~r 
ALL SEASONS Source for Sports topped 
the Terrace Minor Baseball league June 24. 
beating Kinsm'en and Pizza Hut to will first 
place in their age group, 
